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Satchmo  
By Melvin B. Tolson 

 
              King Oliver of New Orleans 

         has kicked the bucket, but he left behind 
              old Satchmo with his red-hot horn 
                to syncopate the heart and mind. 

                  The honky-tonks in Storyville 
       have turned to ashes, have turned to dust, 

                 but old Satchmo is still around 
         like Uncle Sam’s IN GOD WE TRUST. 

  
               Where, oh, where is Bessie Smith, 

       with her heart as big as the blues of truth? 
           Where, oh, where is Mister Jelly Roll,  
           with his Cadillac and diamond tooth? 
              Where, oh, where is Papa Handy 

  With his blue notes a-dragging from bar to bar? 
       Where, oh where is bulletproof Leadbelly 
          with his tall tales and 12-string guitar? 

  
                                Old Hip Cats, 

              when you sang and played the blues 
                    the night Satchmo was born, 

       did you know hypodermic needles in Rome 
         couldn’t hoodoo him away from his horn? 
          Wyatt Earp’s legend, John Henry’s, too, 

              is a dare and a bet to old Satchmo 
  when his groovy blues put headlines in the news 

            from the Gold Coast to cold Moscow. 
  

                                 Old Satchmo’s 
    gravelly voice and tapping foot and crazy notes 

                             set my soul on fire. 
                                   If I climbed 

           the seventy-seven steps of the Seventh 
  Heaven, Satchmo’s high C would carry me higher! 

         Are you hip to this, Harlem? Are you hip? 
              On Judgment Day, Gabriel will say 

                       after he blows his horn: 
   “I’d be the greatest trumpeter in the Universe 

          if old Satchmo had never been born!”  
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Hello Creative Educators!  

We hope that you will find this Piano Slam Innovation Guide useful. Its purpose is twofold. Our 
first goal is to provide you with details about the annual Piano Slam Competition so your 
students can enter their poetry in the writing competition. We have provided connections 
between the Piano Slam activities and the Language Arts Florida Standards (LAFS) and the 
Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) so that the activities may be easily integrated into 
your curriculum.     

The second goal is broader. Exposing students to poetry, encouraging them to experience the 
emotional power of the arts, and nurturing their creativity will enrich their lives in ways that go 
beyond the educational acronyms of LAFS, NGSS, or STEM, and can impact students for a 
lifetime. The activities provided in this guide integrate science and the arts, creativity and 
systematic inquiry as well as writing skills and personal passion. The activities provide 
structure, yet still allow you to creatively adapt them to your curriculum, your students' needs, 
and your teaching style.  We do know, however, that the activities in this Innovation Guide have 
been most effective when used as whole class lessons, not as optional activities, so we 
recommend that they be used in that way.   

As you facilitate the creative process for your students, not only will their writing skills improve, 
but their motivation may also increase. Your students will be engaged by the personal, 
meaningful, and relevant activities. You may discover that even the most reluctant students will 
complete the activities enthusiastically, and there may be students whose talent surprises you.   

Although this IG includes ELA, Science, Math and Social Studies activities, working on the 
Piano Slam activities can provide an opportunity for interdisciplinary and collegial professional 
work and is not limited to those subject areas.  Elective teachers, for example, may wish to 
collaborate in order to enhance and support the student writing projects. We hope that this 
professional collaboration will help you to meet the needs of the diverse learners in your class.    

We also welcome your feedback on all of the activities you use, so you will find a feedback 
form at the end of the manual.  Please take a few minutes to complete and submit the form for 
at least one of the activities you use. Your responses will help us improve this resource.      

If you have any questions or wish to discuss any of the activities, please contact the Piano 
Slam Outreach Coordinator at (305) 572-9900 or at pianoslam@dranoff2piano.org. You will 
receive a reply from the Piano Slam staff or from one of us.  

Musically and poetically yours,  
The Piano Slam Education Support Team        
Amanda Heinemann, NBCT Kathy Pham, NBCT  
 
Contact Information: 
305-572-9900 / pianoslam@dranoff2piano.org  
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MISSION  

The mission of Piano Slam is to utilize music as a tool and inspiration to give our youth a voice 
through artistic expression. Piano Slam is a poetry writing competition that asks students to 
compose works of poetry inspired by their reactions to a selection of music, and, if they 
become a finalist, they perform their composition at our Piano Slam event at the Adrienne Arsht 

Center for the Performing Arts. 

PIANO SLAM THEME MUSIC  
FANTASIA DE TRES MUNDOS 
COMPOSER MARTIN BEJERANO 
Martin Bejerano, a native of Miami, Florida, has been 
active as a professional musician since the age of 
fifteen, when he began his performance career playing 
George Gershwin’s "Rhapsody in Blue" concerto with the 
Mexican-American Bi-National Symphony.  

A graduate of the esteemed New World School of the 
Arts, he received a full scholarship to attend Florida 

State University, where he studied classical piano with Leonidas Lipovetsky, and jazz piano, 
composition, and arranging with Bill Peterson, whom he cites as one of his most important 
influences. He then went on to receive a Master’s degree from the University of Miami, also 
under full scholarship. During this time, Martin won third place in the nation in the prestigious 
1999 Great American Jazz Piano Competition, and was chosen to attend the famed Thelonious 
Monk Institute Jazz Colony. 

In the summer of 2000, Bejerano decided a move to New York City in less than a year, he was 
asked to join the quartet of legendary jazz drummer and Grammy award-winning artist Roy 
Haynes. In 2004, their recording "Fountain of Youth" was nominated for a Grammy award for 
Best Instrumental Jazz Album--Martin’s first recording on a major label. Martin has continually 
garnered critical praise across the world. Having performed with the likes of the Christian 
McBride Band, Dave Holland, Pat Metheney, Ignacio Berroa, Lonnie Plaxico, Bryan Lynch, 
Adam Nussbaum, Arturo Sandoval, Mingus Big Band, Marcus Strickland, and even traded 
choruses with the legendary Chick Corea, one can easily gain a sense of Bejerano’s formidable 
talent on the keyboard.  

In 2006, producer and Reservoir record label owner Mark Feldman produced Martin’s debut CD 
as a leader. It quickly shot up to number nine on the Jazz Week Jazz Album Chart, which lists 
the top 50 jazz albums based on airplay. Martin's career as a solo artist has blossomed with 
recent performance at Symphony Space, Dizzy's Club Coca Cola, Jazz Gallery, and Festival 
Miami, as well as having his trio featured on NPR’s nationally syndicated show “Jazz Set with 
Dee Dee Bridgewater”. Martin was also awarded the prestigious "New Jazz Works" composition 
and ensemble development grant by Chamber Music America in 2010.Currently, Martin heads 
the jazz piano department at the University of Miami, teaching jazz piano, improvisation and 
composition, and continues to perform internationally.  
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GUIDELINES FOR PIANO SLAM 12 POETRY 
COMPETITION 

1. All poetry & creative writing must conform to the rules of Miami Dade County Public 
Schools. 

2. All poems must enter using this form. 
3. Participating students should listen to and reference Dranoff’s Fantasia De Tres 

Mundos by composer Martin Bejerano or music or musical language or terminology 
in their poetry. 

4. All poems must have a reaction or reference to “Fantasia De Tres Mundos” or 
to STEAM subjects and/or your feelings/experience about music in Miami 
including words regarding the components of music. For example: songs, beat, 
tunes, rhythm, percussion, sounds, minor, major, acoustic, harmony, rap, rock, 
soul, Jazz, hip-hop, playlist, lyric, melody, hymn, vocal, anthem, etc. 

5. All questions in application must be completed including poems (copy + paste OR 
typed onto form)   

6. You may enter a maximum of 2 poems total. They may be different categories – ELA 
or STEM – but they must be entered separately using appropriate link/application. 
You may enter 2 of the same subject on the same entry/application. 

7. If you’re a finalist, you must attend all coaching workshops, rehearsals before and 
including concert on February 28th, 2019 at the Adrienne Arsht Center for the 
Performing Arts to receive your prize. 

Finalists $100 

Best Poem | $500 + Notebook Computer 

All finalists will perform their work on February 28th at the 
Adrienne Arsht Center for the Performing Arts 

Online submissions must be through the online application form 
at pianoslam.org starting November 1st 

Deadline for submission: Thursday, December 19th, 2019 
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ADOLESCENT CONFESSIONS  

ALIZE DAVIS  
MIAMI NORLAND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL, 10TH GRADE  
  

I’VE NEVER REALLY BEEN A FAN OF BOTANY  
MAYBE IT’S THE WAY THAT THE GRASS MAKES ME ITCH,  
DECRESCENDO.  
OR MAYBE BECAUSE NO MATTER HOW FAR I REACH MY HANDS UP THEY WILL 
NEVER BE ABLE TO CONNECT THE WAY THE TREES DO THE SKY,  
CRESCENDO.  
IT’S DISAPPOINTING T WATCH THE WAY THAT MY FINGERS REACH OUT 
MONOTONOUSLY  
  BECAUSE I CAN ALREADY FEEL THE PERSONAL FAILURE OF OPENING UP MY 
HANDS TO THE WORLD HOPING AND EXPECTING FOR GIFTS FILLED WITH 
MORE THAN JUST AND EMPTY SPACE  
WHITE NOISE.  
SOMEHOW   
I KNOW THAT EVEN IF I STAND TALLER  
OUTSTRETCH MY LIMBS JUST A LITTLE BIT MORE  
ADAGIO.  
THE WORLD WILL FAIL ME   
BECAUSE UNLIKE THE TREES,  
I AM NOT A GIANT.  
I CAN BE UPROOTED AND TOSSED AWAY  
TO TUMBLE DOWN INTO OBLIVIOUSNESS MUCH LIKE THE WAY  
RAIN-DROPS RUNOFF INTO THE VASTNESS OF THE SEA,  
ALLEGRO.  
ONLY TO BE EXTRACTED AGAIN,  
MADE TO STAND UP AND FACE OBSTACLES I CAN NEVER WITHSTAND  
I AM NOT A GIANT,  
I AM ONLY ME  
THE ONLY ME THAT CAN EVER QUITE POSSIBLE BE  
WITHOUT EVER RISKING THE GENUINENESS OF MY PERSONALITY  
YES,  
I CAN BE UPROOTED,  
LARGO  
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Musical Terms  
  
Accelerando (Italian: becoming faster) is a term in general use to show that the music should be played at an 
increasing speed.  

An accompaniment is an additional part for a performer of any kind that is less important than another, which it 
serves to support and enhance. The piano is often used to provide an accompaniment to a solo singer. In 
instrumental works for, say, violin and piano the rôles may be reversed.  
  
An anthem is a short vocal composition. In the Church of England the word indicates such a composition often using 
a non-liturgical text (i.e. not part of the official service). A full anthem is for full choir, without soloists, while a verse 
anthem makes contrasting use of solo singers.   
  
An aria is a song or air. The word is used in particular to indicate formally constructed songs in opera.   
  
Ballad, derived from the late Latin verb 'ballare', to dance, came to be used primarily to describe a folksong of 
narrative character or a song or poem written in imitation of such a folk-song. The title Ballade was used by Chopin 
to describe four piano-pieces of otherwise concealed narrative content, apparently based on narrative poems of 
ballad type by the patriotic poet Mickieiwicz, while Brahms in one of his Ballades transfers into music an old Scottish 
narrative ballad.   
  
The beat or pulse in a piece of music is the regular rhythmic pattern of the music. Each bar should start with a strong 
beat and each bar should end with a weak beat. These may be known as the down-beat (strong, at the beginning of 
a bar) and the up-beat (weak, at the end of a bar). Up and down describe the gestures of a conductor, whose 
preparatory up-beat is of even greater importance to players than his down-beat.  
  
The brass section of the orchestra includes metal instruments where the sound is produced by forcing air through a 
cup-shaped or conical mouthpiece. The brass section usually consists of trumpets, trombones and tuba and French 
horns.  
  
A cadence usually consists of two chords that provide musical punctuation at the end of phrases or sentences.  
  
A cadenza, based often on an extended and embellished final cadence, at least in classical concertos, is a passage 
originally improvised by a performer in which virtuoso ability might be shown. Cadenzas are now more often written 
by the composer, although some modern performers continue to improvise. In classical concertos the cadenza often 
leads to the last section of a movement.  
  
Cantabile (Italian: in singing style) appears often at the beginning of movements as in andante cantabile - at walking 
speed and in a singing style.  
  
A chord is the simultaneous sounding of two or more notes. The adjective is chordal. The study of harmony involves 
the correct placing of chords with relation to each other.  
  
A chorus is a group of singers. The word is also used to indicate a refrain in a song.  
  
A coda (Italian: tail) is the ending of a piece of music. This may be very short, but in a composition on a large scale 
may be extended. The diminutive codetta may be used to indicate the closing part of a section of a composition.  
  
Crescendo (Italian: growing, becoming louder) is frequently used as a dynamic instruction to performers.  
  
Cymbals are pairs of round metal plates, generally made of an alloy of tin and copper, which may be struck 
together. A single cymbal may be suspended and struck with a hard or soft stick.   
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Decrescendo (Italian: growing less) is used as a direction to performers, meaning becoming softer.  
  
 

Musical Terms  
 
A duet is a piece of music written for two performers. On the piano such a piece would involve two players on one 
instrument.  
  
Dynamics are the levels of sound, loud or soft, in a piece of music.  
  
An elegy (French: élégie) is a lament, either vocal or instrumental.  
  
The word ensemble is used in three senses. It may refer to the togetherness of a group of performers: if ensemble 
is poor, the players are not together. It may indicate part of an opera that involves a group of singers. It can also 
mean a group of performers.  
  
A fanfare is a flourish of trumpets or other similar instruments, used for military or ceremonial purposes, or music 
that conveys this impression.  
  
A fiddle is a violin, but the word is used either colloquially or to indicate a folk-instrument. The Australian composer 
Percy Grainger, who objected to the use of words of Latin origin, used the word fiddle for violin, middle-fiddle for 
viola and bass fiddle for cello, as part of his eccentric vocabulary of 'blue-eyed English'.  
  
Forte (Italian: loud) is used in directions to performers. It appears in the superlative form fortissimo, very loud. The 
letter f is an abbreviation of forte, ff an abbreviation of fortissimo, with fff or more rarely ffff even louder.  
  
The word glissando is used to describe sliding in music from one note to another. On the harp or the piano this is 
achieved by sliding the finger or fingers over the strings or keys, and can be achieved similarly on bowed string 
instruments, and by other means on the trombone, clarinet, French horn and pedal timpani among others.  
  
Harmony describes the simultaneous sounding of two or more notes and the technique governing the construction 
of such chords and their arrangement in a succession of chords. Following the convention of writing music from left 
to right on a horizontal set of lines (staff or stave), harmony may be regarded as vertical, as opposed to counterpoint, 
which is horizontal. In other words harmony deals with chords, simultaneous sounds, and counterpoint with melody 
set against melody.  
  
A hymn is a song of praise, whether to a god, saint or hero. The plainchant hymn has a place in the Divine Office. In 
Protestant Christian worship, where the hymn assumed considerable importance, after the chorales of Martin Luther 
and his followers, the metrical homophonic form dominated.  
  
The word impromptu was first used as a title for a musical composition in 1822 by the Bohemian composer Vorisek 
for six piano pieces, to be imitated by Schubert's publisher in naming a set of four piano Impromptus, to be followed 
by four more, perhaps so named by the composer. Chopin used the title for four compositions in this seemingly 
improvised form, and there are further impromptus by other composers from that period onwards, generally, but not 
always, for a single instrument.  
  
In the theatre an interlude performs the same function as an entr'acte, music between acts or scenes, designed to 
bridge a gap. It may also be used to indicate music played or sung between two other works or two sections of a 
work.  
  
In music an interval is the distance in pitch between two notes, counted from the lower note upwards, with the lower 
note as the first of the interval. The violin, for example, is tuned in intervals of a fifth, G to D, D to A and A to E, the 
double bass in fourths, from E to A, A to D and D to G. Harmonic intervals occur simultaneously, as when a violinist 
tunes the instrument, listening carefully to the sound of two adjacent strings played together. Melodic intervals occur 
between two notes played one after the other.  
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Musical Terms 
 

Intonation is the exactness of pitch or lack of it in playing or singing. Collective intonation is that of a group of 
instruments, where slight individual variations in pitch can be lost in a generally more favourable effect.  
  
The jig, a lively dance in compound time, became the usual final dance of the baroque dance suite.  
  
The lyre, the symbol of a musician in Western cultural tradition, is an ancient instrument, found in characteristic form 
in ancient Greece, where it was the instrument of Apollo. Similar instruments, with strings stretched from a cross-bar 
to a lower sound-box, to be held in the left arm and plucked with the right hand, are found in other cultures.  
  
The metronome is a device, formerly based on the principle of the pendulum, but now controlled more often by 
electronic means, which measures the equal beats of a piece of music, as a guide to players. The metronome mark 
of 60 indicates one beat a second, 120 is twice as fast and 240 twice as fast again. The principle was based on the 
work of Galileo, but the most frequently found clockwork metronome was devised in Vienna by Beethoven's 
contemporary and briefly his collaborator Count Maelzel.  
  
The word minstrel has been used loosely to indicate a musical entertainer, providing his own accompaniment to his 
singing. The medieval minstrel, a secular musician, flourished between the 13th and 15th century, generally as an 
itinerant singer.  
  
A movement is a section of a more extended work that is more or less complete in itself, although occasionally 
movements are linked together, either through the choice of a final inconclusive chord or by a linking note, as in the 
first and second movement of Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto.  
  
Notation is the method of writing music down, practices of which have varied during the course of history. Staff 
notation is the conventional notation that makes use of the five-line staff or stave, while some recent composers 
have employed systems of graphic notation to indicate their more varied requirements, often needing detailed 
explanations in a preface to the score. Notation is inevitably imprecise, providing a guide of varying accuracy for 
performers, who must additionally draw on stylistic tradition.  
  
A note in English is either a single sound or its representation in notation. American English refers to a single sound 
as a tone, following German practice.  
  
Opus (Latin: work) is generally used in the listing of a composer's works by opus numbers, usually abbreviated to 
Op. Opus numbers are not always a guide to the date of composition or even to the date of publication.  
  
The orchestra came in the early 18th century, to have its modern meaning as a group of instrumental performers of 
varied number, although this meaning still met with objections at the time. The size and composition of the orchestra 
has differed from century to century, but during the course of the 17th century the string section developed as a five-
part and later as a four-part section, with first and second violins, violas and cellos and double basses, the last two 
playing the same part, although the double basses would sound an octave lower. In the later 18th century it became 
usual to have in the orchestra an additional pair of French horns and a pair of oboes, doubling flute as necessary, 
with a bassoon doubling the bass. By the end of the 18th century a larger ensemble that included when necessary a 
pair of trumpets and drums was usual. In the 19th century clarinets, already used by Mozart and Haydn, became a 
regular part of the woodwind section, in addition to flutes, oboes and bassoons. The brass section came to include 
trombones, instruments earlier used for special purposes only, as well as trumpets, to be extended to instruments of 
lower range during the century. The 20th century has brought an extension of the percussion section. The number of 
players involved in a full symphony orchestra has grown very considerably, with over sixty string players, and a 
possible forty or more wind and percussion players.   
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Ostinato (Italian: obstinate) indicates a part that repeats the same rhythm or melodic element. The basso ostinato or 
ostinato bass occurs in the ground bass of baroque arias where a melody is set over a repeated bass pattern.   
  
 
 
 
 

Musical Terms 
 
The percussion section of the orchestra includes all instruments that are played by being struck, including the piano 
and celesta. Originally consisting of a pair of kettledrums or timpani, appearing normally with a pair of trumpets, in 
the orchestra of the later 18th century, a military importation, the percussion section was significantly enlarged with 
the allegedly Turkish fashion of the later 18th century, involving the occasional use of bass drum, cymbals and 
triangle in an imitation of the Janissary band.  
  
A phrase in music, on the analogy of syntactical use, is a recognizable musical unit, generally ending in a cadence 
of some kind, and forming part of a period or sentence. Phrasing in performance has a less precise use, indicating 
the correct grouping of notes, whether as phrases in the technical sense or in smaller distinct units, corresponding to 
the various possible syntactical uses of punctuation.  
  
Piano (Italian: soft) is generally represented by the letter p in directions to performers. Pianissimo, represented by 
pp, means very soft. Addition of further letters p indicates greater degrees of softness, as in Tchaikovsky's Sixth 
Symphony, where an excessive pppppp is used.  
  
The pitch of a note is the frequency of its vibrations. The exact pitch of notes has varied over the years and 
nowadays differs to some extent between continent and continent or even between orchestra and orchestra. Earlier 
pitches were generally lower, but not necessarily standardized. Perfect pitch is the ability to distinguish the pitch of a 
note, according to generally accepted nomenclature. Relative pitch is the ability to distinguish the pitch of one note 
with relation to another, given note.  
  
A prelude is a movement or section of a work that comes before another movement or section of a work, although 
the word also has been used for short independent pieces that may stand alone, or even for more extended works, 
such as Debussy's Prelude l'aprs-midi d'un faune.  
  
Psalms are the texts included in the biblical Book of Psalms and retaining an important place in the services of the 
Catholic Divine Office, sung to plainchant. The biblical texts are not metrical and use a relatively simple form of chant 
that can be expanded by the use of a longer reciting note, the final syllables sung to a short syllabic formula. After 
the Reformation of the early 16th century metrical versions of the Psalms became current, with texts that could be 
sung to hymn-tunes. Harmonized settings of the Psalms have been current in Protestant churches and chapels 
since the 16th century.  
  
The title rhapsody came into general use in music of the mid-19th century, notably with the Hungarian Rhapsodies 
of Liszt. It implies a work free in form and inspiration, often an expression of national temperament, as in the 
Slavonic Rhapsodies of Dvork and the Rapsodie espagnole of Ravel.  
  
Rhythm, an essential element in music in one way or another, is the arrangement of notes according to their relative 
duration and relative accentuation.  
  
Rubato, (Italian: stolen), is a direction to allow a player a measure of freedom in performance.   
  
A scale is a sequence of notes placed in ascending or descending order by step.  
  
A serenade is often similar in form to the divertimento. Etymologically a piece for evening performance, usually 
outdoors, the title came to have a much more general meaning, although it often suggests a piece of music in honor 
of someone or something, an extension of the traditional performance of a lover beneath the window of his mistress.  
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Musical Terms 
 
The symphony came to be the principal serious orchestral form of the later 18th century and thereafter. The 
classical symphony of Haydn and Mozart is generally in four movements, opening with a sonataform allegro, 
followed by a slow movement, a minuet and trio and a rondo finale. With Beethoven the symphony grew in size and 
ambition, an example followed later by Brahms, Bruckner and others. In the 19th century and into the 20th century 
the symphony, now much expanded, remained the most respected and demanding form that a composer might 
tackle. A symphony may loosely be defined as an orchestral composition generally in several movements.  
  
Tempo (Italian: time) means the speed at which a piece of music is played.   
  
Tremolo (Italian: trembling) indicates the quick repetition of a note, particularly in string-playing. This is impossible 
on the keyboard with a single note, but tremolo effects can be achieved by playing in rapid alternation two notes of a 
chord.  
  
A trill is a musical ornament made by the more or less rapid alternation of a note and the note above, in the classical 
period generally starting on the latter.  
  
Tutti (Italian: all) is used in orchestral music to distinguish the part of a solo instrument from that of the rest of the 
section or orchestra. In English this Italian plural adjective has come to be used as a noun, as in the phrase 'an 
orchestral tutti', meaning a passage played by the whole orchestra.  
  
Vibrato is a technique of vibration used on various instruments and by singers, at one time used sparingly or not at 
all, but tending to over-use from performers anxious to conceal poor intonation.  
  
The woodwind section of the modern orchestra includes flutes, oboes, clarinets and bassoons and related 
instruments, although flutes are generally no longer made of wood. These instruments are all aerophones, blowing 
instruments, the sound produced by blowing across an aperture in the case of the flute, by the vibration of a single 
reed in the case of the clarinet and by the vibration of double reeds in the case of the oboe and the bassoon.  
  

  
 
 
 
 
 

For More Musical Terms Visit  
http://www.naxos.com/education/glossary.asp 

  
www.dranoff2piano.org  
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Tone Vocabulary List 
 

Positive Tone/Attitude Words  
   
Amiable     Consoling     Friendly     Playful  
Amused     Content     Happy      Pleasant  
Appreciative    Dreamy     Hopeful     Proud  
Authoritative    Ecstatic     Impassioned    Relaxed  
Benevolent     Elated      Jovial      Reverent  
Brave      Elevated     Joyful      Romantic  
Calm      Encouraging    Jubilant     Soothing  
Cheerful     Energetic     Lighthearted    Surprised  
Cheery     Enthusiastic    Loving   Sweet  
Compassionate   Excited     Optimistic     Sympathetic  
Complimentary   Exuberant     Passionate     Vibrant  
Confident     Fanciful     
 
Negative Tone/Attitude Words  
  

Peaceful     Whimsical  

Accusing     Choleric     Furious     Quarrelsome  
Aggravated     Coarse     Harsh      Shameful  
Agitated     Cold      Haughty     Smooth  
Angry      Condemnatory   Hateful     Snooty  
Apathetic     Condescending   Hurtful   Superficial  
Arrogant     Contradictory    Indignant     Surly  
Artificial     Critical     Inflammatory    Testy  
Audacious     Desperate     Insulting     Threatening  
Belligerent     Disappointed    Irritated     Tired  
Bitter      Disgruntled     Manipulative    Uninterested  
Boring      Disgusted     Obnoxious     Wrathful  
Brash      Disinterested    Outraged   
Childish     Facetious     
  

Passive   

Humor-Irony-Sarcasm Tone/Attitude Words  
  
Amused     Droll      Mock-heroic    Sardonic  
Bantering     Facetious     Mocking     Satiric  
Bitter      Flippant     Mock-serious    Scornful  
Caustic     Giddy      Patronizing     Sharp  
Comical     Humorous     Pompous     Silly  
Condescending   Insolent     Quizzical     Taunting  
Contemptuous   Ironic      Ribald      Teasing  
Critical     Irreverent     Ridiculing     Whimsical  
Cynical     Joking      Sad       
Disdainful     Malicious     Sarcastic  

Wry  
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Tone Vocabulary List  

 
Sorrow-Fear-Worry Tone/Attitude Words  
     
Aggravated     Embarrassed    Morose     Resigned  
Agitated     Fearful     Mournful     Sad  
Anxious     Foreboding     Nervous     Serious  
Apologetic     Gloomy     Numb      Sober  
Apprehensive    Grave      Ominous     Solemn  
Concerned     Hollow     Paranoid     Somber  
Confused     Hopeless     Pessimistic     Staid  
Dejected     Horrific     Pitiful      Upset  
Depressed     Horror      Poignant    
Despairing     Melancholy     Regretful    
Disturbed     Miserable   
  
Neutral Tone/Attitude Words  

  Remorseful    

Admonitory     Dramatic     Intimate     Questioning  
Allusive (not illusive) Earnest     Judgmental     Reflective  
Apathetic     Expectant     Learned     Reminiscent  
Authoritative    Factual     Loud      Resigned  
Baffled     Fervent     Lyrical      Restrained  
Callous     Formal     Matter-of-fact    Seductive  
Candid     Forthright     Meditative     Sentimental  
Ceremonial     Frivolous     Nostalgic     Serious  
Clinical     Haughty     Objective     Shocking  
Consoling     Histrionic     Obsequious    Sincere  
Contemplative   Humble     Patriotic     Unemotional  
Conventional    Incredulous     Persuasive     Urgent  
Detached     Informative     Pleading     Vexed  
Didactic     Inquisitive     Pretentious     Wistful  
Disbelieving    Instructive     Provocative    Zealous  
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Part One: Life LXXXII 
Emily Dickinson (1830–86).  Complete Poems.  1924. 
 
MUSICIANS wrestle everywhere: 
All day, among the crowded air, 
I hear the silver strife; 
And—waking long before the dawn— 
Such transport breaks upon the town 
I think it that “new life!” 
 
It is not bird, it has no nest; 
Nor band, in brass and scarlet dressed,  
Nor tambourine, nor man; 
It is not hymn from pulpit read,—    
The morning stars the treble led 
On time’s first afternoon! 
 
Some say it is the spheres at play! 
Some say that bright majority 
Of vanished dames and men!  
Some think it service in the place 
Where we, with late, celestial face,  
Please God, shall ascertain! 
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Rhythm Activities 
These are creative ideas that may be used to combine the rhythm of music with various 
mathematical concepts. They can be adapted to any grade level or math topic.   

1. Play music in the background for students to tap sticks to the beat as they think of 
ways to use particular math vocabulary in sentences. (The math/music vocabulary 
document could be used for this activity.) Students share with partner and then with the 
whole group. Facilitate the selection of phrases to create a class poem as a review of 
recent content.   
  
2. Ask students to tap out syllabic pattern beat of various math rules. (e.g., algebraic, 
logic, or geometric rules). Start with simple words and phrases and then add descriptions 
(adjectives, adverbs) creatively.   
  
3. Display word problems for students to solve. They read aloud while they march in 
place and tap the beat on a drum/large ball/desk. Select a group to go first (Boys, then 
girls, or anyone wearing a certain color or a particular age, or anyone who has a sibling. 
etc.) The teacher will tap a certain pattern for the think-wait time, and students say the 
answer as they march in a certain pattern around the drums/balls/desks, touching the 
number of objects corresponding with the correct answer.   
  
4. Use beating rhythms with drumsticks to brainstorm alliteration. Call out, “A,” and 
go around the room, asking for a math related word.  Then do “B,” etc. Or use the rhythm 
to create an ABC story, or a favorite fruit/food/color/place. Then ask students to develop 
a poem with a partner or triad by adding adjectives and adverbs to selected topic and 
phrases.  
  
5. Choose a shape. Have students around the room, while tapping the beat to an 
instrumental melody, state things that are primarily the selected shape. The class might 
select one of the suggested objects for the next sweep around the room with the first 
person describing the object, using an adjective. The second person states a verb. The 
third person says an adverb and the fourth person says the sentence using the object, 
description, verb and adverb. The class could physicalize the statement with a motion 
and test out different genres of music to see how the beats change the motions. Ask 
students to work together in small groups or as a class to create a poem that captures a 
specific emotion (humorous, witty, funny, melancholy, etc.)   

 

 

Source: http://valenciacollege.edu/east/academicsuccess/eap/documents/tonewords.pdf  
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Chapter 3: ELA and Science Activities 
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Teacher Notes for "The Little Boy" 

You may wish to use this poem to introduce the idea of creativity in the classroom. Even 
students who think that they are not creative may find that with encouragement and the 
structure provided by the activities in this Innovation Guide they will be able to write passionate 
and expressive poetry.     

Possible class activities:   

1) Ask students to bring in a flower. Do not give any more instructions that that. (They may 
bring a real flower, a picture of a flower, a pipe cleaner flower, etc.) After you have collected the 
flowers ask students what they notice about the "garden" of flowers. This could be written or 
oral. They may observe details such as:   

The flowers are all different.  
Everyone interpreted the task in a different (but correct) way.    
There is no "right" flower.  
The assignment was vague.  

Now read the poem aloud, asking students to explain how the flower exercise and discussion 
relate to the poem. Make sure to ask them to support their comments with evidence from the 
poem.   

2) Make copies of the poem. Read it aloud and ask students to underline details that 
reveal something about the characters in the poem. Then facilitate a discussion. Some 
questions you may wish to use are listed below.   

How did the little boy's feelings change throughout the poem?  

How did the teachers' actions influence the boy's learning?   

How did the boy's education change over time?  

What conclusions can be drawn about the education the boy received?  

Which teacher provided the best education for the little boy?  

Which school provided the best education?  

Students may either discuss or write their answers to the questions, but must always support 
their answers with evidence from the text.  (Requiring evidence supports the LAFS writing 
standards 
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Hand Out Below 

 
 

The Little Boy By Helen E. Buckley 
  

Once a little boy went to school.                                                                                  
He was quite a little boy.                                                                                               
And it was quite a big school.  
But when the little boy                                                                                                   
Found that he could go to his room                                                                                
By walking right in from the door outside,  
He was happy.  
And the school did not seem 
Quite so big anymore.                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                        
When the little boy had been in school awhile,                                                              
 The teacher said,                                                                                                           
“Today we are going to make a picture.”                                                                      
“Good!” thought the little boy.                                                                                        
He liked to make pictures. 
He could make all kinds.                                                                                                
Lions and tigers,                                                                                                             
Chickens and cows 
Trains and boats,                   
And he took out his box of crayons 
And began to draw.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
But the teacher said, “Wait!                                                                                          
It is not time to begin!”                                                                                                  
And she waited until everyone looked ready.                                                                
 
“Now,” said the teachers. 
 “We are going to make flowers.”                                                                                   
“Good!” thought the little boy.  
  He liked to make flowers. 
 And he began to make beautiful ones  
 With his pink and orange and blue crayons. 
 But the teacher said, “Wait!                                                                                           
And I will show you how.” 
And it was red, with a green stem.                                                                                  
“There,” said the teacher.                                                                                                 
“Now you may begin.”  
                                                                                                                                         
The little boy looked at the teacher’s flower.                                                                 
Then he looked at his own flower.                                                                                 
He liked his flower better than the teacher’s.                                                                  
But he did not say this.                                                                                                    
He just turned his paper over.  
And made a flower like the teacher’s. It was red, 
with a green stem.                                                                                         

                                                                                                         
On another day,                                                                                                               
When the little boy had opened                                                                                      
The door from the outside all by himself,                                                                      
The teacher said,                                                                                                             
“Today we are going to make something with 
clay.” 
“Good!” thought the little boy.                                                                                       
He liked clay.                                                                                                                  
He could make all kinds of things with clay: 
Snakes and snowmen,                                                                   
Elephants and mice,  
Cars and trucks,  
And he began to pull and pinch his ball of clay.  
But the teacher said:  
“Wait! It is not time to begin!”  
And she waited until everyone looked ready.  
  
“Now,” said the teacher: “We are going to make 
a dish.” “Good!” thought the little boy.  
He liked to make dishes,  
And he began to make some  
That were all shapes and sizes.  
  
But the teacher said, “Wait!”  
And I will show you how.”  
And she showed everyone how to make  
One deep dish.  
“There,” said the teacher.  
“Now you may begin.”  
  
The little boy looked at the teacher’s dish.  
Then he looked at his own.  
He liked his better than the teacher’s But he did 
not say this.  
He just rolled his clay into a big ball again and 
made a dish like the teacher’s. It was a deep 
dish.  
  
And pretty soon  
The little boy learned to wait,  
And to watch, And to make things just like the 
teacher.  
And pretty soon  
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He didn’t make things of his own any more.  
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Mystery Object Poem   

STANDARDS 
LAFS.910.W.4.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and 
revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of tasks, 
purposes, and audiences.  
 LAFS.910.SL.2.6 Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, demonstrating command of 
formal English when indicated or appropriate.  

  
Suggested time: 1 hour  
Materials:  
Word slips (one per person)   
Blank paper (or student's own paper)   
Awards (If you have a small gift, pen, paper, stickers, 
markers, etc. for each student who shares would be a 
positive reward, but it is not required.  
                    
Preparation:   
Print the sheet with the words on it. Make enough copies 
so that when cut up each student will have one word. Cut 
the sheet into squares so there is one word per square.    
 (Provided is one sheet with Halloween related words and 
one sheet with Thanksgiving related words. Feel free to 
adapt with another set of words, but they should be 
concrete objects. )   
    

At The Beginning Of Class:   
Distribute one word to each participant, either by laying several face down for each table 
group or by individually distributing the words. Each student should have a word and may look 
at the word, but should keep it face down and NOT share the word with anyone else. The word 
will be an object of some kind.    
 
Distribute one blank sheet of paper to each student.   
 
Ask students to fold a sheet of paper in half, then in half again and finally in half again. The 
paper should now have 8 boxes. (See sample below.)   
 
Tell them that in each of the 8 boxes they will write some words or phrases about their object. 
Then give these instructions and ask them also to label each box as they go. (Or have them 
create headings first if that will work better.)    
 
In the first box write any words or phrases that come to mind when you think about your 
object.  
What synonyms can you list?   
 
In the second box write as many aspects of your object's physical characteristics as you can 
think of. You may include words that refer to the size, shape, color, etc.  
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Mystery Object Poem 

 

In the third box write only verbs that relate to what your object might do. If it could move or 
could be moved how would it move? Would it move differently at different times of the day? 
during different seasons? in different places?  
 
In the fourth box write the sounds that the object might make. Are there different sounds for 
different times? Places? Occasions?  
 
In the fifth box write about how the object would feel if you could hold it in your hand. What is 
the texture? The temperature?     
 
In the sixth box write details about what you object and might smell or taste like.  
 
In the seventh box write a simile either comparing your object to another or comparing 
to something that it is NOT. ("My object is like a _________." OR "My object is not like a 
_________.")     
 
In the last box answer one or more of these questions. What emotions come to mind when 
you think of your object? (Happiness, sadness, apprehension, fear, etc...) What makes your 
object a problem? (Will it injure people, stain the couch, and take too much time? Fall apart?) 
What makes your object the best thing ever? (Can it cure cancer? Provide happiness? Help out 
a friend?)  
  
Now ask students to circle the best word or phrase in each box. (It might be the most vivid 
image, the most creative vocabulary word, or just the coolest idea in the box--it is their 
decision.)   
  
Now ask students to use at least one word or phrase from each box and create a poem about 
their object WITHOUT NAMING THE OBJECT. They may use the circled words or may change 
their mind and use other ones, but there must be at least one word or phrase from each box in 
the poem. They may also add additional words and phrases as needed.  They should try to 
create a poem that includes vivid imagery as well as a logical flow, pleasant rhythm, and 
interesting sound combinations.   
  
When they are finished, ask students to share with a partner or group and see whether the 
partner can guess the object.    
  
Ask for volunteers to share with the whole class. Ask whether anyone heard an especially good 
one. (Instead of asking people to volunteer their own, it helps to validate their work if the 
partner volunteers to share--however make sure it is OK with the author--do not make 
someone share who is reluctant.)     
  
Provide mini-lessons on format, capitalization, and punctuation as needed. Use peer response 
groups as students revise, and instruct students to write a final draft.      
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Mystery Object Poem Worksheet 
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 Mystery Object Poem Worksheet 
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Mystery Object Poem Worksheet 

 

 
What comes to 

mind? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Physical 

characteristics 

 
Verbs 

 
Sounds 

 
Touch 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Smell/taste 

 
Simile 

 
Emotions/ 
problem/ 
best thing 
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Forces and Motion Found Poems  
  

  
  
Physical Science Standards:   
  
SC.912.P.12.2 Analyze the motion of 
an object in terms of its position, 
velocity, and acceleration (with 
respect to a frame of reference) as 
functions of time.  
SC.912.P.12.3 Interpret and apply 
Newton's three laws of motion.  
 
 
  

ELA  Standards:   
  
Reading:   
LAFS.910.RI.1.2 Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its development over the 
course of the text, including how it emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details; 
provide an objective summary of the text.  
  
LAFS910.RST.2,4 Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain specific 
words and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context relevant to 
grades 9–10 texts and topics.  
  
LAFS.910.RST.2.5  Analyze the structure of the relationships among concepts in a text, 
including relationships among key terms (e.g., forces, friction, energy).  
  
LAFS.910.WHST.1.2. Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration of historical 
events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or technical processes.   
  
Writing:  
LAFS.910.WHST.2.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, 
organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.  
  
LAFS.910.WHST.2.5 Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, 
rewriting, or trying a new approach, focusing on addressing what is most significant for a 
specific purpose and audience.  
  
LAFS.910.WHST.4.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for reflection and 
revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-
specific tasks, purposes, and audiences.  
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Force and Motion Poem Activity  
 
Approximate time:  1 hour   
Teacher Instructions: Ask students how many of them could write a poem about science in just 
20 minutes. Record the number of hands. (That's data.)    
  
Read the text (provided below) aloud to students, asking them to pick out one key word as you 
read.   
  
Do a "sweep" of the room as everyone shares their word. (Repeats are OK. This requires 
everyone to participate and is a non-threatening way to engage students)   
  
Now have students re-read the text, either silently or with student volunteers. Tell them while 
they are reading to circle, or box, highlight, or underline 10 words that they find interesting. The 
words may be interesting because of the meaning of the word, the sound of the word, the 
spelling of the word, or any other reason. They should select exactly 10 words. (Changing 
one's mind is OK--they can review after reading to see if they have exactly 10 they really like. 
This also encourages rereading.)     
  
Now ask the students to list the 10 words in the margin in the same order that they appear in 
the text.  Explain that those 10 words will be the basis for a "found" poem.  (It is called that 
because the words are "found" in another text.) They may add additional words or phrases to 
create the poem, but the original 10 words must appear in the same order within the poem.   
  
Tell students that you will lead them in creating a class poem, and then they will complete one 
of their own.     
  
On the SMART BOARD, whiteboard, or chart paper ask for a volunteer to share a word from 
the first paragraph. (Since they must be listed in order ask for 1 per paragraph, and maybe 2 
from the longer paragraphs until you have 10.) Ask the students to check and make sure they 
are in the correct order. (This encourages rereading.) Adjust and reorder if necessary.    
  
After all 10 are listed, ask for audience assistance to create a poem out of the words listed. 
Model the process for them. Cross out and change words as needed. Writing is messy.  When 
it is finished ask the students to check for spelling, capitalization, and punctuation. (This 
encourages revision and proofreading--don't worry if everything is not perfect, or if you are not 
sure where the apostrophe goes--it's OK to say, "I'm not sure, but we can look it up and find 
out." or "I will ask an English teacher and get back to you."     
  
When finished, tell them, "ta da," and return to the question: "How many of you thought that you 
could write a poem about science in 20 minutes?"  Ask: "How many of you participated in 
creating a poem in 20 minutes? (All should raise their hands.) Point out the increase and 
compare data to the opening question. Then note that the group has successfully written a 
poem. Record the poem by asking a student to copy or type it. You may also take a picture and 
print it out. Post or display for all classes to see.   
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Force and Motion Poem Activity  
 
("Publishing" is important and students will love seeing their "word" in the class poem. Later you 
may display individual student poems as well.)   
  
Now ask students to create their own poem from their 10 words.  This can be 
adjusted in various ways:    

• Other guidelines can be added, such as that the poem must include one new 
understanding that the author learned from the text.   

• The teacher might choose 3-4 science vocabulary terms that MUST be included and 
students select the rest.  

• A written reflection could be included to show the connection between the text and the 
student's poem.    

• A speaking component can also be added if students are asked to explain how the 
ideas in the text are represented in their poem.    

• And in ALL classes, not just Language Arts class, teachers should remind students to 
capitalize the first word of each line and include correct punctuation.         

 
Since Piano Slam includes a science component, and because the literacy standards are 
interdisciplinary, it is good for students to complete creative tasks that incorporate both science 
content and literacy skills. This is one way that you can easily use the creative arts to teach 
your science content. If you do this on a regular basis it will enrich your teaching and increase 
student engagement. Then when the time comes to write and enter the Piano Slam competition 
your students will be able to produce some wonderful entries.     
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Forces and Motion Found Poem  
Texts To Use For The Found Poem 

 
Forces and Motion  
  
Think of force as a push or pull. Objects interact with each other (and you) through forces. It 
takes force to start an object’s motion, and also force to stop an object in motion.   
  
Forces have two important properties: strength and direction. In the English system of units, the 
strength of a force is measured in pounds. When you measure your own weight in pounds, you 
are measuring the force of gravity acting on your body. In the metric system, the strength of a 
force is measured in newtons (N). A quarter-pound hamburger has a weight of about 1 newton 
(1 lb = 4.448 N).  
  
Weight is a most common force that you may be familiar with. Objects that have mass also 
have weight. Weight comes from the action of gravity on an object’s mass.   
  
The relationships between force and motion are known as Newton’s laws. These are among the 
most widely used relationships in all of physics. The First Law explains what happens when there 
is NO net force on an object.   
  
Newton’s Second Law explains what happens to the acceleration of an object when you change 
the force applied or change the mass of the object, when there IS a net force. The two laws are 
closely related.   
  
When you apply a force to throw a ball you also feel the force of the ball against your hand. That 
is because all forces come in pairs called action and reaction. This is Newton’s Third Law of 
motion. There can never be a single force (action) without its opposite (reaction) partner. Action 
and reaction forces always act in opposite directions on two different objects.   
   
Simple Machines  
  
Would you believe that a small child could lift an elephant? It can be done by building a simple 
machine out of ropes and pulleys. Simple machines such as ropes and pulleys and levers can 
create large output forces from small input forces. You can lift up a car—or even an elephant—
all by yourself with a lever.   
  
Your body has different types of levers, too. Arms, legs, fingers, toes, the jaw, even the head and 
neck work like levers. Contracting and extending muscles provide the force to move our levers. 
Our joints are the fulcrums around which these levers pivot and move. Our bones are the levers 
themselves.   
  

Hsu, T. (2009). Foundations of physical science investigation answer sheets. Nashua, NH: 
CPO Science. 
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Forces and Motion Found Poem  
Texts To Use For The Found Poem 

 
Energy and Motion 
   
A system is a group of objects that interact with each other. Energy measures the ability of a 
system to change itself or other systems. A car launched up the hill at a given speed will never 
go higher than a certain point. A car rolling downhill will only reach a certain speed. Why? The 
answer is that nature keeps an exact balance of energy. Speed uses one form of energy and 
height uses another.   
  
Potential energy is energy that a system has because of its position relative to the center of the 
earth. The higher you go, the more potential energy you have. If an object moves down, it is 
able to release potential energy by transferring that energy to other objects or by increasing its 
own speed.   
  
The amount of energy available is equal to the mass of the object multiplied by the strength of 
gravity multiplied by the vertical distance the object moves. If an object moves down twice as 
far, then twice as much energy is available to be converted into other forms. That is why falling 
objects go faster the farther they are allowed to fall.   
  
The hill on the track is a form of falling too. The energy that speeds up the car comes from the 
car falling down the hill. That is why measuring the height in the vertical direction is important.   
  
The other important form of energy is kinetic energy. The kinetic energy of a moving object 
depends on its mass and speed. The fact that the speed is squared means an object which has 
twice the speed has four times as much kinetic energy because 22 is 4. Tripling the speed 
takes nine times as much energy because 32 = 9.   
  
The law of conservation of energy says that energy can never be created or destroyed, just 
converted from one form to another. The law of conservation of energy applies to the car rolling 
down the track. The total energy content of the universe is the same, forever. If energy cannot 
come in or out on a system, the total amount of energy in the system must be constant. That 
means the increase in kinetic energy as the car speeds up must exactly equal the decrease in 
potential energy as the car falls down.   
  
The energy before the car is released is the same as the energy at all other times along the 
track. Of course, this isn’t exactly true since friction dissipates some energy. The energy taken 
by friction isn’t really lost, it is just converted to heat, wearing away of the wood and rubber and 
other forms that diminish the amount that is available to become kinetic energy.   
 
 
 
 
  

Hsu, T. (2011). Foundations of physical science teacher’s guide. Nashua, New Hampshire: 
CPO Science. 
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Forces and Motion Found Poem  
Texts To Use For The Found Poem 

 
Found Poem Samples 
 
Here are some samples of Found Poems. Each one uses the same 10 words, but the structure, 
content, and tone of the poems vary in order to show various ways that creativity may be 
expressed. The bold words are the “found” words from the text.  
  
Poem #1  
Objects and forces surround us. Help!  
Strength can be useful, moving in all directions.  
Physics has laws, just like our police, who take action every day. Reactions can be 
emotional as well as physical, and machines don't solve problems.  
People do.   
We move and pivot our brains.   
Inventions are born.   
  
Poem #2  
Objects love forces.  
Strength meanders in various directions.  
Physics loves a reaction after an action. Reactions happen 
in fancy machines.  
Move and pivot: mechanical or human?   
  
Poem #3  
Objects: What's she talking about?   
Forces: Who needs 'em?   
Strength: I've got all I need, thanks.   
Directions: Yeah, Yeah, bubble the answer. I know.   
Physics: What's the point?   
Action: That's a Heat game.   
Reaction: That's my mom when she yells.    
Machines: Always broken in my neighborhood.    
Move: Can we move to a new topic, please?   
Pivot: I'm going to pivot my way out of this stupid class!   
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Thankfulness Creative Writing Tasks 

Teachers: These are two short creative writing tasks that relate to Thanksgiving. You might 
assign one activity or both activities, or you may wish to present both and allow students to 
choose one. In the spirit of Piano Slam and integrating the arts into our ELA work, consider:   

• Playing music while students are working   
• Asking students to select a type of music to play and then justify their choices    
• requiring that the writing include a musical element or vocabulary (See the Piano Slam 

Glossary)  
• Asking students to provide an appropriate “soundtrack” while reading their poems   
• Playing/singing or inviting a student or colleague to sing the "Thank Someone" song   

 

Writing Task #1 (30 minutes) 

Share the poem, "Point of View," by Shel 
Silverstein. Ask students to write their own poem 
from the point of view of a specific Thanksgiving 
item. It may be a food item such as the turkey or 
squash, or an inanimate object such as a platter, a 
candlestick, or a scarf. 

For “Point Of View” Print Out Click Here 

 

Writing Task #2 (30 minutes) 

Share the poem, "Thank Someone," by Sara 
Durkee. Ask students to compose a similar poem 
thanking someone who has influenced their life in a 
positive way. Require a specified number of lines 
as appropriate for your students. 

For “Thank Someone” Print Out Click Here 

 

 

                                                                     

 
The texts provided for this activity are taken from the book, 
Thanks and Giving: All Year Long, by Marlo Thomas (2004). 
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Writing Task #1 (30 minutes) 

Share the poem, "Point of View," by Shel Silverstein.  Ask students to write their own poem 
from the point of view of a specific Thanksgiving item. It may be a food item such as the turkey 
or squash, or an inanimate object such as a platter, a candlestick, or a scarf.   
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Writing Task #2 (30 minutes) 

Share the poem, "Thank Someone," by Sara Durkee. Ask students to compose a similar poem 
thanking someone who has influenced their life in a positive way. Require a specified number 
of lines as appropriate for your students.   
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Definition Poems 
Writing Standards:   

LAFS.910.W.1.1 Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or 
texts, using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence.  

LAFS.910.W.1.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas, 
concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, organization, 
and analysis of content.  

LAFS.910.W.1.3 Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using 
effective technique, well-chosen details, and well-structured event sequences   

d. Use precise words and phrases, telling details, and sensory language to convey a vivid 
picture of the experiences, events, setting, and/or  characters  

LAFS.910.W.2.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, 
and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.  

LAFS.910.W.2.5 Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, 
rewriting, or trying a new approach, focusing on addressing what is most significant for a 
specific purpose and audience  

LAFS.910.W.4.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and 
revision) and shorter time frames a single sitting or a day or two) for a range  of tasks, 
purposes, and audiences.  

LAFS.910.SL.1.1 Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (on-
on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 9–10 topics, texts, and 
issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively.  
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Writing A Definition Poem 
This can be done with any abstract noun.  
Suggested Topics:  Thanksgiving, Gratitude, Family, Peace, Unity, Citizenship    
(Fill in the ___________ with whichever word you want your students to use.)  
Approximate Time: 120 minutes (over two class periods + 30 minutes for home learning) 
Class Period 1:   
Materials: Students will need two sheets of paper. (One is for planning and one is for the rough 
draft.)   
 
Brainstorming #1  
(10 minutes) On the planning sheet ask students to answer the following questions. (Read 
each question and then give 3-4 minutes to write before moving on to the next question.  
 
Encourage students to write as many ideas as they can.  
When indicated, have them stop and free-write before moving on to additional brainstorming.)  
What words to you think of when you hear the word __________?  
What personality traits do you associate with __________?  
What music (songs, genres, or artists) are you reminded of by __________?   
Now list items that come to mind when you think of __________.   
Objects:   
People:  
Pets:  
Subjects: (school subjects or student interests)   
 
Free-write #1:  
(5 minutes) Now choose one word from your list of words so far. Circle the word. Write a story 
using that word.       
 
Brainstorming #2:  
(10 minutes) What visual images do you associate with ___________?  
What sounds?  
What tastes?  
What smells?  
What textures?   
 
Free-write #2  
(5 minutes) Now choose a word or phrase from your brainstorming lists (from anywhere on the 
paper so far.) Circle the word or phrase. Write to explain how that word or phrase relates to 
_____________.  
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Writing A Definition Poem 
Brainstorming #3:  
(5 minutes) What aspects of ______________ do you most like?   
What aspects of _________ do you least like?  
What would you change about ___________?  
How would _____________be different if...?  
   
Free-write #3:  
(5 minutes) What aspect of _________is most important? Give evidence to support your 
opinion.   
  
Writing the Rough Draft:  
(5) Now underline or highlight that most vivid images, creative vocabulary, or interesting ideas 
in your prewriting. Rewrite those ideas on the back of your paper.   
(15) Use all of those ideas to write a rough draft of a definition poem on the second sheet of 
paper. Arrange, combine, and then rearrange those ideas into a coherent poem titled, 
________is..." You may use that phrase in your poem as many times as needed to make the 
poem flow. The writing will be messy as you make important decisions about what the best 
order is for your details. Add additional words and phrases as needed.  
  
Specify a required number of lines based on the abilities of your students.  
 
Share the examples below only after students have started working and have committed to 
some of their own ideas.   
 
Depending on the needs of the students you may also want to include mini-lessons on:  

• Capitalization (proper nouns, sentence beginnings, etc.). 
• Punctuation (commas in a series, ellipses, variety of end punctuation). 
• Figurative language (imagery onomatopoeia). 

 
Poem Rewrite:  
(30 minutes) Students should complete a final draft of the poem, either in class or as home 
learning.   
 
Home Learning: Ask students to write a 1 page journal entry about events, either real or 
imagined, inspired by their prewriting. This may be a narrative or explanatory piece.   
  
Class Period 2:   
(30 minutes) Have students use the details they recorded in their journal entry about the topic to 
write a second” __________is…”  Definition Poem Then ask students to share the poems with 
a partner and explain the differences between the two poems.    
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Writing A Definition Poem 
Here is an example of a Definition Poem about Thanksgiving:   
  

 
 

Thanksgiving is anticipation... 
The excitement of wonderful aromas, golden, harvest-themed décor, 

The best linens, china and silver. 
Thanksgiving is... 

Platters of special Thanksgiving foods prepared only once a year, 
Mmn...mmn... mouths watering, 

Ecstatic taste buds quivering with joy. 
Thanksgiving is... 

The family all around the table, 
Clean, dressed, smiles all around, 

Recitation of what we are thankful for, the saying of grace, 
Our special Thanksgiving prayer.  

And now, finally, dig in! 
We are thinking of you at Thanksgiving, and hoping 
Your Thanksgiving experience will be surrounded 

By a special glow in your memory. 
 

By Joanna Fuchs 

  
 
 
 
 

Source: http://www.poemsource.com/thanksgiving-poems.html 
(This website also collects student work--you may wish to ask students to submit their poems.) 
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Innovations Poem  
This is a high school science writing activity focused on innovators and their innovations:  
  
LAFS.910.RST.1.1 Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of science and technical 
texts, attending to the precise details of explanations or descriptions.  
 
LAFS.910.WHST.1.1 Write arguments focused on discipline specific content.  
 
LAFS.910.WHST.1.2 Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration of historical 
events, scientific procedures/experiments, or technical processes.  
 
LAFS.910.WHST.2.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, 
organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.  
 
LAFS.910.WHST.3.7 Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a 
question (including a self-generated question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the 
inquiry when appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating 
understanding of the subject under investigation.  
 
LAFS.910.WHST.3.9 Draw evidence from informational texts to support analysis, reflection, 
and research.     
 
L AFS.910.WHST.4.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for reflection and 
revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-
specific tasks, purposes, and audiences.  
 
 
Time frame: Approximately 90 minutes over two class sessions.   
 
Class Period #1:  
(15 minutes) Video   
Show TEDx Talk (Hack-schooling makes me happy | Logan LaPlante | TEDx University of 
Nevada on hack-schooling and the importance of creativity and innovation in education.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h11u3vtcpaY (11:13)   
 
Before viewing give students a purpose: Tell them that they will need to:   

• define "hack-schooling"   
• determine how it applies to the speaker's life  
• give one additional example of someone from the student's knowledge or experience 

who would be a "hacker"  
• explain one particular topic/issue/skill that the student could develop into being a 

"hacker"      
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Innovations Poem  
  
(15 Minutes) Brainstorming #1  
 
Distribute to each student a blank 8.5 x 11 sheet of paper for brainstorming activity.  
  
1-Ask students to think about innovators and innovations that have positively impacted their 
lives. (These may be people or things.)   
 
2-Have students brainstorm for two minutes and record as many innovations that they can.  

 
3-Conduct a quick 
sweep of the classroom 
with every student 
sharing one idea. This 
allows all students to 
participate and also 
provides the 
opportunity for them to 
get ideas from others. 
Repetition is OK-
students do not need to 
come up with 
something new if their 
idea has already been 
shared.  
 
 
 

4-Ask students to think about how the suggested ideas are similar. Encourage students to think 
of categories for the innovations. If they have 2-3 categories that emerge they may mark them 
(put a checkmark by related items, then an "x" next to the next group, etc. Create a key.)   
 
5-Give students another minute to jot down additional innovations they have thought of or 
heard in the sweep.  
 
6-Next, have students brainstorm scientists or inventors who have made significant 
contributions.  
 
7-Ask students to select one innovation, scientist, or inventor for the next activity. Circle the 
item or person's name.  
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Innovations Poem  
 (15 minutes) Brainstorming #2  
 
Share with the students that they will need to think creatively as scientists and innovators must 
often do, especially when they are designing experiments, engineering devices, or developing 
new products.  
 
1-Have students turn their brainstorming paper over to the side that has not been written on.  
 
2-Ask students to fold their papers in half hamburger style and then create a chart with five 
columns on the top half of the paper.  
 
3-Ask students to put a heading for the first column titled "Visual Images."  
 
4-Give students one minute to write down as many visual descriptive terms (e.g., colors, shape, 
size, and physical attributes) as they can think of that are associated with their selected 
innovation.  
 
5-Have students write down in the second column, titled, "Sounds," all the sounds that come to 
mind when they think of their innovation. (Does it make a sound constantly? Sometimes? Does 
it get louder or softer at different times? Does it make different sounds?)  
 
6-Ask students to record in the third column, titled "Verbs," as many verbs (action words) as 
they can think of when they visualize and think about their innovation. (What does it do? does it 
Move? Sing? Grow? Change?)    
 
7-Next, give students one minute to write down in the fourth column, titled, "Textures," all the 
texture sensations affiliated with their selected innovation and how their innovation would feel 
in different temperatures. (Is it Hot? Cold? Smooth? Rough? Scratchy? Bumpy? Scaly?)  
  
8-Then, in the last column, titled, “Tastes/Smells," have students brainstorm all the tastes and 
smells that come to mind in the different seasons or times of day when they think of their 
innovation. (Does it change in smell from day to day or season to season? Is the smell mild? 
Pungent? Horrid? Does it taste sweet? Salty? Harsh?)   
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Innovations Poem 

 
Quick writes: (Narrative, Explanatory, And Argumentative)  
  
1-Give students five minutes to write a story about their innovator or innovation, using the five 
column chart for inspiration – words or phrases. 
  
2-Give students another three minutes to explain how their innovation works.  
 
3-Explain to students that they will have class time (approximately 10 minutes) to begin writing 
an argumentative piece. They will be making a claim about the importance of their innovation 
and the changes that have come about as a result of their innovation. They will continue this 
activity for home learning as they will be collecting additional evidence for their claim.  
  
Home Learning:  
1. Interview five people about how your chosen innovator or innovation has impacted their lives. 

Record the responses.   
2. Research to collect 10 facts about the impact your innovation has made on the world.  
  
Once students have written the story, conducted the interviews, and gathered facts about their 
innovation, the final part of the activity can be completed.  
   
 
 
 
Class Period #2:   
Provide at least 30 minutes for students to construct a poem of at least at least three stanzas 
about their innovation.   
 
The first stanza should include their personal thoughts, feelings, and reflections.   
 
The second stanza should include ideas, reactions, and comments from others that were 
gathered during the interviews.   
 
The third stanza should include facts about how the innovator or innovation has impacted the 
world.  
 
Require students to turn in their brainstorming sheets, their research, and their completed 
poem. Provide additional time for revision, editing, proofreading, and rewriting as needed.    
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Photograph Writing Tasks 

  
  

Presented here are three 
different assignments that use 
photographs as inspiration. 
Some are poetry writing 
exercises and some prose 
writing, but all of them will help 
develop students' creativity and 
writing skills.   
 
Photo Assignment #1: Poem 
Modeling  
LAFS.910.W.4.10 Write 
routinely over extended time 
frames (time for research, 
reflection, and revision) and 
shorter time frames (a single 
sitting or a day or two) for a 
range of tasks, purposes, and 
audiences.  
 
Before completing this 
assignment ask students to 
bring in a photograph that 
includes the student and at 
least one other person.  Decide 
whether they need to have a 
hard copy or whether it may be 
electronic. Have some extra 
photos available for those who 
forget.  Make sure they have a 
photo available BEFORE 
completing the activity below.  
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Photograph Writing Tasks 

Here is a poem inspired by a photograph. Provide copies of the poem and read it several times 
with students.   
 
June Twenty-First 
My mother’s cigarette flares and fades, 
The steady pulse of a firefly, 
On the patio under the chestnut. 
The next door neighbors are over. 
My father, still slender, is telling a joke: 
Laughter jiggles in everyone’s drinks. 
On his hour’s reprieve from sleep, run 
naked with my brother, 
My little brother dances 
In the sprinkler’s circle of water. 
At fourteen, I’m too old To run 
naked with my brother, 
Too young to laugh with my father. 
I stand there with my hands in my 
pockets, The sun refuses to set, Bright 
as a penny in a loafer. 
---Bruce Guernsey 
  
During the first reading ask them to determine the subject(s) of the photo. List and discuss their 
answers.     
  
Read a second time and ask students to underline specific details that can be seen in the 
photo ("my mother's cigarette," "on the patio," "My father, still slender,") and circle any imagery 
("steady pulse of a firefly," and "Bright as a penny loafer.")  
  
During the third reading ask them to notice what details are NOT included (What mother is 
doing besides smoking, what the neighbors looked like, what else was on the patio). Accept all 
answers.  
  
Ask students to read it a fourth time and create five questions they have about the events or 
characters in the poem.  (Why is he "too old to... and too young to..."? Why does the brother 
dance in the sprinkler? Why does the sun "refuse to set"? )   
  
Read the poem a fifth time and on the back of the paper ask students to create 4 boxes, one 
for each character. In each box they should list at least three things they know or can infer 
about the personality of that character. (Father likes to be the center of attention, uses social 
gatherings to make business connections, and thinks appearance is important to be 
successful.) Encourage students to speculate, yet always support their answers with textual 
evidence.    
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Photograph Writing Tasks 

 
Now ask them to "model" the poem above by creating their own poem about their photo using 
the same style and structure of the poem above.     
     
Samples are presented here that can be read to the students. It is not necessary for students 
to have copies--they should just listen for the images and the details that reveal character.   
  
Models:   
  
Jane at Jacob’s Field  
 
My daughter’s smile flickers 
and spreads   
When she first hears  
The steady roar of 
the pre-game crowd 
while entering  
The stands under the July 
over-ripe sun.  
The players roar onto the field.  
I, still hopeful, tell a joke.  
Laughter jiggles my daughter’s 
Pepsi.  
By the seventh inning  
My daughter rises to sing  
In harmony with the summer 
sky.  
At fifteen, she is not too old   
to feel the rhythm of  her 
father’s youthful summers, nor 
too young to know the timeless 
beats of the American game.  
I stand there with my hands in 
my pocket  
The  moon, new bent like a 
silver bow  
Bright as the smile  
On my daughters  Forever Face.  

Elizabeth at Put-in-Bay  
 

Elizabeth’s smile spreads across the bay  
The steady curls of her hair friz in the 
afternoon heat.  
Her childlike wrist, too small  
For the watch I bought her on 
her birthday, Shining brightly 
on her smiling hand.  
She beams at Adam as he 
snaps the shot Hoping her 
shoes stay dry.  
At thirteen 
she is still 
young 
enough  To 
sit bare feet 
In the 
August sun.  
I stand there with my hands in 
my pockets Watching the sun 
spread  
On her summer burnt hair.  
I see Elizabeth  
Forever young  
In the welcome breeze of her ending 
childhood.  
  
Print Out Poem Here

  
Print Out Poem Here 
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Photograph Writing Tasks 
Photo Assignment #2: Memory Capture 

 

  
  
Writing Standards:  
  
LAFS.6.W.1.3 Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using 
effective technique, relevant descriptive details, and well-structured event sequences.  
a.  Engage and orient the reader by establishing context and introducing a narrator and/or 
characters; organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally and logically.  
b.  Use narrative techniques, such as dialogue, pacing, and description, to develop 
experiences, events, and/or characters.  
c. Use a variety of transition words, phrases, and clauses to convey sequence and signal 
shifts from one time frame or setting to another.  
d. Use precise words and phrases, relevant descriptive details, and sensory language to 
convey experiences and events.  
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Photograph Writing Tasks 
Photo Assignment #2: Memory Capture 

Student Instructions:   
Bring in a picture of yourself. It should NOT be a school picture or a photo with only your face, 
but instead be a candid shot of you doing something that will trigger a memory. The memory 
might be related to the location, the event, the time in your life, or any other reason.    
Alternate Task: If you cannot locate a picture of yourself, then find a picture of a young person 
in a magazine or draw a picture from your imagination of an action scene with a person 
younger than yourself.   
 
Prewriting:   
Create a three column notes chart.   
In the first column list all the nouns that come to mind when you look at the picture. (These 
might be people, articles of clothing, items in the background, etc.)   
 
In the second column list all the action verbs that relate to the picture. (These may be actions 
directly represented in the picture such as swinging a bat at the baseball game, or they may be 
events from the memory that are not specifically evident in the picture, such as driving to the 
pizza place after the baseball game.)  
 
In the third column list adjectives that describe the picture or the memory. ("Proud" might 
describe the look on your face as you hit the baseball, for example.)      
  
Drafting:  Now use the words from your prewriting to write a story about the memory triggered 
by the picture (your photograph, magazine picture or drawing). Imagine that you are telling the 
story to someone who was not present but who is very interested in that moment in your life. 
Write the story as you remember it. Start with what happened before the picture was taken. 
Include your thoughts, feelings, and dialogue, if appropriate. Then add details to help your 
listener see clearly what was happening at the moment the picture was taken. Use specific 
action verbs to help the reader "see" the action of the memory. Finally, tell what happened as a 
result of what is shown in the scene. Try to craft a creative ending.   
  
Revising:  Now reread your story. Select the most important information and condense your 
story to one complete sentence. It may be as long or short as you wish, but must meet all the 
requirements to be a complete sentence.   
  
Revising #2:  Now condense your story even further into a six word memoir.   
Circle the six most important words in the sentence. Write the six words in a list and rearrange 
them into another sentence that captures the essence of the memory.  (You may exchange 
some of the words for others if needed, but the final story must be exactly six words.)  
The most famous example of a six-word story is attributed to Ernest Hemingway, who was said 
to have been challenged to write a complete story in exactly six words.   
 
His story:   
For Sale: Baby shoes, never worn.   
Turn in all versions: the original story, the one sentence story, and the six word story.    
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Photograph Writing Tasks 
Photo Assignment #3: Developing Character 

 
Speaking and Listening Standards:   
  
LAFS.6.SL.1.1 Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one- on-one, in 
groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 6 topics, texts, and issues, building 
on others ideas and expressing their own clearly.  
  
LAFS.6.SL.2.4 Present claims and findings, sequencing ideas logically and using pertinent 
descriptions, facts, and details to accentuate main ideas or themes; use appropriate eye 
contact, adequate volume, and clear pronunciation.  
  
LAFS.6.SL.2.6 Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, demonstrating command of 
formal English when indicated or appropriate.  
  
Reading Standard:   
LAFS.6.RL.1.1 Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well 
as inferences drawn from the text.  
  
  I looked over and saw Jacob in the shadows, watching the great stone turn and grind. 
He was rocking back and forth where he stood, and though I couldn't hear, I saw his hands 
moving at his sides and knew that he must be murmuring, "Shoooda, shoooda, shoooda." 
Father was right that he knew to stay safe, out-of-the-way, and I saw that the sound and 
rhythm of the turning the grindstone made him happy.   When Father told him it was time 
to go, he pretended he didn't hear. He had a funny way of doing it. He put his hands up to 
cover his ears, and he continued his rocking and humming. But Father touched him firmly 
again and mentioned the horses. "We'll give the horses a bit of grain before we leave," he 
told Jacob. And so he came.  
  
  Our little stream, Schuyler's Creek, was nothing like that. But it did rush downhill, and 
by the time it reached Schuyler's Mill, it was a furious thing, bubbling and racing into the great 
wooden wheel that took it up and turned it somehow into power.   The mill itself was a huge 
stone building three stories high, larger than our Presbyterian Church, but with no bells. It had 
its own noises: the rushing noise of the water, the creaking of the wheel, and the heavy turning 
of the parts my father said were called the gears. Inside, there was the shoooda, shoooda, 
shoooda of the great grindstone. But there were also the sounds of men's shouts as they filled 
the wagons, the crunch of gravel under the wagon wheels, the clop of hooves– mules and 
horses – and the snapping of whips as the creatures strained to pull the heavy loads away.   
  
 
 

Passages from The Silent Boy, by Lois Lowry, (pages 34/35 and 28/ 29). 
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Photograph Writing Tasks 
Photo Assignment #3: Developing Character 

 
Student Instructions: 
   
Read the two passages.   
 
Underline all the words that convey images (Sight, Sound, Smell, Taste, Touch)  
Label each one as to which sense it utilizes. (You may wish to number them and provide a 
key.)  (Examples: "in the shadows," --sight and "grinding back and forth," --touch.)   
 
Circle all the details that reveal character.  ("Hands up to cover his ears," and "touched him 
firmly."   
 
Draw the scene and the characters described.   
 
Now explain to a partner why you drew the scene as you did and tell him or her which details in 
the text you focused on to help you with your drawing.       
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Piano Slam Competition Activity 
 

Getty Images/iStockphoto 

 
Writing Standards: 
LAFS.1112.W.2.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, 
and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 
LAFS.1112.W.2.5 Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, 
rewriting, or trying a new approach, focusing on addressing what is most significant for a 
specific purpose and audience. 
LAFS.1112.W.4.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and 
revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of tasks, 
purposes, and audiences. 
LAFS.1112.SL.1.1 Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions 
(one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 11–12 topics, texts, 
and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively. 
LAFS.1112.SL.2.6 Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, demonstrating a command 
of formal English when indicated or appropriate. 
The Piano Slam link may be found on the main page of dadeschools.net for the duration of the 
Competition window, or it may also be accessed directly at: http://www.pianoslam.org/ 
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Piano Slam Competition Activity 
(Suggested Times Are Indicated In Parentheses) 

Students will need two sheets of paper, one for planning and notes, and the second for the 
rough draft of the poem they will write. 
 
“Bellringer” (5) Write the answer to the question: "What is creativity?" 
Conduct a sweep of responses. Discuss. 
 
The "Pen Morph" (6) 
In groups of 4: Instruct students to take a pen/pencil and turn it into something else. Tell a 30 
second story. No repeats allowed.  
(Example--Person 1: This pen is now an earring. I wore it when I went to my sister's wedding 
and received many compliments on it... Person 2: This pen is now a fence post. I used it when I 
created the pen for my pet pigs that live in my side yard...) 
 
Point out the creativity used for the activity and refer back to earlier discussion of creativity.  
 
Emphasize that EVERYONE could complete the "pen morph" activity and that everyone 
possesses creativity. 
 
Music = Creativity (15) 
(3) Individually brainstorm as many words/phrases as possible relating to music. (You may also 
wish to refer students to the Piano Slam Musical Terms Glossary.) 
 
(4) Free-write on the topic: What does music mean to you? 
 
(5) Think/Pair/Share 
 
(3) Free-write about anything in your thinking that has changed after the partner discussion, OR 
if nothing has changed, then write about how music relates to creativity. 
 
Claim (15) 
Play some or all of the Piano Slam clips provided, depending on the time allotted for the activity. 
This order is suggested if you use all of them: 
 
(5) James Jones Clip (several Heat players reading poems) 
 
(3) Richard Blanco clip (a reading of one of his poems) 
 
(3) Jason Jackson clip (about the writing process) 
 
(4) DJ Irie (comments about the competition and reading a student poem and an E.E 
Cummings poem) 
 
(5) After each clip ask students to discuss or write what they think the speaker's "claim" is, and 
what evidence the speaker uses to support that claim. (This supports the LAFS Standards.) 
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Piano Slam Competition Activity 

 (Suggested Times Are Indicated In Parentheses) 
 
Listen & Respond (40-60) 
Play the piano music. While students are listening, ask them to take notes and respond to 
various questions: (Read one every minute or so--pace your questions so that when they stop 
writing you ask another question from the list. Stop the music to allow time for freewriting as 
needed.) The purpose of this activity is to generate as many ideas as possible to use later in 
the writing. Students need not worry about complete sentences, grammar, or punctuation--they 
should just focus on getting down as many ideas as possible, and should answer the questions 
even if their answers seem silly. Emphasize that there are no "right" answers, only creative and 
inspired ones. 

What place does this musical piece 
make you think of?  
What is the first verb (action word) that 
comes to mind when you hear this 
music?  
What color is this piece?  
The music would be good for what TV 
show? 
If the music were an animal what type 
would it be?  

Who do you know who would like this piece?  
What lyrics do you think of when you hear this piece? (Clean ONLY)  
What does this particular tempo remind you of?  
What instruments would you like to add to this performance?  
What type of music do you listen to? When you are happy? Sad? Angry?  
What is the mood of this piece? How can music change your mood?  
What shape does this piece make you think of?  
What simile can you create by starting: Music is like... 
How important is music in your life?  
How are your musical preferences different from that of your parents?  
What place does the music take you?  
How does music reflect society?  
What type of fabric would this music be?  
For what class would it be good background music for?  
How is music a universal language? 
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Piano Slam Competition Activity 
 
Play the music as long as students are still engaged and thinking. When you judge that 
students have enough written material to create their poems you may stop the music and then 
get students to expand their ideas using one or more of the following writing activities: 

• Circle three words or phrases. Write a sentence using all of them. 
• Choose one phrase or sentence. Underline it. Write 2-3 more sentences to expand on 

that idea. 
• Write your own question about the music. Answer it. 
• Find four words/phrases that are related. Write them together. Change the order around. 

Change the order again. Circle the order that you think works best. 
• Choose two of the musical words from the initial brainstorming. Relate them to 

something else in the notes. 
Now select at least 20 words/phrases/sentences from the notes you've taken. Put a box around 
each of the 20 selections. 
On the second sheet of paper write a rough draft of a poem. Be creative. 
 
You can find a great example of a poem about Miami from Piano Slam 5 performance at the 
Arsht Center For The Performing Arts (Celestelle Webster): 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fqXXiWFV1WQ (at 52:00)   
 
You may wish to show this as an example, but it is most effective AFTER students have 
already written a draft--otherwise it can be intimidating and limiting. So encourage their own 
personal creativity first, then show other examples. 
The students can revise their poem for homework, or use the revision sheet to work in peer 
groups. (There are two on a page for efficiency in copying--or show on the SMARTBOARD to 
save paper.) 
 
Feel free to adapt this activity to meet the needs of your particular students. 
For any questions or comments contact the Piano Slam Outreach Coordinator at: 
(305) 572-9900 or at pianoslam@dranoff2piano.org 
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Rhythm Of The Sea 
Kaitlyn Ballesteros Miami Arts Charter, 6th Grade  

  
The rhythm of the sea,  

The pattern in the sound.   
The azure sky sets the joyful  

Mood for the songs of the sapphire  
Waves as they crash on the sand.   

The creature of the deep dance  
Around to the optimistic song.   

The shells drift to the shore  
To ride the waves to start a new  

Adventure.  
The coconuts hiot the ground,  

One after another, adding a new beat.   
The sun burns the sand, making it  

Feel as if you’re walking on hot coals.   
Umbrellas pop up, chairs are out,  

People have joined the waves and their  
Beautiful songs.   

All so different, yet they match so  
Perfectly to make a symphony.    

The rain begins to fall, lightly tapping   
The sand.   

People run to their cars as the rain hits  
Harder, leaving deep footprints behind.   

The waves fill the footprints, leaving   
No traces behind.   

As the song slows down, it gets quieter,  
Fading every second.   

The sun goes down, the waves stop  
Crashing, and they wait for the next  

Day to hear the song of the sea.  
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CARTHE 
 Ocean Currents and Oil Spills 

 
Introduction 
 
On April 20th, 2010, an explosion on BP’s Deep Water Horizon (DWH) drilling rig resulted in the 
death of 11 men and caused the Macondo wellhead to burst.  Millions of gallons of oil were 
discharged into the Gulf of Mexico, posing a threat to communities living along the coastlines of 
five Gulf states – Louisiana, Alabama, Florida, Mississippi and Texas, as well as their fisheries 
and marine ecosystems. America’s Gulf Coast experienced the largest oil spill in the history of 
the American petroleum industry.  
 
BP committed $500 million to fund broad, independent scientific research in the Gulf, through 
the Gulf of Mexico Research Initiative (GoMRI.org).  After undergoing a competitive peer-review 
process for the purpose of studying the oil spill and its impact on the Gulf’s delicate ecosystems, 
GoMRI selected the Consortium for Advanced Research on Transport of Hydrocarbon in the 
Environment (CARTHE.org). The CARTHE team is comprised of over 100 scientific researchers, 
postdocs, students and administrative staff from over 20 universities and research institutions 
across the United States and Europe, hosted at the University of Miami Rosenstiel School of 
Marine & Atmospheric Science. 
 
CARTHE is a research team dedicated to predicting the fate of oil released into our environment 
to help inform and guide response teams, thereby protecting and minimizing damage to human 
health, the economy, and the environment.  CARTHE’s scientific work focuses on the physical 
distribution, dispersion and dilution of petroleum, its constituents and associated contaminants 
under the action of physical oceanographic processes, air-sea interactions and tropical storms.  
Simply put, CARTHE scientists study ocean currents in the Gulf of Mexico in hopes of gaining 
the ability to predict where oil or other toxins may go in the event of a future spill.  The key to 
solving tomorrow’s spill-related problems lies in the research that CARTHE is conducting today. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Consortium for Advanced Research on Transport of Hydrocarbon in the Environment. 
2016. Lessons for middle school and high school students on ocean currents and oil 

spills. Key Biscayne, FL. 
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Selected Musical Terms Correlated with Science Concepts 

 
The following musical terms from the Piano Slam Glossary correlate to science topics and 
concepts.   
  
Accelerando-This term has to do with music played at an increasing speed.   
 
Crescendo-This term is used as an instruction for musical performers and indicates that the 
music should grow or become louder.   
 
Movement-This music term has to do with a specific section linked together.  
 
Rhythm-This term refers to the arrangement of notes according to their length and emphasis.  
 
Tempo-This term refers to the speed at which a piece of music is played.  
 
Vibrato-This term is a technique of vibration used on various musical instruments.  
  
Possible STEM topics:  

• Storms 
• Waves 
• Tides 
• Currents 
• Air 
• Weather  

  
Possible STEM concept correlations:   

• Momentum   
• Frequency Speed   
• Acceleration  
• Amplitude Sound   
• Density   
• Physical Properties Of Liquids Forces  
• Motion 

Energy  
• Patterns In Nature  
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Bay Drift 
How do we know where our trash will go? 

 
Oil is not the only pollutant in the ocean that negatively impacts our environment. Marine debris 
(trash) has become a major issue throughout the world, including in our own backyard – 
Biscayne Bay.  Trash gets transported by the currents that move into and within Biscayne Bay. 
Scientists and educators from CARTHE, Vizcaya, and Frost Science Museum came together to 
give the greater Miami area a better sense of how the currents are effecting the way particles 
move in beautiful Biscayne Bay.  
 
For this experiment, the project team selected 8 locations around the Miami area to release 
their 3 different types of ocean current research equipment. 
 

1) Drifters – CARTHE released 15 biodegradable, custom-made, GPS-equipped drifters, 
similar to those discussed in Lesson 3.  These drifters provided their location to the 
scientists every 5 minutes for weeks.  
 

 
 

2) Drift Cards – 320 small, inexpensive, eco-friendly wood cards that are brightly painted 
and float along the water’s surface, moved by the currents. Each card is coded so the 
Project Team can identify where it was deployed.  Additionally, the drift cards are 
labeled with information that introduces the project and instructs the finder how to report 
where it was found. By tracking the location where drift cards are released and found, 
we will learn how the currents distribute debris in Biscayne Bay.  
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Bob The Drifter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Here is an assignment that you may wish to have your students work on 
over the period of a few days. It introduces some science concepts 
through a short video, and then provides several academic activities 
based on the study and conservation of the oceans.  The activities are 
designed to appeal to various learning styles, so you may wish to allow 
students to choose the task that most appeals to them.  In addition, you 
may wish to view the video with students in class if you think that they 
might not have internet access at home or might not complete the 
viewing tasks independently.   
Video:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gysyr2lqwFs  
While students are watching ask them to listen attentively and take notes 
on three things:   
1) What is Bob?   
  
2) What function does Bob play in ocean research?   
  
3) What had to come together (i.e. materials, people in particular careers, 

skills) to create Bob?   
  
After watching the video, ask the students to address the following, either 
through class discussion or in writing:   
  
Explain how you think Bob will be used in the future.   
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Protect The Ocean 

Ask students to examine a picture of an ocean. (You may use the one below or another that you 
select.)   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Now ask students to compose three questions that come to mind as they look carefully at the 
ocean scene.  (They may add this to their notes.)   
  
Now ask student to use the video, the picture, their notes, and their questions, along with any 
other information or research that they choose to do, and complete one of the following tasks:   
  

1. Write a narrative (story) about your happiest moment at sea or the most 
difficult moment at sea and how you overcame any difficulties.   

  
2. Select a favorite children's song melody. Rewrite the lyrics of the song so that 

it is now about the ocean.  
  

3. Compose a journal entry as Bob. Write about the journey he might 
experience exploring in the ocean. Include things Bob might see and hear, 
and write in first person. (Use "I")  

  
4. Create a definition poem using one of the following words (tranquility, 

solitude, calm, order, power, structure).  Join words and phrases to describe, 
define, or illustrate the ocean experience.  

  
5. Design a blueprint or scale model of a new instrument, such as a robotic fish, 

that could collect data and explore the ocean. Include materials needed as 
well as the function of each component.  

  
6. Develop a public service announcement promoting ocean conservation.  

  
7. Design and produce a poster to communicate how to utilize ocean resources 

while at the same time protecting its serenity and purity.  
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Ocean Currents 
 
Introduction to ocean currents, how and why the ocean moves, and how scientists are studying 
the transport of pollutants via currents. 
 
The ocean is a body of salt water that covers over 70% of the Earth’s surface.  The water in the 
ocean is constantly moving.  Ocean currents are the coherent horizontal movement of salty 
water, streams in the ocean.  Currents are created by wind, waves, rotation of the Earth, 
density differences in water masses, gravity, and much more.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Surface currents are mostly created by wind as it passes over the upper ocean.  The wind 
pushes the water in the direction it is going.  Differences in temperature and salinity within a 
water mass can also create currents.  Warm water is less dense than cold water, and fresh 
water is less dense than salt water, so the cold, salty water will always move below the warm, 
fresh water, creating a density current. 
 
Currents can carry animals, nutrients, and even pollutants with them as they move. Therefore, it 
is important for CARTHE scientists to study their movements so they can better predict how the 
currents will impact the transport of pollutants in the water. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The swirling flows of tens of thousands of ocean currents were captured in 
this scientific visualization created by NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center 
in Greenbelt, Md. Credit: NASA/SVS 
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Ocean Currents 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

8.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9.  
 

The largest, most consistent ocean currents in the world are very well documented. Scientists 
can predict how fast the water in these currents will move and the direction the currents will go.  
For instance, the Gulf Stream, which runs up the eastern coast of the United States, is one of 
the most studied currents in the world.  Benjamin Franklin first mapped this current in 1769, 
drawing it as a river in the ocean.  Since then, countless studies have measured the speed of 
the current, the direction, the amount of heat it transports to Europe, the organisms that ride the 
current, and much more.  These large, permanent currents are called mesoscale currents. 

 

Oil accumulated along a current after the Deepwater Horizon oil spill, 2010.  Credit: Georgia 
Department of Natural Resources  
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10.  
11.  
12.  
13.  
14.  
15.  
16.  
17.  
18.  
19.  
20.  
21.  
22.  
23.  
24.  
25.  

 

 

Ocean Currents 

Conversely, the smaller, temporary or variable currents in the ocean are called sub-mesoscale 
currents and are much less understood.  Imagine the mesoscale currents are highways, 
carrying a lot of cars across large distances. It is a huge road, like I-95, so you cannot easily 
cross it and you stay on it for a while (months) going roughly the same speed the whole time. 
The size and speed can be measured by satellites, allowing scientists to model it and do 
important predictions. 

Sub-mesoscale features are like the small streets in your neighborhood. Many cars use these 
streets everyday but only for a short amount of time.  They are so small and narrow, and cars 
turn to a new street so frequently that we could not observe them by satellite. And to complicate 

the matter, some of these 
roads are 
temporary.  Some are 
created and reinforced 
(by wind, river outflows, 
rain, waves, storms, etc.), 
while others are decaying 
and being destroyed. The 
neighborhood is ever 
evolving. It makes it hard 
to measure and model, 
which is why the 
CARTHE scientists have 

In this figure, purple and blue indicate slower moving water while red and 
black indicate faster speeds. The Gulf Stream can be seen as almost entirely 
black, running along the east side of the United States.  

Credit: Arthur Mariano/CARTHE 
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focused their studies on this complex problem. 

During CARTHE’s Grand Lagrangian Deployment (GLAD) experiment, they put over 300 GPS-
equipped surface drifters into the Gulf of Mexico simultaneously (the drifters are the cars in our 
analogy) and in 2016 they put in 1000 drifters – the largest oceanographic experiment of its 
kind. They measured how fast the cars spread in these small streets, compared to how they 
spread using the highways. 

CARTHE scientists collected over 16 million data points and proved that the sub-mesoscale 
currents can dominate how a pollutant spreads in the short term. The trajectories of the drifters 
allow the researchers to draw maps of the diverse routes that can carry floating material like oil 
at the surface of the Gulf of Mexico. For the first time, they could observe the role of both the 
temporary and the persistent currents on the dispersion of pollution. 

 

 
 

 
Consortium for Advanced Research on Transport of Hydrocarbon in the Environment. 2016. Lessons for 

middle school and high school students on ocean currents and oil spills. 
Key Biscayne, FL. 

 
Gulf Oil Spill: Resources & Articles 

 
On April 20, 2010, an explosion on the Deepwater Horizon/BP MC252 drilling platform in the 
Gulf of Mexico killed 11 workers and caused the rig to sink. As a result, oil began leaking into 
the Gulf creating one of the largest spills in American history. During the next 87 days an 
estimated 4 million barrels (168 million gallons) were released from the reservoir, of which 3.19 
million (134 million gallons) were released into the Gulf of Mexico.  
 
NOAA and many partner organizations are conducting research to determine the full extent of 
the damage from the spilled oil on the Gulf of Mexico ecosystem and economy. We know that 
this spill impacted wildlife, habitats, fishing communities, and commerce along the large coastal 
areas of Louisiana, Mississippi, Texas, Alabama, and Florida.  
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Dr. Brian Stacy, NOAA veterinarian, prepares to clean an oiled Kemp's Ridley turtle. 
(Photo Credit: NOAA and Georgia Department of Natural Resources) 

 
Habitat Impacts 

The Gulf of Mexico’s diverse ecosystem includes deep-sea ocean ridges and trenches, mid-
depth banks, barrier islands, beaches, coral reefs and estuaries. As currents and winds spread 
the oil from the mile-deep spill site, all habitats were at risk of contamination. Estuaries and 
coral reefs are some of the most sensitive areas in the impact zone as they provide protection, 
feeding areas, and nurseries for a large diversity of species. 

 
Impacts to Wildlife 

Sea turtles and marine birds were some of the first wildlife affected by the spill, as they live and 
feed on the surface where floating oil collects. Dolphins, whales and other marine mammals 
were also affected as they must come to the surface to breath. Oil accumulated on the skin of 
animals can make it difficult to breath and move in the water. Oiled birds can lose the ability to 
fly, dive for food, or float on the water which could lead to drowning. Oil also interferes with the 
water repellency of feathers and can cause hypothermia under the right conditions. Ingested oil 
can kill animals immediately; more often it results in lung, liver, and kidney damage which can 
lead to death. (Source: USFWS) 

 
 

Gulf Oil Spill: Resources & Articles 
 

Fisheries 
Fish, shrimp, and shellfish are basic parts of the Gulf’s food web and are also important to the 
economic health of the region. To minimize human exposure to potentially unsafe seafood from 
the spill region, more than 80,000 square miles of commercial and recreational fishing grounds 
were closed while scientists investigated the impact of the spill and clean-up efforts on these 
organisms. After careful consideration for public health these waters are open once again and 
ongoing monitoring continues to insure the safety of seafood and check the health of the 
ecosystem.(Source: NOAA Keeping Seafood Safe) 

Restoration Efforts 
Clean-up and restoration efforts have been ongoing since the summer of 2010. Primary 
restoration activities work to restore or replace habitats, species and services back to their 
original condition where possible. Through compensatory restoration efforts businesses and the 
public are provided compensation for losses as a result of the time natural resources are injured 
and unusable. Liability for these damages and restoration costs are still being determined. 
Education Connection 
 
The Deepwater Horizon/BP is still a current event and is seen frequently in the news providing 
a teachable moment for educators. The materials provided with this collection present the facts 
surrounding the spill and ongoing research, monitoring, and restoration efforts. Attempts have 
been made to keep this information current and many new education resources have been 
developed over the past year. In addition to large oil spills such as this, non-point sources of 
pollution continue to threaten our ocean ecosystem. These sources can be as significant as the 
Deepwater Horizon/BP spill and are more directly linked to individual behaviors. Learning about 
both types of pollution can help protect ocean habitats by improving stewardship behaviors. 
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Produced in cooperation with the NOAA Office of Response and Restoration 
Page Last Updated 3/19/2013 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOAA Education Resources in cooperation with the NOAA Office of Response and 

Restoration. (Accessed on October 15, 2016). Available from: 
http://www.education.noaa.gov/Ocean_and_Coasts/Oil_Spill.html 
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Gulf Oil Spill: Resources & 
Articles 

Viewing the Spill From Above: NOAA Pilot Eyes the Gulf Coast 
 
NOAA’s Lt. Cmdr. Kristie Twining has seen her share of important missions. From high above 
in her Twin Otter airplane, she and teams of NOAA scientists have tracked the migration of 
northern right whales, surveyed marine sanctuaries and collected air quality data from the 
atmosphere.  

Twining, a NOAA Corps pilot based at NOAA’s 
Aircraft Operations Center, recently took to the 
skies to carry out a much different mission: 
overflights of the scene of the Deepwater 
Horizon/BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico.  

 
What is the purpose of the overflights you’ve 
been piloting? 
Our flight crew has been taking ocean imaging 
experts out over the spill area to collect critical oil 
density and thickness data.  
We capture this information in-flight using very 
sophisticated instruments — a multi-spectral 
scanner and an Earth-observing sensor — 
mounted in the belly port of our Twin Otter plane. 
The data are processed through a laptop 

computer using a software system capable of differentiating between thick oil and sheen. 
(Satellite images can depict sheen boundaries, but typically cannot locate the patches of thick 
oil.) Imaging scientists analyze the data in more detail once we’re back on the ground. 
 
Our flights are also providing critical imagery for those who are tracking the spill’s movement 
and direction. We use radar data from other aircraft as a reference and then fly tracks across 
different areas to map and image the spreading oil. It’s really neat to be involved in helping to 
collect data that are actually being used every day. 
 

What does a typical day looks like? 
It’s a long but productive day. I wake up before the sun comes up and check for any active air 
space or flight restrictions in the area of the spill site. Before our crew leaves our hotel in 
downtown Mobile, Ala., to meet our plane at the Mobile Airport, we obtain weather and military 
activity briefings and file a flight plan.  
 
A typical overflight lasts about three to four hours. It takes about 45 minutes to get out to the 
spill site, and about 30 minutes to get back — its only 100 miles from the airport, but the Twin 
Otter has a lot of drag. It was meant to fly slow and land on short runways, beaches and frozen 
tundra — it is not a high-speed, high-performance plane.  

Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 2  NOAA Corps pilot Lt. Cmdr. 
Kristie Twining in the cockpit of a NOAA Twin Otter aircraft. 
(Credit: NOAA) 
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Gulf Oil Spill: Resources & 
Articles 

Viewing the Spill From Above: NOAA Pilot Eyes the Gulf Coast 
 

What’s the best time of day to fly to collect this type of data? 
Lately, we’ve been flying twice a day when the sun angles are less direct, in early morning and 
the late afternoon. This gives us better-quality camera images. If there’s a lot of glint, or 
reflection from the sun shining on the water, the image quality can be poor. In between flights, 
scientists are busy processing and interpreting all the data.  
 

Have you been struck by what you’ve seen from the air over the spill-affected areas of 
the Gulf Coast?  

I’ve never flown over an oil spill of any 
significance, until now. It’s certainly massive in 
size and the response effort. From the air, we 
can see how much oil is coming up from the 
source and the extent of the spreading. We can 
also see the before and after effect of deepwater 
and surface dispersants as they are being 
applied.  
 
It’s amazing to see from above the teamwork 
underway to contain the spill. Every day we go 
up, we see aircraft flying below us — some of 
them are dropping dispersants over oiled areas, 
some are out there spotting for thicker oil, some 
are surveying for impacted marine life, and some 
are carrying authorities monitoring the spill’s 
effects.  

 
What makes the Twin Otter aircraft well-suited for this mission? 

Well, it has a number of advantages. It has an unpressurized cabin that allows for an open port 
in the belly capable of accommodating many kinds of instrumentation. In this set-up, cameras 
have clear views of the oil, and the mounted sensors can better detect atmospheric conditions 
below. This would not be possible on a pressurized aircraft without having a special camera 
glass cover mounted over the belly. 
 
The Twin Otter can also carry a significant amount of weight from people, instruments and fuel. 
We can also fly slower, lower and longer than most other aircraft — up to seven hours at a time.  

 
What considerations do you take into account when flying over an incident site like an 

oil spill? 
We’re mostly concerned with cloud cover. We can get high-definition imagery in any kind of 
weather, as long as the skies are clear below us. To get overlapping images, we also must fly 
higher than our normal 12,500 feet. 

Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 3  NOAA Corps pilot Lt. Cmdr 
Kristie Twining (left) and Capt. Michele Finn stand alongside a 
NOAA Twin Otter airplane used to conduct overflights in the 
Gulf of Mexico. (Credit: NOAA) 
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Gulf Oil Spill: Resources & 
Articles 

Viewing the Spill From Above: NOAA Pilot Eyes the Gulf Coast 
 
 
What type of training have you had to prepare you for this kind of work? 
I’ve been flying NOAA planes — the Twin Otter and the Gulf Stream IV — for eight years. Right 
now, I’m an instructor pilot on the Twin Otter and am one of the senior aircraft commanders.  
 
I also have extensive experience flying all over the Gulf of Mexico. The challenge there is with 
airspace coordination. There are many military agencies flying training and simulation missions 
in this region. However, I’m very comfortable operating in such a busy airspace.   

 
What other types of missions do NOAA’s Twin Otter aircraft support? 

NOAA operates four Twin Otters. Typically, we conduct a number of marine mammal surveys. 
For instance, we fly over Alaska to help scientists study harbor seals and sea lions. Once or 
twice a year, we conduct flights in conjunction with NOAA’s Earth System Research Laboratory 
in Boulder, Colo., on behalf of air chemistry field studies.  

 
What has been the most satisfying part of your role in NOAA’s response to the BP oil 

spill? 
I really enjoy being helpful and working towards a greater cause. We’re operationally oriented, 
and we’re always ready to fly at a moment’s notice.  
 
Lt. Cmdr. Twining is based out of NOAA’s Aircraft Operations Center at MacDill Air Force Base 
in Florida. Her next assignment is flying NOAA’s Twin Otter in California across the Los 
Angeles-Sacramento region as part of a major air chemistry study. 

 
About NOAA’s Office of Marine and Aviation Operations and the NOAA Corps 

NOAA's Office of Marine and Aviation Operations operates a wide variety of specialized aircraft 
and ships to complete NOAA's environmental and scientific missions. NOAA's aircraft and ship 
fleet is operated and managed by officers from the NOAA Corps along with wage mariners and 
civilian technicians and other employees.  
 
The NOAA Commissioned Officer Corps is one of the seven uniformed services of the United 
States. The NOAA Corps is composed of professionals trained in engineering, earth sciences, 
oceanography, meteorology, fisheries science and other related disciplines. Officers operate 
ships, fly aircraft, manage research projects, conduct diving operations and serve in staff 
positions throughout NOAA.  
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Voices from the Waterfront 
Meet Ryan Lambert, Louisiana Sport 

Fisherman Rebuilding Business after Gulf Oil 
Spill 

April 9, 2012 
 

Meet Ryan Lambert who runs Cajun Fishing 
Adventures, a 31-year old recreational fishing 
and hunting business that includes lodges and 
guided fishing and hunting trips in Louisiana. 
We caught up with Lambert recently at his 
lodge in Buras, Louisiana, a tiny coastal 
community in the Mississippi River delta.  

 
How did you get started in the recreational 
fishing and hunting business? 
I used to have a sporting goods store and 
people were always coming in looking for 
guides. But down here there were no guides. 
After telling enough of them no, I said I’ll take 
you, and it has just kept growing since then. 
Today, I have 15 fishing guides, six duck 
guides, with 23 families working out of this 
lodge.  

 
How has your business been affected by the Deepwater Horizon BP oil spill of 2010? 
This area of Louisiana hasn’t had it easy. This is where Katrina hit. There was 24 feet of water 
in my lodge, and I had to completely redo everything. But that wasn’t near as bad as the oil 
spill. I could rebuild my own entity with the hurricane, 
and we had an abundance of fish. With the oil spill, I 
may have my building, but its effects are so vast. The 
fish are different now. On the west side of this 
peninsula, from Venice to Grande Isle, there’s very 
few if any speckled trout and that was 90 percent of 
our fishing business.  We’re continuing to catch 
speckled trout on the east side of the Mississippi 
River.  

 
What’s been your approach to rebuilding your 
business after the spill? 
I ended up 94-percent down for the year 2010, my 
whole business was decimated. Now, my business 
depends more on catching redfish and hunting ducks. 
I’ve started pushing duck season harder. We had a 
good duck season this year, but it’s a short season of 
only three months. 

Figure 1   Ryan Lambert has increased guided duck hunting as 
part of rebuilding his business after the oil spill. 
(NOAA/Monica Allen) 

Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 4  Fishing guide 
Johnny Hodge and Ryan Lambert hold up redfish 
caught on a fishing trip in Louisiana. 
(NOAA/Monica Allen) 
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Voices from the Waterfront 
Meet Ryan Lambert, Louisiana Sport Fisherman Rebuilding Business after Gulf Oil Spill 

April 9, 2012 
 
Have you been involved in advocating for coastal restoration? 
My issue is to try to get restoration funds to the states damaged by the BP oil spill to help fix 
coastal erosion. If we don’t fix coastal erosion, Louisiana won’t be here in 30 years. We need to 
return the Mississippi River’s flow to our marshes, which will return those life-sustaining 
nutrients—freshwater and sediment. All of south Louisiana is a vital culture that’s unique to the 
world—our food, our culture and the fact that people still live off the land.  Our food is catching 
on all over the world. It’s an incredible melting pot of different cultures that are here.  But it will 
all disappear if we don’t bring back the marshes. 
 
What’s your favorite fish to eat or catch? 
I love the taste of cobia, speckled trout and fresh swordfish. My favorites to catch are big trout 
and fresh water crappie and brim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This interview is part of “Voices from the Waterfront,” an ongoing series of interviews with men 

and women whose lives and livelihoods depend on sustainable fisheries. 
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www.nmfs.noaa.gov 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  

 
 

 
Gulf Oil Spill: Resources & Articles  

People of the Restoration Center 
 
Meg Goecker 
Habitat Restoration Specialist: Mobile, Alabama 
 
I work in Mobile, Alabama, as part of the Restoration Center’s Community-based Restoration 
Program and Damage Assessment Remediation and Restoration Program I work as a technical 
monitor for projects in Mississippi and Alabama and I assist potential applicants in developing 
project ideas for future funding opportunities.  I am currently involved in damage assessment 
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and restoration planning associated with the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of 
Mexico. 
 
What is that you like most about your job? I enjoy working with enthusiastic grass-roots 
community groups that, at first, may have small 
ideas but together can grow into a great restoration 
project for the region and local communities.  Also, 
being part of the effort to assess damage and 
eventually restore areas of the Gulf of Mexico that 
have been impacted by the oil spill is rewarding and 
will be a positive outcome to a difficult situation. 
 
What is the hardest part about your 
job?  Restoration ecology is a relatively young 
scientific discipline, which means, in many cases, 
that we are still learning how to effectively and 
efficiently restore critical habitats.  Often with small 
budgets and short project times, we don’t always 
learn all the lessons we can from our efforts. 
 
How long have you been with the Restoration 
Center, and what interested you in working for 
NOAA? I started working on the Restoration Center 
in June 2009.  I was drawn to the position because 
of my passion for the local marine environment and 
the difference that habitat restoration can make, no 
matter how small the footprint.  Also, the Restoration 
Center has a unique arrangement with regional staff that get to know and work closely with their 
local partners to develop projects.  This is really a fantastic way to engage communities in 
federal funding programs. 
 
What advice would you give young people thinking about becoming a habitat restoration 
specialist? Restoration science is gaining momentum and will need a great new crop of young 
scientists that can really make a difference to reverse damages from past actions.  Look around 
at the marine environments you encounter and take time to notice how human actions affect 
that environment and how we might fix or change 
those actions.  Learn all the science you can and 
see how that can apply to every aspect of 
restoration.  The opportunities are endless. 

www.habitat.noaa.gov 
 

 
Gulf Oil Spill: Resources & Articles 

Tracking the Last Mile Before Oil Meets the Beach 
 

Posted online January 17, 2014 Source: GoMRI  
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Rolling waves, swirling 
currents, converging 
fronts, shifting 
sediments – all are 
connected as anyone 
who has chased a ball in 
beach waters knows.  
But how? 
 
Kate Woodall, Naval Postgraduate School, 
injects EPA-approved in the surf zone in Ft. 
Walton Beach, FL. 
 (Photo provided by CARTHE) 
 

To understand the mechanisms that move water-borne objects or contaminants onshore, over 
30 researchers from 16 universities gathered in Ft. Walton Beach, Florida in December 2013 – 
armed with drifters, dye, and drones – and conducted a three-week Surfzone Coastal Oil 
Pathways Experiment (SCOPE). 
 
“We’re studying the region most hit by the Deepwater Horizon oil spill, which includes the 
coasts surrounding the Gulf,” explained Tamay Özgökmen, the team’s principal investigator, “to 
learn more about how things in the water get outside of the surf zone and onto the beaches.” 
 
Scientists are tracking elusive ocean processes to visualize the movement of Gulf waters in 3D. 
For this experiment, they deployed 250 GPS-equipped drifters (30 were biodegradable) to track 
surface waters, using a “release and catch” method for repeated use of these specially-outfitted 
devices. Researchers injected an EPA-approved dye both along and outside the surf zone to 
trace its movement through the water column. Various in-situ instruments recorded water and 
atmospheric conditions. 
 
“This study will collect important data necessary to understand the currents in the near-shore 
marine environment,” said Ad Reniers, co-lead scientist for SCOPE. “The information collected 
will be used to develop computer models of the coastal zone, to improve our scientific 
understanding of this region in the event of future oil spills, and to better understand how larvae 
or pollutants travel close to shore.” 
 
These researchers are members of the Consortium for Advanced Research on Transport of 
Hydrocarbon in the Environment (CARTHE), a 
science team funded by the Gulf of Mexico Research 
Initiative (GoMRI). The University of Miami’s 
Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric 
Science (UM-RSMAS) administers CARTHE 
under Özgökmen’s direction. Joining Reiners as co-lead scientist for SCOPE is Jamie 
MacMahan with the Naval Postgrad School. 

 
Gulf Oil Spill: Resources & Articles 
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Tracking the Last Mile Before Oil Meets the Beach 
 
“Computer models will be able to give us better estimates of where the oil spill will go and how 
fast and in which patterns it will spread,” said Özgökmen. “This can help emergency responders 
to better direct their limited resources and help us understand ecological damage that may have 
occurred.” He is confident that “a lot of beneficial information will come out of this study, not just 
about the oil spill.” 
 
For example, the spreading pattern of dye revealed dangerous rip currents. “That’s the best 
visual image of a rip tide I’ve ever seen,” said Chuck Wilson, GoMRI Chief Scientist. “If people 
could see that, they might understand a little better how they work.”  
 
To construct data on the multiple factors that influence the behavior of ocean currents, the 
scientists have to collect data at one time. “We combine a lot of different instruments at once to 
capture the complete picture of all the drivers of surface currents,” explained SCOPE team 
member Guillaume Novelli, a UM-RSMAS postdoctoral fellow. “It took a village to pull off 
SCOPE successfully,” said Özgökmen referring to the many dedicated staff who coordinated 
logistics, people, equipment, and, of course, the science. 
Prior to the SCOPE execution in Ft. Walton Beach, about 15 modelers from three distinct 
groups – University of Miami Coupled Model (UMCM), Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), and 
ADvanced CIRCulation model (ADCIRC) – began running real-time, predictive simulations. 
Together these models provided SCOPE scientists with important, high-resolution transport 
information. 
 

The first week of SCOPE was a flurry of preparations: teams 
finalized local permits, assembled drifters and identified specific 
locations for launching (freshwater inlets, surf zones, and along the 
inner shelf and fronts) and then staged them for deployment; others 
prepared dye injection equipment and assembled camera-equipped 
drones and kites; and divers positioned observing instruments in the 
water at various distances from the beach and depths in the water 
column. The Florida International University team erected a 
meteorological data-gather tower on site. 
 
The next week, the team ran test trials of the experiments to make 
final adjustments for local conditions, aerial observations and 
imagery, and to inform their remote modeling teams. Scientists also 
hosted on-site interactive demonstrations with local middle and high 
school students. 

Click to enlarge) Kimberly Arnott (Texas A&M University, Corpus Christi) prepares microstructure instruments for deployment 
to record measurements of water turbulence such as dissipation and diffusivity. (Photo provided by CARTHE) 
 
In the final week, everyone, in a synchronized manner, executed their tasks of well-informed, 
targeted releases of dye and deployment of drifters with the coordinated use of Synthetic-
aperture radar (SAR) images, microstructure and air-sea interaction measurements, 
observations of frontal features, and detailed modeling adjusted to observations. 
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Gulf Oil Spill: Resources & Articles 
Tracking the Last Mile Before Oil Meets the Beach 

 
Once models are supplemented by real-time data from experiments, climate scientists can 
combine these data with wind and tides and use them to predict oil transport in scenarios under 
a variety of conditions. In the long-term, improved transport predictions can inform 
environmental policy and support the development of crisis response plans.  The U.S. Coast 
Guard can use improved transport predictions to pinpoint vessels in distress and with search 
and rescue operations, and fisheries can better understand 
larval movement of important commercial species. 
 
SCOPE is the second large CARTHE experiment that 
brings together a wide range of scientific experts to 
experiment with measurement methods and study oil 
transport. CARTHE conducted their first experiment, GLAD 
(Grand LAgrangian Deployment), near the Deepwater 
Horizon site in the summer of 2012. Scientists will use data 
from both experiments to more accurately model the 
transport and fate of oil in the Gulf. 
 
Novelli eloquently explained the importance of 
understanding ocean processes in both deep and near-
shore waters: “What happens in the last 100 meters of 
coastal transport is determined by what happened in the 
first 100 meters of the spill.” 
 

Keith Wyckoff, left, (Naval Postgraduate School) proudly displays some of the 220 fully-assembled drifters that he built. He and 
Conor Smith (UM-RSMAS) are set for loading them onto deployment boats. (Photo provided by CARTHE) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The CARTHE I program (2012-2014) includes 26 principal investigators from 12 research 
institutions in eight states. The CARTHE II program (2015-2017) includes 40 principal 

investigators from 27 research institutions. Together these scientists are engaged in novel 
research through the development of a suite 

 
 
 
 
 

www.gulfresearchinitiative.org 
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Ocean Currents & Oil Spills Lesson 
Packet 

Simple lessons designed to introduce 
middle and high school students to the complexities of studying ocean currents, while 

practicing critical thinking  
and creative writing. 

Created by the University of Miami-based Consortium for Advanced Research on 
Transport of Hydrocarbon in the Environment (CARTHE) and  

the Dranoff 2 Piano Foundation’s Piano Slam. 
 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical Subjects  
 
LAFS.910.RST.1.1 Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of science and technical 
texts, attending to the precise details of explanations or descriptions.  
 
LAFS.910.RST.1.2 Determine the central ideas or conclusions of a text; trace the text’s 
explanation or depiction of a complex process, phenomenon, or concept; provide an accurate 
summary of the text.  
 
LAFS.910.RST.2.6 Analyze the author’s purpose in providing an explanation, describing a 
procedure, or discussing an experiment in a text, defining the question the author seeks to 
address. 
 
LAFS.910.RST.3.8 Assess the extent to which the reasoning and evidence in a text support the 
author’s claim or a recommendation for solving a scientific or technical problem.  
 
LAFS.910.RST.3.9 Compare and contrast findings presented in a text to those from other 
sources (including their own experiments), noting when the findings support or contradict 
previous explanations or accounts. 
 
Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Science, and Technical Subjects 
 
LAFS.910.WHST.1.1 Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content. a. Introduce 
precise claim(s), distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, and create an 
organization that establishes clear relationships among the claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, 
and evidence. b. Develop claim(s) and counterclaims fairly, supplying data and evidence for 
each while pointing out the strengths and limitations of both claim(s) and counterclaims in a 
discipline-appropriate form. d. Establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone while 
attending to the norms and conventions of the discipline in which they are writing. e. Provide a 
concluding statement or section that follows from or supports the argument presented. 
 
LAFS.910.WHST.2.6 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, publish, and update 
individual or shared writing products, taking advantage of technology’s capacity to link to other 
information and to display information flexibly and dynamically. 
 
LAFS.910.WHST.3.9 Draw evidence from informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and 
research. 
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Ocean Currents & Oil Spills Lesson Packet 
 
 
Ocean Literacy Principles:  
1: The Earth has one big ocean with many features.  
6: The ocean and humans are inextricably interconnected.  
7: The ocean is largely unexplored.    
 
Science Standards:    
 
SC.912.E.7.2: Analyze the causes of the various kinds of surface and deep water motion within 
the oceans and their impacts on the transfer of energy between the poles and the equator.  
 
SC.912.N.1.3: Recognize that the strength or usefulness of a scientific claim is evaluated 
through scientific argumentation, which depends on critical and logical thinking, and the active 
consideration of alternative scientific explanations to explain the data presented. 
 
SC.912.N.1.4: Identify sources of information and assess their reliability according to the strict 
standards of scientific investigation. 
 
 
Lessons At A Glance: 
1 – Oil spills: Info on Deepwater Horizon disaster; Stakeholders’ view of oil spill;  
2 – Oil spills continued: read interviews by those directly affected by the DWH oil spill 
3 – Ocean Currents: Introduction, what are ocean currents, how do they form, how do they 
impact oil spills? 
4 – Coriolis Effect: A closer look at the impact of Earth’s rotation on currents 
5 – BayDrift study: Tracking pollutants in our own backyard 
6 – Drifter Design: Design, construct, and test drifters  
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Ocean Currents & Oil Spills Lesson 

Packet 
Lesson Goals: 
To be a scientist, you must have a deep knowledge of your research subject and a passion for 
discovering something new.  But it is also very important to be able to explain your research 
clearly and entice your audience to believe what you study is important.  A good scientist is part 
researcher, part inventor, part writer, part performer. Therefore, CARTHE and Piano Slam have 
partnered to share real oceanographic research with you and some creative ways students can 
practice explaining science through poetry, storytelling, music, and design. 
 
Through these lessons, we hope to show you and your students that quality research has been 
done in the years following the Deepwater Horizon disaster in order to better equip scientists, 
emergency responders, and decision makers in the event of a future spill.  We will also show 
you the powerful impact that ocean currents have on our daily lives.  
 
The theme for the 2016 Piano Slam competition is Migration.  People migrate by traveling to 
new places. Many of us or our families have migrated to Miami from somewhere else. The 
ocean currents also migrate, moving throughout the world from one region to another, often 
moving animals or pollutants in the process. As you move through these lessons, continue to 
bring your students back to the ideas of migration, movement, transport, and encourage them 
to think about what drives their movements and how we are all connected. 
 
Lesson 1: Oil Spill 

On April 20th, 2010, an explosion on BP’s 
Deep Water Horizon (DWH) drilling rig 
resulted in the death of 11 men and 
caused the Macondo wellhead to burst.  
Millions of gallons of oil were discharged 
into the Gulf of Mexico, posing a threat to 
communities living along the coastlines of 
five Gulf states – Louisiana, Alabama, 
Florida, Mississippi and Texas, as well as 
their fisheries and marine ecosystems. 
America’s Gulf Coast experienced the 
largest oil spill in the history of the 
American petroleum industry.  

On 24 May 2010, BP committed to fund 
$500 million in broad, independent 
scientific research in the Gulf, through the Gulf of Mexico Research Initiative (GoMRI). 
The Consortium for Advanced Research on Transport of Hydrocarbon in the 
Environment (CARTHE) is funded by GoMRI for the purpose of studying the oil spill and its 
impact on the Gulf’s delicate ecosystems. CARTHE’s scientific work focuses on the physical 
distribution, dispersion and dilution of petroleum, its constituents and associated contaminants 
(the migration of oil through the ocean) under the action of physical oceanographic processes, 

Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 1  Credit: US Coast Guard 
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air-sea interactions and tropical storms.  Simply put, 
CARTHE studies ocean to be able to predict where 
oil or other toxins may go in the event of a future 
spill. 

 
Ocean Currents & Oil Spills Lesson Packet 

Preparation Prior To Class:  
● Prepare videos and stakeholder strip envelopes 

 
In class:  

1. Discuss with students prior experience and background knowledge of oil spills.  
 

2. Ask students what they know about ocean currents.  
 

3. Share the fact that a variety of local scientists are continuously studying the waters 
around the Gulf States. Have students ponder what the scientists might be exploring or 
investigating in relation to oil spills and ocean currents.  

 
4. Pose the question to students: “Why do you think scientists are studying ocean 

currents?  How might ocean currents impact the distribution of oil after a spill?” Ask 
them to write their answer individually and then share their thoughts with a partner or 
group.  

 
5. Explain that one of the largest oil spills in American history occurred in the Gulf of 

Mexico.  Show the NBC Learn news clip, “Loop Current Could Spread Oil into Atlantic,” 
(Time: 1 minute, 55 seconds) and ask students to listen for how the effects of an oil spill 
may be influenced by ocean currents. They may take notes as appropriate. (Access 
NBC Learn from the Learning Village on the Dade Schools Employee Portal.) 
 

 
a. Note: Luckily the oil did NOT enter the Loop Current. CARTHE scientists are 

trying to better understand the currents in this region so that we can better 
predict the movement of oil in the event of a future spill (more on this research in 
subsequent lessons). 

b. Have students reflect on what they saw and heard on the news clip by writing 
important words and phrases on a piece of paper. Ask students to use the words 
and phrases to create a 15-word summary to capture the essence of the NBC 
Learn news clip (minimal cognitive struggle may be necessary). Have students 
share summaries with a partner and then identify commonalities in their 
summaries. Ask for some volunteers to share with the class. Instruct the 
audience to use a “thumbs up” or other signal each time they hear words from 
their own summaries.  
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Ocean Currents & Oil Spills Lesson Packet 
 

6. Stakeholder Activity:  
a. Ask students to brainstorm all of the people who they think were affected by the 

oil spill. Record the list on the board or on chart paper. 
b. Ask students to select a strip of paper from the envelope.  
c. Various stakeholders should be written on different pieces of paper (e.g. BP oil 

executive, recreational user of Gulf of Mexico, environmentalist, scientist, coastal 
home owner, community leader, Federal Emergency Management Agency 
director, fisherman whose livelihood depends on sustainability of Gulf of Mexico).  

 
d. Provide students with three questions that they will answer about the person 

they have selected: 
i. What is the person thinking? 
ii. About what might the person be worried?  
iii. What action would the person want to take next? 

e. Student responses will show different perspectives, depending on what strip they 
pull from the envelope. Ask them to write their responses on their paper below 
the 15-word summary.   

f. Have students design a 30-second speech to community leaders expressing 
their point of view, and giving details as evidence to support their point of view, 
without revealing who they are. They will use details from their speech when 
they share during the Community Forum.  

g. Hold the Community Forum. Participants will include all of the eight people 
(various stakeholders) on the strips of paper included in the envelope. Each 
participant will have 30 seconds to share a story about how life changed as a 
result of the oil spill and about the plans to move forward.   

 
7. Stakeholder Ballad: 

a. Ask if anyone knows what a ballad is. Share a ballad with students. (One 
example is “The Wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald. This video includes lyrics and 
music.  https://www.google.com/#q=the+wreck+on+the+edmund+Fitzgerald) 

b. Break students into like groups (i.e. all coastal homeowners together, all 
business people together, etc.) and ask them to create one stanza for a class 
ballad, telling how the oil spill affected their lives. When all of the stanzas are put 
together, the class ballad will tell the story from eight different perspectives. 

c. To continue their learning at home, students may create a tune for their class 
ballad.  

 
 
Related Resources: 
Gulf Oil Spill Interactive slides, Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History 
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Gulf Oil Spill, National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) Education        Resources 
 

 
Ocean Currents & Oil Spills Lesson 

Packet 
 

Lesson 2: Oil Spills continued (in class or at home) 

Ask students to read the interviews of the NOAA pilot (page 4), the Louisiana sport fisherman 
(page 7), and the restoration specialist (page 9) either at home, in class individually, or together 
as a class. By showing the real accounts of the people effected by the oil spill, students will 
hopefully understand how connected we are to the environment and how our negative impacts 
on the ecosystem can have longstanding consequences for both the natural environment as 
well as human health and wellbeing.    

Art/Language Arts Extension: 
Have students create one of the following:  

● a commercial to promote new tools for coastal restoration 
● a song to generate enthusiasm for coastal restoration  
● an advertisement for a new restoration position 
● a self-promotion pitch for selection as the next innovative leader in restoration efforts.  
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Ocean Currents & Oil Spills Lesson 
Packet 

Lesson 3: Ocean Currents 

Introduction to ocean currents, how and why the ocean moves, and how scientists are studying 
the transport of pollutants via currents. 

Preparation:  
● Locate Waterlust video; obtain chart paper for concept maps   

 
In Class: 

1. Read the class ballad to review the different perspectives.  
2. Tell students that the class will take a closer look at how scientists from the Consortium 

for Advanced Research on Transport of Hydrocarbon in the Environment 
(CARTHE) approached the oil spill problem. Students will analyze the Ocean Currents 
article to identify what CARTHE research scientists claim about their research. (An 
example of an appropriate finding: The study of ocean currents will reduce future oil 
spill-related problems.) 

3. Ask students to read the “Ocean Currents” selection (found in the 
student packet, page 10).  

a. To develop and visualize the argument (claim), have students 
create a concept or free-form map showing key points from 
the reading.  

4. Show ‘Bob the Drifter’ a Waterlust video, asking students to think 
about what makes a successful drifter. https://vimeo.com/77146782  

5. Explain to students that drifters drift with ocean currents so they may 
end up far from where they started, just like a message in a bottle.  
Scientists track drifters with GPS units and can learn about the 
ocean currents based on the movements of the drifters.1 

a. Show the video: https://vimeo.com/108281696  
b. You may want to show the video several times as the graphics move rapidly, 

showing tracks of 300 CARTHE drifters from the Grand Lagrangian Deployment 
(GLAD) experiment in 2012. Ask students to look for patterns and try to figure 
out why the drifters may be reacting in the manner that they do.  

c. Debrief after each viewing to glean observations. If necessary ask questions 
about the varying speeds of the drifters, the observed cluster versus 
autonomous behaviors, or any drastic change in movement or patterns, and 
potential causes of the changes.    

i. Why do some drifters move faster than others? 
ii. Why do some drifters move in packs while others move on their own? 
iii. Did the drifters’ movements change when Hurricane Isaac moved 

through the Gulf of Mexico (in the video at 34-38 seconds)?  Why? 
iv. How does data collected by drifters help scientists predict the fate of 

spilled oil? 
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Ocean Currents & Oil Spills Lesson 

Packet 
 
 

Art/Language Arts Extension: 
 

● Ask students to write a short story or poem about drifting with the ocean currents, 
sharing what they might experience along the way.  What current, how fast are they 
moving, do they encounter animals or oil spills? 

● Research the major currents across the globe, then draw the currents on a map, 
indicating the direction they travel and their temperature (warm/cold).   

o Similar to this graphic by PhysicalGeography.net - 
http://oceanmotion.org/images/impact/global-currents.png 

 

Related resources: 

● Monitoring Marine Oil Pollution by Learn EO: Using SAR and optical data to detect and 
track surface oil.  CARTHE oil spill modeling data is featured in this lesson, designed for 
advanced students with some knowledge of ocean remote sensing,  

● http://www.learn-eo.org/lessons/l2/.  
 

 
1 Scientists obtain permits from local, state, federal agencies for any drifters or other 
equipment used in their research.  When possible, this equipment it biodegradable or 
recovered. Please remind your students not to throw anything into the ocean. 
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Ocean Currents & Oil Spills Lesson Packet 
Lesson 4 - Coriolis Effect 

The Earth’s rotation, when paired with wind and waves and other factors discussed in Lesson 3, 
can impact the movement and direction of ocean currents. 
 

The movement of the surface ocean currents is greatly affected by wind, among other things. 
Because the earth is spinning, the atmosphere gets 
pulled to the right in the northern hemisphere and to 
the left in the southern hemisphere.  This is called 
the Coriolis Effect and it greatly influences wind and 
ocean current interactions.  Due to strong winds 
over the ocean surface, the waters in the northern 
hemisphere deflect to the right; to the left in 
Southern Hemisphere. As you move further down in 
the ocean, the different layers move to the right of 
the layer above; however, deep layers move more 
slowly due to friction.  As a result, spiral currents 
form, known as Ekman Spirals.  If wind patters 
persist over long periods of time, these spirals 
remain relatively present and are known as ocean 
gyres. 

 

Ekman Spiral (Credit: NOAA) 
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 Five Major Ocean Gyres (Credit: NOAA) 
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Ocean Currents & Oil Spills Lesson 
Packet 

The Earth’s rotation affects the direction of ocean currents and therefore it can also have an 
effect on the transport of oil.  The satellite image below shows the surface oil from the 
Deepwater Horizon spill turning in a counterclockwise direction.  This is likely due to Coriolis 
effect and CARTHE scientists are currently studying this phenomenon so that this can be 
accounted for in oil transport models in the event of a future spill. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity: 

● If you have access to a spinning tank, such as the Weather in a Tank (http://www-
paoc.mit.edu/labguide/) or even a record player or lazy susan, experiment with your 
students.  Set the spinning table to spin at a slow rate, then add food coloring and 
record the results.  Increase the rate of speed and compare the results to the first test.  
Add ice to see the effects of temperature gradients.  The posibilities are endless.   

● If you do not have access to your own spinning table, simply share the following videos 
with your students and have them discuss why dye behaves the way it does. 

o Using a spinning table, a GoPro, and some food coloring, Waterlust’s Patrick 
Rynne illustrates how Coriolis affects the air in our atmosphere and the water in 
our oceans. http://www.waterlust.org/shorts#/coriolis/ 

o Weather in a Tank (MIT) video shows the effects of Earth’s rotation on ocean 
currents by using a spinning tank. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uWdKVpQ94Ns 

● Share the Perpetual Ocean by NASA, “The swirling flows of tens of thousands of ocean 
currents were captured in this scientific visualization created by NASA's Goddard Space 
Flight Center in Greenbelt, Md.” http://www.nasa.gov/topics/earth/features/perpetual-
ocean.html#.VeS1srxVhHw 

 

Discussion Questions: 

● What direction do the major currents move in the northern/southern hemisphere? Why? 
● If the Earth did not rotate, would ocean currents move in the same way as they do now, 

on a rotating Earth? Why? 

Credit: NASA Earth Observatory 
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● If there was a very large oil spill, how could 
the Earth’s rotation effect the transport of the 
spilled oil? 
 

Ocean Currents & Oil Spills Lesson 
Packet 

 

Lesson 5: Bay Drift 

Oil is not the only pollutant in the ocean that negatively impacts our environment. Marine debris 
(trash) has become a major issue throughout the world, including in our own backyard – 
Biscayne Bay.  Trash gets transported by the currents that move into and within Biscayne Bay. 
Computer models and previous localized experiments give an estimate of how those currents 
behave but we wish to give the greater Miami area a better sense of how the currents are 
affecting the way trash moves in the Bay. 

The original idea for this project arose when Vizcaya Museum & Gardens approached 
researchers at CARTHE to discuss the large amount of debris they regularly find in their 
mangroves and along their shore line. Trash is not only unsightly, it can cause serious harm to 
animals that get entangled in it or eat it. Where is the trash coming from? CARTHE could not 
provide a specific answer, so we partnered with Vizcaya and Frost Museum of Science to 
develop the Biscayne Bay Drift Card Study (#BayDrift). 

While in the planning stages for this project, South Florida was also dealing with a tritium leak 
from the Turkey Point nuclear power plant, a wastewater (sewage) leak from an old pipe near 
downtown Miami directly into our study area, as well as an enormous blue-green algae bloom 
prompting Governor Scott to declare a state of emergency for Martin, St. Lucie, Palm Beach, 
and Lee Counties due to the toxic effects it can have on people and animals.  A better 
understanding of the currents in these areas can assist decision makers and managers in 
addressing their response to such events. 

1) Open the class by asking if anyone ever sees trash on the ground in their 
neighborhoods or at the beach.  Ask what happens to that trash? Where will it go? Make 
the connection that what we drop on land may end up in the Bay.  If you live inland, 
point out that the trash could go into rivers or channels that lead to the Bay. 

2) Discuss as a class the negative impacts trash has on the ecosystem (harm to animals, 
harm to people who eat seafood, harm to people who swim in bay, bad for economy, 
ugly) 

3) Walk through the Bay Drift section of the Student Packet together (page 13). Begin by 
learning about the 2 types of drifting tools we used.  Drifters (expensive, precise tracks, 
data for 1-3 weeks), Drift cards (inexpensive, rough estimate of track, data reporting 
unpredictable). 
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Ocean Currents & Oil Spills Lesson Packet 

4) Divide the class into 8 groups.  Assign each group a release site (South Pointe Park, 
RSMAS/Bear Cut, Rickenbacker bridge, Miami River, Miami Science Barge, Little River, 
Boat North, Boat South).  Ask students to look at the map of the release locations and 
predict where they think the drifters and drift cards might go. Have them write down their 
predictions on the map included in the packet. 

Drifters + Drift Card analysis –  

a. Show the animation of the drifters during the first week of the experiment, 
https://vimeo.com/183528897 

b. Replay if needed, allowing each group to see where their drifters went 

c. For screen shots of drifter tracks and points of recovery of drift cards from each 
location, visit http://carthe.org/blog/?p=764  

d. Contact lbracken@Miami.edu for a KML and/or KMZ files for the students to 
work with the data in Google Earth. 

 

5) Have one students from each group report out on their site 

a. Did you have many drift cards reported that originated from your site? What are 
some reasons many/few were found (was the area populated, was the area easy 
to access, such as a beach vs seawall)?   

b. Did the drifters and drift cards go where you predicted?  Why do you think they 
went where they did? 

c. How could changes in tides, wind speed, wind direction change the path that the 
drifters/cards take on different days? 

 
Art/Language Arts Extension: 

A) Draw a map from your house to the bay, showing the path that a piece of trash might 
take to get there. 

B) Write a Public Service Announcement explaining how our neighborhoods are connected 
to many important ecosystems, encouraging people to not litter and pick up trash that 
they see on the ground. 

C) Contact CARTHE to volunteer to paint drift cards, making them easier to see and more 
likely to be found.  LBracken@Miami.edu 
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Ocean Currents & Oil Spills Lesson Packet 
 

Lesson 6: Drifter Design 

Use the guidelines in the “Go with the Flow” lesson plan (below), developed by CARTHE and 
originally published in the Deep-C Consortium’s Gulf of Mexico Interdisciplinary Curriculum.  
 
Ask students to sketch a rough idea of their own personalized drifter. They should also create a 
name for the drifter and prepare a list of materials needed to build their drifter.  Allow the class 
to provide feedback and recommendations on how to improve the design. 
 
Collect materials, construct, test, make adjustments, test again as time and resources permit 
based on your class schedule.  
 
Go with the Flow 

Designing Ocean Drifters  

Objective: To introduce students to concepts in ocean engineering and design, as well as to 
gain knowledge related to the way in which data is collected for research. 
  
Standards: OLP 1,7; SC.912.N.1.7, SC.912.N.1.6     
 
Time Required: Five class periods (Three for building, one for presentation, and one for 
testing) 
 
Keywords: drifter, GPS, currents, CARTHE, buoyancy 
 
Materials: 
A wide variety of materials can be used. Some examples include:

● Cloth 
● Wooden dowels 
● Styrofoam and other 

types of foam 
● String 
● Duct tape 

● PVC piping 
● Various household 

materials 
● Spray paint  
● Zip ties 
● Washers  

● Measuring tape 
● Scissors 
● “Tracking the Last Mile 

before the Oil Meets the 
Beach” (page 17) 
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Ocean Currents & Oil Spills Lesson 

Packet 
Background 
A drifter is an object that drifts with the ocean currents and collects data along the way about 
its location and speed. Surface drifters consist of a marine anchor/sail and a float. The 
anchor/sail catches the water and moves through the ocean with that piece of water. The float 
is used to keep the drifter at the surface, visually see the drifter and hold the GPS transmitter, 
which is used to send data to orbiting satellites. Scientists use drifters to track the movement of 
ocean currents in the Gulf of Mexico. The more that is known about the currents, the better 
prepared we will be to predict how oil or other toxins will move throughout the Gulf in the event 
of a future oil spill.  

Physical oceanographers use a variety of drifters to study different currents throughout the 
ocean: 

● The NOAA Global Drifter Program studies the mixed layer currents in the upper ocean so 
their drifters consist of a round buoy at the surface and a 6m long drogue (sea anchor).    

 
● The “CODE” surface drifters consist of “X” shaped sails and only 1m deep, so they are 

specialized to measure the surface currents only. 
 
● The “LASER” drifters are also designed to measure the surface currents, but they are only 

50cm deep, made of biodegradable materials, and follow the currents even more 
accurately.  

 
CARTHE (Consortium for Advanced Research on the Transport of Hydrocarbon in the 
Environment) based at the University of Miami has conducted several large-scale experiments 
to study the currents in the Gulf of Mexico. For each one, they have designed and built new 
drifters that will measure the currents in the study area. These drifters are used to determine 
how oil in the water gets from the site of a spill, through the surf zone, and onto the beaches. 
This data is then used to make more accurate computer models that can predict the fate of 
spilled oil, or even be used to predict where larval fish or people lost at sea may end up. 

In this lesson, students will have the opportunity to design and build their own easy-to-use, low-
cost drifter that can move with surface currents. Each drifter will be evaluated on buoyancy, 
durability, and portability. Students should consider possible new eco-friendly materials that 
might be best for future scientific research as well as how wind, currents, storms, and boats will 
affect their drifter.   
There are widespread applications for drifters in optimizing shipping routes, recreation, search 
and recovery, and oil spill mitigation.  

Procedure 
1. Introduction: Have students read the article, “Tracking the Last Mile before the Oil Meets 
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the Beach” (page 17 of Student Packet), and 
explain to them that they will be designing a drifter 
to take part in this experiment, based on the 
following criteria: 

 
Ocean Currents & Oil Spills Lesson Packet 

Criteria for Drifters: 
● Buoyancy - Must be able to float! 
● Durability - Must be durable and sturdy enough to withstand, wind, waves and strong 

currents  
● Portability - Should be easy to hold on to (i.e. have a handle to assist with deployment and 

retrieval)  
● Must be small and light enough to be carried on a jet ski (between 3-5 kilos) 
● Visibility - Must be visible from the surface of the water so it can be retrieved 
● Create a designated space for data collection mechanisms (i.e. GPS and sensors) 
● Must include the following labels: your Institution, Transmitter ID, email address, and 

“Drifter Study”  
 
2. Design Plan & Presentation: Have students form groups of two or three and come up with 

a design for their drifter. Groups will then prepare a presentation that includes the following 
components: 
1. Picture of drifter design 
2. List of materials 
3. Description of construction 
4. Justification: Why do you think this will work? How will you make this visible? How will it 

right itself if it gets tumbled in the surf? 
 

3. Feedback: After each presentation, provide feedback to each group on their drifter design. 
As a class, discuss any improvements that need to be made before testing.  

4. Construct Drifter: Pending teacher approval, students will build drifters to be tested in a 
pool, at the beach, or in a lake (wherever is most convenient).   

5. How to Test Your Drifter:  
1. Have each group place their drifter in the body of water.  
2. Using the judging rubric, evaluate the drifters on how well they meet each of the criteria.   
3. If using a pool or lake, create a disturbance in the water to make sure that the drifter is 

self-righting and can withstand wind and waves. 
 
Extensions 
Build mini-drifters and test in a small tank.  
Build biodegradable drifters out of natural materials (coconuts, palm fronds). 
Could be used as an afterschool science club project.  
Plot the drifter’s trajectories. 
 
Resources & References 
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Global Drifter Program http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/dac/gdp_drifter.php - design 
Monitoring the Gulf of Mexico Conditions, Surface Drifter Observations 
http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/dhos/drifters.php 
Student Drifters http://studentdrifters.org/ 
Surfzone Coastal Oil Pathways Experiment (SCOPE) http://carthe.org/scope/ 
Contributing Expert Laura Bracken, Outreach Manager for the CARTHE Consortium led by the University of Miami  

Drifter Judging Sheet 
NAME OF DRIFTER 

__________________________________________________________ 

GROUP MEMBERS___________________________________________________________ 

Superior _____ Above Average ____ Average____ Below Average______ 
 
Design Originality And Creativity: 
Superior _____ Above Average ____ Average ____ Below Average______ 
 
Efficient Use Of Low-Cost Materials: 
Superior _____ Above Average ____ Average ____ Below Average______ 
 
Timely Construction: 
Superior _____ Above Average ____ Average ____ Below Average______ 
 
Presentation: 
Superior _____ Above Average ____ Average ____ Below Average______ 
 
Meets Specific Requirements: Buoyancy 
Superior _____ Above Average ____ Average ____ Below Average______ 
 
Meets Specific Requirements: -Durability 
Superior _____ Above Average ____ Average ____ Below Average______ 
 
Meets Specific Requirements: -Portability  
Superior _____ Above Average ____ Average ____ Below Average______ 
 
Meets Specific Requirements: -Visibility 
Superior _____ Above Average ____ Average ____ Below Average______ 
 
Other Comments 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Assessment Questions:  
What was your team’s inspiration for the design? 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What are specific challenges your team faced while building the drifter? 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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What information can be gained by using this drifter in surface currents? 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
After testing the drifter, how would you change the design to make it better? 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Forms of Energy Poem Activity  
 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Writing Standards (LAFS) (Those listed are 6th grade, but the corresponding standards apply 
in grades 7-12 also.)   
  
LAFS.6.W.3.7 Conduct short research projects to answer a question, drawing on several 
sources and refocusing the inquiry when appropriate.  
  
LAFS.6.W.3.9 Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, 
and research.  
  
LAFS.6.W.4.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and 
revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-
specific tasks, purposes, and audiences.  
  
Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS)  
 
MS-PS3-1  Construct and interpret graphical displays of data to describe the relationships 

of kinetic energy to the mass of an object and to the speed of an object.   

MS-PS3-2  Develop a model to describe that when the arrangement of objects interacting 
at a distance changes, different amounts of potential energy are stored in the 
system.  

MS-PS3-5  
Construct, use, and present arguments to support the claim that when the 
kinetic energy of an object changes, energy is transferred to or from the object.   

  
After instruction in the various forms of energy (using this resource, a textbook, a video, or any 
other source) where students take notes on the various forms of energy, use the activities that 
follow and ask students to write poetry based on their learning.    
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Forms of Energy Poem Activity  
 

Forms Of Energy: Motion, Heat, Light, Sound  
Energy comes in two basic forms: Potential and Kinetic.  
  
Potential Energy is any type of stored energy; it isn’t shown through movement. Potential 
energy can be chemical, nuclear, gravitational, or mechanical.  
  
Kinetic Energy is the energy of movements: the motion of objects (from people to planets), the 
vibrations of atoms by sound waves or in thermal energy (heat), the electromagnetic energy of 
the movements of light waves, and the motion of electrons in electricity.  
  
Each form of energy can be transformed into any of the other forms, but energy isn’t destroyed 
or created. Losses of energy can always be accounted for by small transformations to other 
types of energy, like sound and heat. Power plants convert potential energy or kinetic energy 
into electricity, a type of kinetic energy, and electricity in turn can be converted back into other 
forms of energy, like heat in an oven or light from a lamp.  
   
Energy Exploration Activity:   
Tell students that since energy is all around us in many different forms (motion, heat, light, 
sound) and is neither gained nor lost but simply changes form, they should think about how to 
use that concept in a poem.   
  
Prewriting:   
Activity (Student instructions.)  Choose (or assign) a spot to sit. It may be indoors or outdoors.   
Observe your surroundings carefully. Think about all of the potential and kinetic energy that 
you see. There may be electromagnetic radiation, electric, gravitational, motion, thermal, and 
sound forces that surround you. Consider all of the movement, temperature fluctuations, 
changes in light, and the multitude of sounds that can be experienced.   
Create a two-column notes sheet to brainstorm a list of all the various types of energy that you 
observe.  On the left hand side list the force and on the right hand side list the object, 
movement, sound, etc. that indicates the particular force you observed.  (Example: 
gravitational/book sitting on the table)  
  
Drafting: Use your brainstormed list to write a definition poem, a couplet, or a found poem. 
(See instructions and examples below.)   
  
Revision: When you are satisfied that your poem adequately expresses your ideas and 
demonstrates your understanding of at least one form of energy, then have at least one other 
person (classmate, family member or teacher) proofread your work to see whether your ideas 
are clearly expressed. Accept any feedback provided, and then revise your poem and write a 
final draft.   
  
  
Turn in your research notes, your prewriting, your rough draft, and your final copy.  
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Forms of Energy Poem Activity 

 

Poem Task #1: Couplet   
 Review your brainstormed list and select one form of energy to research.   
 Cite your source on your notes page.   
 Extract words and phrases from your research that help explain the form of energy.  
 Make a list of at least 25 words and phrases.  
 Consider your experience with this form of energy.  
 Design several couplets (two line rhymes) to show an if … then relationship or 
comparative analysis of what is possible with this particular form of energy.    

 Feel free to be imaginative, funny, or creatively insightful.   
 Write the rough draft of at least 10 couplets.   
 Revise, proofread, and edit your couplets.   
 Rewrite at least 5 of your best couplets.   

  
  
At the bottom of the final draft of your couplets, complete the following statement:  
  
Vocabulary/information taken on date ____________________________________ 
 
From article/website ___________________________________________________  
 
Written by ____________________________________________________________   
  
Turn in your prewriting, rough draft, and final draft.   
  
Here are some examples of couplets that relate to various forms of energy:   
  
If I were shaped like a hammer,  
Then I'd nail poems as a piano slammer!  
  
If I were soaring on a roller coaster,   
Then I could be charged as energy boaster.   
  
If I surfed all day on ocean waves,   
Then I would worry not about facial shaves.   
  
If I were an artist painting high walls,   
Then I would create lovely waterfalls.  
   
If I were a young child riding a tricycle,   
Then I'd countdown 'til I could be flying on a bicycle.  
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Forms of Energy Poem Activity 

Poem Task #2: Found Poem  
 Review your brainstormed list and 
select one form of energy to research.   

 Cite your source on your notes page.   
 Extract phrases from your research that draw your attention.   
 Make a list of at least 25 words and/or phrases from your research. They may be key 
terms that explain the concept or just words that speak to you.  

 Read over the selected phrases.  
 Decide what additional words are needed to create a poem and add details to your 
prewriting.   

 Rearrange all the words/phrases, adding additional words as needed to create a Found 
Poem. As you are writing keep in mind that you are trying to create a poem that makes 
sense and flows well.  

     
At the bottom of the final draft of your couplets, complete the following statement:  
  
Vocabulary/information taken on date ____________________________________ 
 
From article/website ___________________________________________________  
 
Written by ____________________________________________________________   
 
Here are examples of Found Poems. The highlighted words were all selected from a non-
fiction passage about forces and motion  
 
Poem #1  
Objects and forces surround us. Help!  
Strength can be useful, moving in all 
directions.  
Physics has laws, just like our police, who 
take action every day.  
Reactions  can be emotional as well as 
physical , and machines don't solve 
problems.  
People do.   
We move and pivot our brains.   
Inventions are born.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Poem #2  
Objects  love forces.  
Strength meanders in various directions.  
Physics loves a reaction after an action.  
Reactions happen in fancy machines.  
Move and pivot: mechanical or human?   
 
Poem #3  
Objects: What's she talking about?   
Forces: Who needs 'em?   
Strength: I've got all I need, thanks.   
Directions: Yeah, Yeah, bubble the 
answer. I know.   
Physics: What's the point?   
Action: That's a Heat game.   
Reaction: That's my mom when she yells.    
Machines: Always broken in my 
neighborhood.    
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Move: Can we move to a new topic, 
please?   

Pivot: I'm going to pivot my way out of this 
stupid class!   

 
Forms of Energy Poem Activity 

 
Poem Task #3: Definition Poem  

 Review your brainstormed list and select 
one form of energy to research.   

 Cite your source on your notes page.   
 Write down key words and phrases to use in your definition poem.  
 Devise a graphic organizer web with the definition in the center.   
 Add to the web:  emotions about the selected form of energy, anecdotes about your 
experience with the form of energy, any physical characteristics or sensory images 
(using the senses of sight, sound, smell, taste, and touch) that relate to your form of 
energy.  

 Synthesize your research and thoughts into a cohesive piece and write a rough draft.  
Revise your poem by adding or omitting specific words or phrases, or ideas.   

 Proofread and edit as needed.  
 Write your final draft.   

  
At the bottom of the final draft of your couplets, complete the following statement:  
  
Vocabulary/information taken on date ____________________________________ 
 
From article/website ___________________________________________________  
 
Written by ____________________________________________________________   
 
Turn in your research notes, rough draft, and final draft.   
  
Here is an example of a Definition Poem:   

  
Poetry  
Poetry is talking about life.  
Poetry means respect.  
Poetry is about feelings.  
Poetry is as important as art and music.  
Poetry is talking from the heart.  
Poetry is as important as life.  
Poetry is as important as learning about yourself.  
Poetry is like an opening to the brain.  
Poetry means freedom.  
Poetry is in everyday life.  
 

This is a class definition poem created collaboratively by a class of students.  Each student 
contributed a line, and then as a group they determined which lines to keep or eliminate, and in 

what order to present the lines. 
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Information taken on December 10, 2014  

Supported by National Science Foundation, Alfred P. 
Sloan Foundation, U.S. Energy Information 

Administration, U.S. Department of Energy 
 

 
Found Poem Using Science Poetry Analysis   

The Finished Product: A found poem with a creative, colorful, informative visual and online 
blog submission relating poetic text to a scientific topic  
Steps to Complete Found Poem Project:  

1. Have students search for a poem related to a scientific field of interest to them.   
2. Ask students to retype the selected poem in a fancy or script font and print a hard 

copy that has been triple-spaced.   
3. Facilitate a class poetry slam.  
4. Share with students that they will analyze their selected poem first, before 

creating a found poem, and should complete the following tasks.  
a. Identify three images that come to mind while reading the poem and 

explain how each image is related to science.   
b. Select one of the images and brainstorm descriptive and/or sensory details 

that depict the image.   
c. Reflect on the tone conveyed through the author’s poem.   
d. Circle 8-12 words or phrases that demonstrate the tone of the poem.  
e. Select and list three tone adjectives from the Tone Vocabulary List that you 

feel best convey the author’s tone.   
f. Write an analysis statement of the tone the author presents, using 

evidence (812 words) to support the claim of that intentional tone.   
g. Research a science topic related to the poem.  
h. Record 10 facts about the selected topic.  
i. Circle the most important word or phrase from each fact.  
j. Compile a list of circled words from the poem and the researched science 

facts.  
k. Create a found poem using the compiled list.  
l. Determine the tone of your found poem.  
m. Share your found poem with a peer and ask what tone is conveyed.  
n. Revise and edit as needed.   
o. Illustrate your final draft.   

5. Explain how students will compose a blog post of five sentences.  
a. Sentence 1: Introduce the science topic and its related field of science  
b. Sentence 2: Clarify goals of the science field   
c. Sentence 3: Explain the relationship of your poem to the science field   
d. Sentence 4: Describe career possibilities and activities related to your topic  
e. Sentence 5: Publish your entire found poem or select only one line of the 

poem.   
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Found Poem Using Science Poetry Analysis 
 
 

6. Create an online profile at www.weebly.com, choosing a template and webpage 
title. Type the blog post in any of the boxes in the template.    

 
 
  
Poem Title and Author: ________________________________________________________  
Publication Date: _______________________________________________________  
Field of Science and Science Topic: _______________________________________________  
 
Poem Analysis Steps  

1. List three images and how they relate to science  
 
a. __________________________________________________________________ 

 
b. __________________________________________________________________  

 
c. __________________________________________________________________  

 
2. Circle the selected image.  

 
3. Write descriptive or sensory details  

 
a_____________________________  e____________________________ 
 
b_____________________________  f_____________________________ 
 
c_____________________________  g_____________________________ 
 
d_____________________________  h_____________________________ 

 
4. Provide three “tone” adjectives (See following page)   

 
a____________________  b. _____________________ c. _______________________  

  
List Science Topic Facts 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
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_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________  
 
 

Found Poem Using Science Poetry Analysis 
 
 
 
Compiled List Of Important Words From Poem And Facts 
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(Lesson Modification of Julie Vivian’s Idea Expo 

presentation: The Science of Poetry) 
 
 

Blog Post About Science Found Poem 
 
Sentence 1: Introduce the science topic and its related field of science 
 
Sentence 2: Clarify goals of the science field 
 
Sentence 3: Explain the relationship of your poem to the science field 
 
Sentence 4: Describe career possibilities and activities related to your topic 
 
Sentence 5: Publish your entire found poem or select only one line of the poem. 
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STEM Resources 
 

STEAM Articles:  

“STEM vs. STEAM: Why the ‘A’ Makes a Difference” Edudemic 

http://www.edudemic.com/stem-vs-steam-why-the-a-makes-all-the-difference/  

 

“STEM vs. STEAM: Do the Arts Belong? EdWeek 

http://www.edweek.org/tm/articles/2014/11/18/ctq-jolly-stem-vs-steam.html   

 

“There’s Something Missing from STEM Education” EdWeek 

https://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2017/10/04/theres-something-missing-from-stem-

learning.html 

 

“Using STEAM to Increase Engagement and Literacy Across Disciplines”  

The STEAM Journal 

https://scholarship.claremont.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.google.com/&httpsre

dir=1&article=1148&context=steam 
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Resources related to STEAM activities: 

http://stemtosteam.org/ 

 

  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Chapter 5: Math Activities 
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Piano Slam Math Activities 

Dear Teachers:   

Here you will find a variety of activities that you can use with your students to 
encourage creativity, develop facility with language, and strengthen math skills. 
Feel free to use them as written or adapt them to meet the needs of your 
students. Some are specific activities with step-by-step instructions and others 
are ideas that you can develop into relevant lessons. A Glossary of math terms 
that also have application in the field of music is provided so that you can design 
your own vocabulary lessons.   

The first activity presented is a general introduction to creative thinking, so if your 
students are not accustomed to creative writing, you may wish to start with that 
activity and continue with additional assignments specifically related to your math 
content. A resource list is provided at the end of this document, and there you will 
find websites that address the intersection of math and poetry, as well as links to 
a number of math related articles and STEAM information. We hope that you find 
the activities and resources valuable and that they will help your students make 
the transition to writing poetry for the annual Piano Slam competition.   

Sincerely,  

The Piano Slam Education Support Team 

Contact Information: 
305-572-9900 / pianoslam@dranoff2piano.org  
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MUSICAL /// MATH Terminology 
for PIANO SLAM  

Teachers: This document lists many music 
terms that also have application to math. Use this to design   creative writing activities for 
your students or as a reference document when your students are writing poetry for the 
Piano Slam Competition.     

Term   Musical Terminology  Mathematical Terminology  

Arc  In music, arc form is a 
sectional structure for a piece  

of music based on 
repetition, in reverse order, 
of most musical sections 
such that the overall form is 
symmetric, most often 
around a central point.  

➢ Arc - the length of a curve.   

  

Bass  

  

Base  

Describes tones of low 
frequency or range. In 
musical compositions, these 
are the lowest parts of the 
music.  

➢ Base - in plane geometry or 
solid geometry, the bottom 
of a figure. If the top is 
parallel to the bottom (as in 
a trapezoid or prism), both 
the top and bottom are 
called bases.  

  

Binary  Binary form is a musical form 
in which two related, though 
different musical sections, are 
usually repeated.  

➢ Binary - a binary number is 
a number expressed in the 
binary numeral system, or 
base-2 numeral system,  

  which represents numeric 
values using two different 
symbols: typically 0 (zero) 
and 1 (one).   

  

Chord  A chord, in music, is any 
harmonic set of three or 
more notes that is heard as 
if sounding simultaneously.  

➢ Chord - a line segment on 
the interior of a circle. A 
chord has both endpoints 
on the circle.  
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Term Musical Terminology Mathematical Terminology 

Count  In music, counting is a 
system of regularly 
occurring sounds that serve 
to assist with the 
performance of music by 
allowing an easy 
identification of the beat.  

➢ Count - the numbers used 
for counting. That is, the 
numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.  

  

Double  In music, double-time is a 
type of meter and tempo or 
rhythmic feel, which is often 
used to define that the same 
musical part will be played 
in twice the tempo count.  

  

  

➢ Doubling time - for a 
substance growing 
exponentially, the time it 
takes for the amount of 
the substance to double.  

Fractions and Note 
Types  

➢ Whole – 4/4 – One 
Whole  

➢ Half – 2/4 – Half (of 
Whole) 

➢ Quarter – 1/4 – Quarter 
(of 

Note  

 Note  

 Whole) Note  

  o There are also f urther sub-divisions of the  

 Whole Note ▪ 
Eighth  Notes (1/8),   

 ▪ Sixtee nth Notes (1/16),   

 ▪ Thirty- Second Notes (1/32)   

 ▪ 1/64,  /128, 1/256 and so on,  

 infinit 

  

ely…  

1 
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Harmonics and 
Harmonic series  

A harmonic is any member of the 
harmonic series, an ideal set of 
frequencies that are positive 
integer multiples of a common 
fundamental frequency. (e.g. a 
violin string (1/1) when stopped at 
exactly the Half point (1/2),  

➢ Harmonic progression  -  

The sequence  

 o Note: 
The harmonic mean  
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Term   Musical Terminology  Mathematical Terminology  

 will vibrate one octave 
higher, at half of that Half 
(1/4), will vibrate two octaves 
higher, and so on)  

of two terms of 
the harmonic 
sequence is the 
term halfway 
between the 
two original 
terms. For 
example, the 
harmonic  

mean of 

and  is  .   
  

Interval   In music, an interval is the 
difference between two 
pitches.  

➢ Interval the set of all real 
numbers between two 
given numbers. The two 
numbers on the ends are 
the endpoints. The 
endpoints might or might 
not be included in the 
interval depending 
whether the interval is 
open, closed, or half-open 
(same as halfclosed).  

  

Line  Also called a tune or melody,   
is a linear succession of 
musical tones that the 
listener perceives as a single 
entity. It is often defined as 
being connected by two 
points, a beginning and end.  

➢ Line - the geometric figure 
formed by two points. A 
line is the straight path 
connecting two points and 
extending beyond the 
points in both directions.  

  

Measure  In musical notation, a 
measure is a segment of 
time corresponding to a 
specific number of beats in 
which each beat is 
represented by a particular 
note value.  

➢ Measure - the process of 
assigning a number to a 
physical property.  

Examples of measurement 
include length, size of an 
angle, area, volume, mass, 
Time, etc.  
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Term   Musical Terminology  Mathematical Terminology  

Meter  In music, the meter defines 
how many beats can exist 
within a given measure; the 
number of beats per 
measure determines the 
term associated with that 
meter.  

➢ Meter - the fundamental unit 
of length in the metric 
system, equal to 100 
centimeters or 
approximately 39.37 
inches.  

Round  A round is a musical 
composition in which a 
minimum of three melodies 
sing exactly the same melody 
at the unison (and may 
continue repeating it 
indefinitely), but with each 
voice beginning at different 
times so that different parts of 
the melody coincide in the 
different ... The children’s 
song “Row, Row, Row Your 
Boat”, is one example of such 
a round.  

➢ Round (rounding off) - a 
method of approximating a 
number using a nearby 
number at a given degree 
of accuracy. For example, 
3.14159265... rounded to 
the nearest thousandth is 
3.142. That is because the 
third number after the 
decimal point is the 
thousandths place, and 
because 3.14159265... is 
closer to 3.142 than 3.141.   

Scale  In music, a scale is any set 
of musical notes ordered by 
fundamental frequency or 
pitch.  

➢ Scale - any real numbers, 
or any quantity that can be 
measured using a single 
real number. Temperature, 
length, and mass are all 
scales. A scalar is said to 
have magnitude but no 
direction. A quantity with 
both direction and 
magnitude, such as force 
or velocity, is called a 
vector.  
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Term  Musical Terminology Mathematical Terminology 

Serial  In music, serial music is a 
form of musical composition 
based on the placement of a 
series of tones, in a 
particular, nonrepeating 
sequence.  

➢ Serial - the sum of the terms 
of a sequence. For 
example, the series for the 
sequence 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, . . . , 
131, 133 is the sum 1 + 3 +  

5 + 7 + 9 + . . . + 131 + 
133.  

  

Set  In music, as in mathematics, 
a set is a collection of objects 
or items. In musical contexts 
the term is traditionally 
applied most often to 
collections of pitches or pitch-
classes.  

  

➢ Set - a group of numbers, 
variables, geometric 
figures, or just about 
anything. Sets are written 
using set braces {}. For 
example, {1,2,3} is the set 
containing the elements 1, 
2, and 3.  

Subdivision  To break up a larger metrical 
pattern into smaller parts so 
that it may be more easily 
understood.  

➢ Subdivision - the act of 
dividing a whole into 
pieces.  

  

Symmetry  In music, symmetry is 
commonly found in the rising 
and falling of scales and in 
the composition of rounds 
and arc rondos.  

➢ Symmetry – 
mathematically, 
symmetry means that one 
shape becomes exactly 
like another when you 
move it in some way: turn, 
flip or slide. For two 
objects to be 
symmetrical, they must 
be the same size and 
shape, with one object 
having a different 
orientation from the first.  
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Term Musical Terminology Mathematical Terminology 

Time  A time signature, or meter, is 
a written indicator that shows 
the number of beats per 
measure and the type of note 
that carries the beat in a 
piece of music.  

➢ Time - measure in which 
events can be ordered 
from the past through the 
present into the future, and 
also the measure of 
durations of events and the 
intervals ...  

Variation  In music, variation is a 
formal technique where 
material is repeated in an 
altered form. The changes 
may involve harmony, 
melody, counterpoint, rhythm, 
timbre, orchestration or any 
combination of these.  

➢ Variation - a quantity that 
can change or that may 
take on different values.  
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Thirty Circles Activity: An 
Introduction to Creativity 

 
Teacher Instructions:   
This activity is designed to promote creative thinking, develop community, and allow students to 
“loosen up” from thinking that they are not creative. You may adapt it by discussing the 
characteristics of circles, and perhaps requiring them to utilize specific properties in their 
drawings, or by using other shapes instead of circles, and discussing the properties of each, or 
you may simply use this activity to engage students and help develop their creativity prior to 
completing some of the other writing activities which are more content focused.     
Distribute the 30 circles template (see following page) individually and face down so 
students do not see what is on the sheet. Give instructions not to turn the paper over until 
given the signal.    
 
Explain that the activity they will participate in is a creative challenge to see who can   
generate the most ideas. It is similar to the brainstorming process, except that they will be 
drawing instead of responding verbally.  
 
When the signal is given, they will turn the paper over and use the shapes provided to 
create as many drawings as they can. Each shape should become a distinct object. They 
should think “outside the box” (or circle) and draw as many objects as they can think of. 
The goal is to create a large collection of various items, and to see who can design the 
most. They will have 3 minutes to draw. Tell them what the START and STOP signals will 
be and answer any questions.   
 
Instruct students to immediately put their pen/pencil down when the STOP signal is given.    
Give the START signal.  After three minutes give the STOP signal and make sure they 
put down their pencils. See who in the group has created the most. Ask: "Who has more 
than 5 circles done? more than 10? “etc.   
 
Ask for volunteers to share their papers with the whole group and explain something 
about their drawings or about the processes they used.  
   
Allow 1 minute of conversation with a partner. They should compare both the number of 
circles they had completed and the content of their drawings. Were there any similarities? 
Any surprises? Any categories? Any especially creative ideas?  
 
Allow 1 more minute for them to draw again and add any new ideas they gained.   
 
Provide 2 more minutes for conversation, asking them to discuss with their partner which 
one drawing they are most proud of OR the one that best represents their own personal 
creativity.  
 
In small groups (2-4 pairs gather together) they should introduce their partner to the rest 
of the group, using the partner's first name and something they learned via the drawing(s) 
on the paper.  
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Our World of Shapes Speaking 

Listening - Writing Activity 
  
Math Standards:   

MAFS.K12.MP.6.1   

Mathematically proficient students try to communicate precisely to others.   

MAFS.912.G-MG.1.1 Use geometric shapes, their measures, and their properties to 
describe objects (e.g., modeling a tree trunk or a human torso as a cylinder).  

MAFS.912.G-CO.4.12  
Make formal geometric constructions with a variety of tools and methods (compass and 
straightedge, string, reflective devices, paper folding, dynamic geometric software, etc.).  

Writing Standards:   

LAFS.910.W.4.10  
Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) and 
shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of tasks, purposes, and 
audiences.  

LAFS.910.W.1.1.d  
Establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone while attending to the norms and 
conventions of the discipline in which they are writing.  

Speaking and Listening Standards:   

LAFS.910.SL.2.6.e  
Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, demonstrating command of formal 
English when indicated or appropriate.   

LAFS.910.SL.1.1.b  
Work with peers to set rules for collegial discussions and decision-making (e.g., informal 
consensus, taking votes on key issues, and presentation of alternate views), clear goals 
and deadlines, and individual roles as needed.  
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Our World of Shapes Speaking 
Listening - Writing Activity 

Teacher Instructions:    

Materials needed: writing paper and writing utensils, plain or construction paper to build shapes, 
and staplers, glue, or tape for constructing shapes.    

Room arrangement: This activity requires various groupings. If space allows you may wish to 
start with the students in a circle so that they have room to move as they create their shapes. 
When they start drawing it would be appropriate to have them move to tables or pairs of desks, 
and for the teamwork they will need tables or desks in groups of four. A space should also be 
designated for the group presentations, so consider creating part of the room as a “stage.”    

1. Select any geometric shape.   
2. Form the shape with your hands.  
3. Keeping the shape with your hands, pass the shape to your neighbor, who will 

maintain the shape you created.   
4. Receive the shape that your partner created, so that everyone possesses a new 

shape.  
5. Imagine you are on a boat at sea. Transfer the object to your neighbor while at 

sea.   
6. Tell why you are drawn to the particular shape you created.  
7. Offer your neighbor an example of an object in the real world that assumes your 

shape.   
8. Draw the shape.  
9. Allow the shape to morph into something else by adding one or two lines.  
10. Give your shape life with color, movement, sounds, and function.    
11. Become the moving morphed shape.   
12. Share in groups of four how the morphed shape is a reflection of who you are and 

how it represents you. (Be sure to give your morphed shape more than one 
characteristic, as it is multi-faceted.) Listen carefully to each person’s reflection. 
The goal is to look for connections.  

13. Determine how the moving morphed shapes can fit together and operate as a 
unique invention.   

14. Decide and discuss what your invention can accomplish and how it can better 
society.   

15. Compose a couplet, with a partner, (two couplets as a team of four), describing 
how your invention works. (A couplet is a two line rhyme.)   

16. Form a paper sculpture out of the four morphed shapes and name your sculpture.   
17. Develop a marketing strategy to pitch your invention.   
18. As a team, design a presentation to promote your invention in a commercial or 

business meeting, including the two couplets and the moving creation. Give your 
presentation to the large group.    
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Number Poem 

Math Standards:   
MAFS.K12.MP.6.1   
Mathematically proficient students try to communicate precisely to others.   
  
MAFS.912.G-MG.1.1   
Use geometric shapes, their measures, and their properties to describe objects (e.g., 
modeling a tree trunk or a human torso as a cylinder).  
  
Writing Standards:   
LAFS.910.W.4.10  
Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) and 
shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of tasks, purposes, and 
audiences.  
  
Teacher Instructions:  
Ask students to list at least 10 of their favorite types of numbers. Examples might 
include: whole, even, rational, prime, positive, integer, fractions, congruent, etc. (If 
needed, suggest terms from previous lessons to get students started.)    
   
Have students rank the number types in order of how important they are, so they should 
place a number beside each word in their list, with #1 being the most important. (There 
are no right/wrong answers for this—they must make a personal judgment on their own.)  
  
Now ask them to circle the top three types of numbers and create three columns on their 
paper, with one number type at the top of each column. (You may wish to use the 
planning sheet on page 9 instead.) For each of the three words they should list the 
following responses in the appropriate column:   
  
An associated color  
An animal that comes to mind   
A person, living or dead, real or imaginary  
An emotion   
An image from nature  
A phrase that describes an indoor scene   
An action or movement  
An imaginary place  
A descriptive word  
 
Now they should choose ONE column to write about and create their own 15-20 line 
poem.   
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Number Poem 
 
After they have completed their rough draft they should read (or listen to) the poem, “Pi,” 
by Wislawa Szymborska. While reading or listening ask students to identify places in the 
poem where the author referenced: nature, colors, specific numbers, images, emotions, 
etc.   
  
Ask students to share their poems with a partner, receive feedback about their use of 
poetic techniques, and then revise their poems, adding at least one additional phrase or 
poetic technique either from the poem they read or from the suggestions received from 
the partner.   
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Pi   
The admirable number pi:  three point one four one.   
All the following digits are also just a 
start, five nine two because it never 
ends.   
It can't be grasped, six five three five, 
at a glance, eight nine, by calculation, 
seven nine, through imagination,   
or even three two three eight in jest, or by 
comparison  four six to anything  two six 
four three in the world.   
The longest snake on earth ends at thirty-odd feet.  
Same goes for fairy tale snakes, though they make it a little longer.  
The caravan of digits that is pi does not stop at the 
edge of the page, but runs off the table and into the 
air, over the wall, a leaf, a bird's nest, the clouds, 
straight into the sky, through all the bloatedness and 
bottomlessness.  
Oh how short, all but mouse-like is the comet's tail!  
How frail is a ray of starlight, bending in any 
old space! Meanwhile two three fifteen three 
hundred nineteen my phone number your 
shirt size  
the year nineteen hundred and seventy-
three sixth floor number of inhabitants 
sixty-five cents hip measurement two 
fingers a charade and a code, in which we 
find how blithe the trostle sings! and please 
remain calm, and heaven and earth shall 
pass away, but not pi, that won't happen, it 
still has an okay five, and quite a fine eight, 
and all but final seven, prodding and 
prodding a plodding eternity to last.  
  
 by Wislawa Szymborska  
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Number type  

(prime, 
rational, etc)  

    

  

  

  Examples from the 
text 

  

Color  

  

        

  

Animal  

  

        

   

Person  

  

        

    

Emotion  

  

        

  

Nature Image  

  

        

  

Indoor scene  

  

        

  

Action/movement  

  

        

  

Imaginary place  

  

        

  

Descriptive word  
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Found Poem Using Content Text Class 

Activity 
(May be used in math or in ANY content area.) 
  
 Appropriate Reading and Writing Standards are provided. Add your content standards as 
well.   
 
Reading:   
LAFS.910.RI.1.2 Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its development over the 
course of the text, including how it emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details; 
provide an objective summary of the text.  
  
LAFS910.RST.2,4 Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-
specific words and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context 
relevant to grades 9–10 texts and topics.  
  
LAFS.910.RST.2.5  Analyze the structure of the relationships among concepts in a text, 
including relationships among key terms (e.g., forces, friction, energy).  
  
LAFS.910.WHST.1.2. Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration of 
historical events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or technical processes.   
  
Writing:  
LAFS.910.WHST.2.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, 
organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.  
  
LAFS.910.WHST.2.5 Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, 
editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, focusing on addressing what is most 
significant for a specific purpose and audience.  
  
LAFS.910.WHST.4.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for reflection and 
revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline 
specific tasks, purposes, and audiences.   
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Found Poem Using Content Text Class 
Activity 

Teacher Instructions:   
Approximate time:  1 hour   
  
Select a piece of text related to your content or subject area that you want students to 
read and understand.   
  
Ask students how many of them could write a poem about _____ (Fill in with the 
subject/topic of the text) in just 20 minutes. Record the number of hands. (That's data.)    
  
Read a short portion of the text aloud to students (perhaps the introductory paragraph) 
asking them to pick out one key word as you read.   
  
Facilitate a "sweep" of the room as everyone shares their word. (Repeats are OK.)  
  
Now have students re-read the text, either silently or with student volunteers. Tell them 
while they are reading to circle, box, highlight, or underline 10 words that they find 
interesting. The words may be interesting because of the meaning of the word, the sound 
of the word, the spelling of the word, or any other reason. They should select exactly 10 
words. (Changing one's mind is OK--they can review after reading to see if they have 
exactly 10 they really like. This process also encourages re-reading.)     
  
Now ask the students to list the 10 words in the margin in the same order that they 
appear in the text.  Explain that those 10 words will be the basis for a "found" poem.  (It is 
called a found poem because the words are "found" in another text.) They may add 
additional words or phrases to create the poem, but the original 10 words must appear in 
the same order within the poem.   
  
Tell students that you will lead them in creating a class poem, and then they will complete 
one of their own.     
  
On the SMART BOARD, whiteboard, or chart paper, ask for a volunteer to share a word 
from the first paragraph. (Since they must be listed in order, ask for 1 per paragraph, and 
maybe 2 from the longer paragraphs until you have 10.) Ask the students to check and 
make sure they are in the correct order. (This process encourages re-reading.) Adjust 
and reorder if necessary.    
  
After all 10 are listed, ask for audience assistance to create a poem out of the words 
listed. Model the process for them. Cross out and change words as needed. Emphasize 
that writing is messy.  When the writing is finished, ask the students to check for spelling, 
capitalization, and punctuation. (This check encourages revision and proofreading--don't 
worry if everything is not perfect, or if you are not sure where the apostrophe goes--it's 
OK to say, "I'm not sure, but we can look it up and find out." or "I will ask a Language Arts 
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teacher and get back to you." This is the 
"drafting" phase, and those elements can 
be worked out in the "editing" phase.)       
  
 
 
 
When finished, tell them, "ta da," and return to the question: "How many of you at the 
beginning thought that you could write a poem about _________ in 20 minutes?"  
 
Review the data collected earlier.  Now ask: "How many of you participated in creating a 
poem in 20 minutes? (All should raise their hands.) Point out the increase from ---% to 
100% . Then note that the group has successfully written a poem. Record the poem by 
asking a student to copy, type or take a picture and print it out. Post or display for all 
classes to see.  ("Publishing" is important and students will love seeing their "word" in the 
class poem. Later you may display individual student poems as well.)   
  
Now ask students to create their own poem from their 10 words.   
  
This can be adjusted in various ways:    

● Other guidelines can be added, such as, the poem must include one new 
understanding that the reader gained from the text.   

● The teacher might assign 3 - 4 ______vocabulary terms that MUST be included 
and students select additional words to make a total of 10.  

● A written reflection could be included to explain the connection between the text 
and the student's poem.    

● A speaking component can also be added if students are asked to explain how 
the ideas in the text are represented in their poem.    

● And in ALL classes, not just Language Arts classes, teachers should remind 
students to capitalize the first word of each line and include correct punctuation.         

  
Note: Since literacy standards are interdisciplinary, it is good for students to complete 
creative tasks that incorporate both subject area content and literacy skills. Engaging in 
this process is one way that you can easily use the creative arts to teach content. If you 
do similar activities on a regular basis, it will enrich your teaching and increase student 
engagement.      
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A B C Poem 
Standards:   
Math Standards: Variable, depending on the topic being 

covered Writing Standards:   

LAFS.910.W.2.4   
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are 
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.  
  

LAFS.910.W.4.10  
Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) and 
shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of tasks, purposes, and 
audiences.  

LAFS.910.W.1.1.d  
Establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone while attending to the norms and 
conventions of the discipline in which they are writing.  

Teacher Instructions:   

Ask students to create an A, B, C list (See page 14) about a topic that you have covered 
in class. It might be broad, such as “Geometry” or more specific, such as “Angles.” They 
should try to write 2 words for each letter if possible, but should have at least one.  (This 
can also be written on their own paper if copies are not available.)   

Ask them to consult with a partner and share so that each person has at least one word 
for each letter. Go over the list as a class if necessary.   

Then give students the challenge of writing a 26 word poem where each word begins with 
the succeeding each letter of the alphabet. (See example below.)       

 

Analytic Geometry Poem  
Axes beget coordinates,  dutifully expressing functions, graphs,  

 helpful in justifications, keeping legendary mathematics new or 
peculiarly quite rational  so that understanding's visual with x, y, z.  
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 By: JoAnne Grownley  

  
 
 

 
ABC Brainstorming Sheet 

 
A_________________________  B_________________________ 

C_________________________  D_________________________ 

E_________________________  F_________________________ 

G_________________________  H_________________________ 

I__________________________  J_________________________ 

K_________________________  L_________________________ 

M_________________________   N_________________________ 

O_________________________  P_________________________ 

Q_________________________  R_________________________ 

S_________________________  T_________________________ 

U_________________________  V_________________________ 

W_________________________  X_________________________ 

Y_________________________  Z_________________________ 
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Found Poem Using Math Poetry Analysis 

Use the same procedures as for the Science Analysis Transformed into Found Poem. 
 
Poem Title and Author: ________________________________________________________  
Publication Date: _____________________________________________________________  
Field of Math and Math Topic: ___________________________________________________  
 
Poem Analysis Steps  

1. List three images and how they relate to science  
a. __________________________________________________________________ 
b. __________________________________________________________________  
c. __________________________________________________________________  

 
2. Circle the selected image.  

 
3. Write descriptive or sensory details  
a_____________________________  e____________________________ 
b_____________________________  f_____________________________ 
c_____________________________  g_____________________________ 
d_____________________________  h_____________________________ 

 
4. Provide three “tone” adjectives (See following page)   
a____________________  b. _____________________ c. _______________________  

  
List Math Topic Facts 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________  

Compiled List Of Important Words From Poem And Facts 
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Resources 
 
Introductory Activity 30 Circles article:   
"30 Circles Challenge": 
https://www.ideo.com/blog/build-your-creative-confidence-thirty-circles-exercise  
  
Websites that discuss Math and Poetry:  
  
This site gives a list of quotations about mathematics and poetry. 
https://www.math.washington.edu/~greenber/MoreQuotes.html   
  
This site shows examples of poems and poets that were inspired by math in some way.   
http://poetrywithmathematics.blogspot.com/  
  
This website has resources and articles to demystify and make math more accessible to all. 
Although written for adults, teachers may find useful information here.    
http://mathforgrownups.com/the-math-of-poetry-yep-theres-a-connection/    
  
In this article the author explores why poets sometimes think mathematically, and there is a 
link to another essay on how mathematicians sometimes think poetically.  
http://talkingwriting.com/why-poets-sometimes-think-in-numbers   
  
The suggestions by this author usually involve very high level mathematical concepts, so would 
need adaptation for Middle or High School teachers, but there are some very interesting articles 
and sample poems here.    
http://mathematicalpoetry.blogspot.com/2008/02/download-polyaesthetics-and.html  
  
Math Articles:   
“Get Better at Math by Disrupting Your Brain,” Scientific American 
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/get-better-at-math-by-disrupting-brain/  “Why is it  
 
 “’I’m Not a Math Person’ is no Longer a Valid Excuse” Business Insider  
http://www.businessinsider.com/being-good-at-math-is-not-about-natural-ability-2013-11   
 
“Final Proof that Maths and Poetry Have a Special Relationship” The Guardian 
http://www.theguardian.com/books/booksblog/2009/feb/04/maths-poetry-pi-fibonacci  
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Ode to the Piano 
by Pablo Neruda, translated by Jodey Bateman 

 

The piano was sad during the concert, 
Forgotten in its gravedigger's coat, and then it opened 

its mouth, its whale's mouth: 
The pianist entered the piano flying like a crow; 

Something happened as if a stone 
Of silver fell or a hand 

Into a hidden pond: 
The sweetness slid like rain 

Over a bell, 
The light fell to the bottom of a locked house,  

An emerald went across the abyss and the sea 
sounded, the night,  

The meadows, the dewdrop,  
The deepest thunder,  

The structure of the rose sang,  
The milk of dawn surrounded the silence.  

  
That's how the music was born from the piano which 

was dying, the garment  
Of the water-nymph  

Moved up over the coffin  
And from its set of teeth all unaware  

The piano, the pianist  
And the concert fell,  

And everything became sound, an elemental torrent,  
A pure system, a clear bell ringing.  

  
Then the man returned from the tree of music.  
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Piano Slam Social Studies Activities 

 
Dear teachers:  

Here you will find a variety of activities that you can use with your students to 
encourage creativity, develop facility with language, and reinforce social 
studies content. Feel free to use them as written or adapt them to meet the 
needs of your students. Some are specific activities with step-by-step 
instructions and others are general ideas that you can develop into relevant 
lessons.    

The four lessons provided address both Social Studies and ELA Standards. 
Although some activities reference Middle School Standards and other 
reference High School Standards, the activities can be adapted to any grade 
level and can be used at any point in the school year. Some of the activities 
and lessons are designed to help you integrate poetry and the arts into your 
social studies class. Doing activities such as these with your students will also 
help prepare them to write poetry for the Piano Slam competition in 
December. We hope that you will encourage your students to participate in 
Piano Slam as a class activity, and additional ELA and competition specific 
resources are available in the Innovation Guide.    

We hope that you find these activities useful and welcome any feedback that 
you might have.  

Sincerely,  

The Piano Slam Education Support Team 
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Historical Bio- Poem 

 
Literacy Standards:  
 
LAFS.910.RH.1.1 Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary 
sources, attending to such features as the date and origin of the information.  
 
LAFS.910.RH.2.6 Compare the point of view of two or more authors for how they treat 
the same or similar topics, including which details they include and emphasize in their 
respective accounts.  
 
Writing Standards:  
LAFS.910.WHST.2.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, 
organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.  
 
LAFS.910.WHST.3.7Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a 
question (including a self-generated question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the 
inquiry when appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating 
understanding of the subject under investigation.  
 
Language Standards:   
LAFS.9 10.L.1. 1 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar 
and usage when writing or speaking.  
 
LAFS.9 10.L.1. 2 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.  
 
Speaking and Listening Standards:   
LAFS.9 10.SL. 1.1 Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative 
discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 
9–10 topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own 
clearly and persuasively.  
 
LAFS.9 10.SL. 1.2 Integrate multiple sources of information presented in diverse 
media or formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively, orally) evaluating the credibility and 
accuracy of each source.  
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Historical Bio- Poem 
 
Teacher Instructions:  
 
This writing activity is designed to be used with biographical information. 
 
Locate at least two sources of information about an important historical figure.  
 
One should be a multimedia source—a picture, audio, or video and one should be print 
text.  
 
Ask students to use the Evidence Chart to gather information about the historical figure 
they are discussing. They should take notes and gather evidence about the person being 
studied.  
 
Facilitate whole or small group discussions about the texts, emphasizing the need to 
support ideas with textual evidence.    
 
Then ask students to model the Historical Bio-Poem. Depending upon the level you may 
wish to have them create a quick personal one first so they understand the process, and 
then move on to the Historical Bio-Poem.  
 
Writing the Historical Bio-Poem could be done as a whole group activity about a person 
the whole class is studying, or as an individual or group activity where each group is 
assigned a different historical figure.   
 
An optional editing sheet (2 on a page) is provided for students to peer edit their rough 
drafts before rewriting and turning in a final draft. The Editing Sheet can also be modified 
to meet the instructional focus of the lesson.   
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Historical Bio-Poem 

 
PERSONAL BIO-POEM  
 
Instructions:  
Line 1:  Your first name.  
Line 2:  Four adjectives that describe you.  
Line 3:  Sibling of... (OR Son or daughter of...).  
Line 4:  Lover of... (3 people or ideas).  
Line 5:  Who feels... (3 items).  
Line 6:  Who needs... (3 items).  
Line 7:  Who gives... (3 items).  
Line 8:  Who fears... (3 items).  
Line 9:  Who would like to see...(3 items).  
Line 10:  Resident of (your city, street, or neighborhood).  
Line 11: Your last name.  
 
Example:  
Steve.  
Honest, cheerful, athletic, and easy-going.  
Brother of Tammy, Bill, and Laurie.  
Lover of football, camping, and my dog.  
Who feels afraid on roller coasters, happy when I make some money, and proud when my team 
wins a game.  
Who needs help with fractions, time by myself, and a job this summer.  
Who gives help to my friends, my dog a bath, and a card to my grandmother on her 
birthday, Who fears experiencing death, failing math, and being teased.  
Who would like to see a cure for cancer, teachers smile more, and my girlfriend every night.  
Resident of Miami Beach. 
Smith. 
 
About the format:  
Do NOT place numbers on the lines of your poem.  
Capitalize the first word in each line.   
Capitalize any other PROPER nouns. (These are names of specific people, places, or things.)   
Include a period at the end of each line.   
Use commas between the words in a list, and the word "and" before the LAST item. (See the 
example.)   
In lines 4-9 make the list parallel. (This means all three items are NOUNS, or all three are 
VERBS, etc.)   
If you need to continue a line, INDENT the part that carries over to the next line. 
Double check all spelling after the poem is complete!  
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HISTORICAL BIO-POEM 
Instructions:  
Line 1:  First Name  
Line 2:  Title  
Line 3:  Four words that describe the person 
Line 4:  Friend of…(personal or professional) Line 5: Lover of...(3 things or ideas)   
Line 6:  Who believed...(1 or more ideas)  
Line 7:  Who wanted...(3 things)  
Line 8:  Who used...(3 methods or things)  
Line 9:  Who gave...(3 things)  
Line 10:  Who said, "(a quote)." 
Line 11:  Last Name  
 
Example:  
William, E. B.  
Educated, forceful, caring, impatient.  
Friend of Booker T. Washington.  
Lover of freedom, equality, and education.  
Who felt angry, worried, and inspired.  
Who needed the right to vote, political power, and financial support.  
Who gave instruction, inspiration, and written words.  
Who feared segregation, Jim Crow laws, and discrimination.  
Who wanted to see equality, freedom for all, and universal education Who said, “Children learn 
more from what you are than what you teach.” DuBois.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Source for Example: http://www2.vcdh.virginia.edu/fellows/Historicalpoetry.html) 
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Historical Bio Poem 
 

Evidence Chart  
 

Name of Historical Figure: _____________________________  
 
Important Details                  Evidence          *Citations 
Adjectives to describe the 
person:  

How do you know?   

Important actions or events  How is this person connected to the action or 
event?  

 

Other related people or 
places  

What’s the relationship?   

Historical significance  How do you know?   

Important beliefs or ideas  Why did you select these?   

This person said, “….”  
(Or would have said…)  

Why?   

*Include source title and page numbers, line numbers, or minute marks for audio or video* 
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Historical Bio Poem 
 

Editing Sheet  
 

Bio-Poem  
Author: _______________________________ Subject: _______________________________ 
 
 
This poem provides accurate details about the subject. YES NO  

This poem gives a clear picture of the personality of the subject. YES NO  

This paper uses capital letters and punctuation correctly. YES NO  

This paper is written neatly WITHOUT line numbers. YES NO  

This paper uses indentation correctly if necessary. YES NO  

This paper has no spelling errors. YES NO  
 
 
The line that best captures the subject is:  _____________________________________ 
 
Because _______________________________________________________________ 
 
Editor: ______________________________________  
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Found Poems The Industrial 

Revolution  
 
Social Studies Standard:    
SS.912.W.6.2 Summarize the social and economic effects of the Industrial Revolution.  
 
ELA  Standards:  
 
Reading:  
LAFS.910.RI.1.2 Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its development over the 
course of the text, including how it emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details; 
provide an objective summary of the text.  
 
LAFS910.RST.2,4 Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain specific 
words and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context relevant to 
grades 9–10 texts and topics.  
 
LAFS.910.RST.2.5  Analyze the structure of the relationships among concepts in a text, 
including relationships among key terms (e.g., forces, friction, energy).  
 
LAFS.910.WHST.1.2. Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration of historical 
events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or technical processes.   
 
Writing:  
LAFS.910.WHST.2.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, 
organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.  
 
LAFS.910.WHST.2.5 Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, 
rewriting, or trying a new approach, focusing on addressing what is most significant for a 
specific purpose and audience.  
 
LAFS.910.WHST.4.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for reflection and 
revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-
specific tasks, purposes, and audiences.  
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Found Poems The Industrial 
Revolution  

 
Activity Approximate time: 1 hour.  
(Building Blocks History Lab will require additional time.)  
 
Teacher Instructions:  
This assignment is designed to be used in conjunction with the Miami-Dade County Public 
Schools Building Blocks for History Lab on the Industrial Revolution, but the process can be 
adapted and used with ANY Social Studies Text.          
 
Ask students how many of them could write a poem about the Industrial Revolution in 20 
minutes.  Record the number.     
 
Read the first page of the Civics text provided (“What is Civics?” and “American Values”) aloud 
to students, asking them to pick out one key word as you read.   
Do a "sweep" of the room as everyone shares their word. (Repeats are OK. This requires 
everyone to participate and is a non-threatening way to engage students).   
 
Now have students re-read the text, either silently or with student volunteers.  
 
Tell them while they are reading to circle, or box, highlight, or underline 10 words that they find 
interesting. The words may be interesting because of the meaning of the word, the sound of 
the word, the spelling of the word, or any other reason. They should select exactly 10 words. 
(Changing one's mind is OK--they can review after reading to see if they have exactly 10 they 
really like. This also encourages re-reading)     
 
Now ask the students to list the 10 words in the margin in the same order that they appear in 
the text.  Explain that those 10 words will be the foundation for a "found" poem.  (It is called 
that because the words are "found" in another text.) They may add additional words or phrases 
to create the poem, but the original 10 words must appear in the same order within the poem.   
Tell students that you will lead them in creating a class poem, and then they will complete one 
of their own.     
 
On the SMART BOARD, whiteboard, or chart paper ask for a volunteer to share a word from 
the first sentence. (Since they must be listed in order ask for 1 per sentence, until you have 
10.)  
 
Ask the students to check and make sure they are in the correct order. (This encourages re-
reading.) Adjust and reorder if necessary.    
After all 10 are listed ask for audience assistance to create a poem out of the words listed.  
Model the process for them. Cross out and change words as needed. Writing is messy.   
When it is finished ask the students to check for spelling, capitalization, and punctuation. (This 
encourages revision and proofreading--don't worry if everything is not perfect, or if you are not 
sure where the apostrophe goes. It's OK to say, "I'm not sure but we can look it up and find 
out." or "I will ask an English teacher and get back to you.")     
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Found Poems The Industrial Revolution 

When finished, tell them, "ta da" and return to the question: "How many of you thought that you 
could write a poem about social studies?"  Ask "How many of you participated in creating a 
poem in 20 minutes? (All should raise their hands.) Point out the increase and compare data to 
the opening question. Then note that the group has successfully written a poem.  
 
Record the poem by asking a student to copy or type it. You may also take a picture and print it 
out. Post or display for all classes to see.  ("Publishing" is important and students will love 
seeing their "word" in the class poem. Later you may display individual student poems as well.)   
 
Now ask students to create their own poem from their 10 words.  
This can be adjusted in various ways:    

 Other guidelines can be added, such as the poem must include one new 
understanding that the author learned from the text. 

 The teacher might choose 3-4 social studies vocabulary terms that MUST be 
included and students select the rest. 

 A written reflection could be included to show the connection between the text and 
the student's poem. 

 A speaking component can also be added if students are asked to explain how the 
ideas in the text are represented in their poem. 

 And even though not a Language Arts class, teachers can remind students to 
capitalize the first word of each line and include correct punctuation. 

 
Since Piano Slam includes a social studies component, and because the literacy standards are 
interdisciplinary, it is good for students to complete creative tasks that incorporate both social 
studies content and literacy skills. This is one way that you can easily use the creative arts to 
teach your social studies content. If you do this on a regular basis it will enrich your teaching, 
and when the time comes to write and enter the Piano Slam competition your students will be 
able to produce some wonderful entries.     
 
Now that students are familiar with the process for creating a “Found Poem,” teach the Building 
Blocks History Lab on the Industrial Revolution as you normally would, and then after your 
instruction ask students to select 10 words that they think relate to and help answer the 
Essential Question and then to create a “Found Poem” from those 10 words. You may change 
the number of words to suit your purposes and may want to set guidelines regarding how many 
words from each source. (Make sure to require at least 1 per source to encourage rereading 
and discuss how to handle visuals with little text. They could create a word to sum up the visual 
and use that word, for example, or they could stick to the words that are included in the text.)  
 
Consider “publishing” the poems by posting on the class wall or website.     
 
Sample Found Poem:  
The children’s appearance  In a factory seemed harmless. Yet injurious accidents   
Occurred at an alarming rate. Their health suffered.   
Why wasn’t it noticed? They were employed,   
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Working unbelievable hours.  
Why didn’t anyone care? Working in unimaginable 
conditions, Why was that tolerated? Good business or  
Labor exploiter.  
Why didn’t the world want to know?   
 
 

Building Blocks for History Lab: 
SS.912.W.6.2 Summarize the social and economic effects of trial Revolution. 

 
 
Essential Question: Does the advancement of technology always benefit mankind?  
 
Before introducing this history lab to students, they must know that the Industrial Revolution 
represented a major economic and social shift in the world, as production became mechanized 
and new technologies and industries emerged, leading to rapid growth of wealth for some but 
creating new challenges for others, particularly urban workers.   
 
Students should understand that along with industrialization came factory labor, machines, and 
economic growth.   
 
Students should be familiar with the following terms:  

 Industrial Revolution   
 Child Labor 
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Building Blocks for History Lab: Industrial Revolution  
 
 
Source 1 – Sir Samuel Smith worked as a doctor in Leeds, England.  
He was interviewed by Michael Sadler and his House of Commons Committee on July 16, 1832.  
 
 
Question: Is the appearance of factory children easy to be distinguished from that of the 
children composing the rest of the laboring population differently employed?   
Answer: Yes. It is easy to see that they have not that healthy appearance; they appear languid, 
weak, and debilitated.  
 
Question: What are the effects of this on the children?  
Answer: Up to twelve or thirteen years of age, the bones are so soft that they will bend in any 
direction. The foot is formed of an arch of bones of a wedge-like shape. These arches have to 
sustain the whole weight of the body. I am now frequently in the habit of seeing cases in which 
this arch has given way. Long continued standing has also a very injurious effect upon the 
ankles. But the principle effects which I have seen produced in this way have been upon the 
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knees. By long continued standing the knees become so weak that they turn inwards, producing 
that deformity which is called "knock-knees" and I have sometimes seen it so striking, that the 
individual has actually lost twelve inches of his height by it.  
 
Question: Are there many accidents in the factories and mills?  
Answer: I have frequently seen accidents of the most dreadful kind. I have seen cases in which 
the arm had been torn off near the shoulder joint; I have seen the upper extremity chopped into 
small fragments, from the tip of the finger to above the elbow.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Building Blocks for History Lab: Industrial Revolution 
 
Source 2 – House of Lords Committee interview with Dr. E. Holmes, 1818 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Question: How long have you practiced as a physician in Manchester?  
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Answer: Twenty-four years…  
 
Question: Has that given you opportunities of observing the state of the children who are 
ordinarily employed in the cotton-factories?   
Answer: It has.  
 
Question: In what state of health did you find the persons employed?   
Answer: They were in good health generally. I can give you particulars, if desired, of Mr. 
Pooley’s factory. He employs 401 persons; and, of the persons examined in 1796, 22 were 
found to be of delicate appearances, 2 were entered as sickly, 3 in bad health, one subject to 
convulsions, 8 cases of scrofula (tuberculosis): in good health, 363.  
 
Question: Am I to understand you, from your investigations in 1796, you formed rather a 
favorable opinion of the health of persons employed in cotton-factories?  
Answer: Yes.  
 
Question: Have you had any occasion to change that opinion since?   
Answer: None whatever. They are as healthy as any other part of the working classes of the 
community….  
 
Question: Who applied to you to undertake the examining of these children in Mr. Pooley’s 
factory?  
Answer: Mr. Pooley.  

 
 
 

 
Building Blocks for History Lab: Industrial Revolution 

 
 
Source 3 – Political cartoon, “Child Labor Exploiter” by P. T. Richards  
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Building Blocks for History Lab: Industrial Revolution 
 

Source 4 – Graph, “The World Between 1500 and World War I” showing the growth in 
GDP/capita (gross domestic product per person)  
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Building Blocks for History Lab: Industrial Revolution 
 

Name _________________________________ Date _____________________ 
SS.912.W.6.2 Summarize the social and economic effects of the Industrial Revolution.  
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Essential Question:  
Did the Industrial Revolution have a positive or negative impact on society? 

Source  Main Idea / Message / Important Details  How does this document answer 
the essential question?  

Source 1  
Excerpt from 
Sir  
Samuel Smith, 
1832  

  

Source 2  
Excerpt from 
Dr. Holmes 
interview with 
House of 
Lords,  
1818  

  

Source 3  
Political 
cartoon, “Child 
Labor  
Exploiter” by P. 
T.  
Richards  

 

 
Source 4  
Graph, “The 
World  
Between 1500 
and  
World War I”   

  

 
Thesis:  
____________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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The Native & Immigrant 
Experience Standards 

 
Social Studies Standards:   
SS.8.G.2.2 Use geographic terms and tools to analyze case studies of regional issues in different 
parts of the United States that have had critical economic, physical, or political ramifications.    
SS.8.G.4.2 Use geographic terms and tools to analyze the effects throughout American history of 
migration to and within the United States, both on the place of origin and destination.  SS.8.G.4.3 
Use geographic terms and tools to explain cultural diffusion throughout the United States as it 
expanded its territory.  
 
SS.8.G.4.4 Interpret databases, case studies, and maps to describe the role that regions play in 
influencing trade, migration patterns, and cultural/political interaction in the United States 
throughout time.  
 
SS.912.G.4.2: Use geographic terms and tools to analyze the push/pull factors contributing to 
human migration within and among places.  
 
SS.912.G.4.3:  Use geographic terms and tools to analyze the effects of migration both on the 
place of origin and destination, including border areas.  
 
SS.912.W.1.3:  Interpret and evaluate primary and secondary sources.  
 
ELA Standards:   
LAFS.RH.6-8.7 Integrate visual information (e.g., in charts, graphs, photographs, videos, or 
maps) with other information in print and digital texts.  
 
LAFS.910.WHST.2.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, 
and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.  
 
LAFS.910.WHST.2.5 Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, 
rewriting, or trying a new approach, focusing on addressing what is most significant for a specific 
purpose and audience.  
 
LAFS.910.WHST.4.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for reflection and revision) 
and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of disciplinespecific tasks, 
purposes, and audiences.  
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The Native & Immigrant 
Experience 

 
Teacher Instructions:   
Provide students with the graphic organizer (see below) to take notes.  
They will use the top half for the 3 multimedia sources provided.   
Hook:   
Show primary sources from the Library of Congress  
(e.g., photographs – The Immigrant Experience: Down the Rabbit Hole) to prepare students for 
the activity.  http://www.loc.gov/teachers/classroommaterials/lessons/rabbit/procedure.html  
 
Introduction:   
View a 5-minute synopsis by Discovery Education on the wave of immigration in the United  
States in the 19th century. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LfvRxpPlYC0  
 
Connection:   
Listen to piece about various immigrant experiences shared through music, such as,  
https://www.berklee.edu/news/yo-soy-inmigrante-berklee-student-sings-immigrant-experience  
 
Study: Assign students to research, independently or in groups, where immigrants have come 
who now reside in their community. (This could be the city, state, or nation.) Find details about 
geographical features, economic factors, and political issues that may have caused immigrants 
to leave their homeland. Also think about what might have attracted them to this city, state, or 
nation.   
 
Creative and Organizational Decisions:  
Give students these instructions:   
Imagine leaving home to arrive in a strange new land with dreams of beginning anew. Consider 
what geographical features, economic factors, and political issues would influence your decision 
to begin your immigrant experience, as well as what factors influenced your choice of 
destination.   
Use the bottom half of the graphic organizer (see below) to gather the facts and evidence that 
would influence your decisions.   
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The Native & Immigrant 
Experience  

 
Task: 
 
Tell students to fast forward a few years to a time when they have settled into the new 
homeland and documented their immigrant experience. They receive a surprise invitation in the 
mail. It is an invitation to the Inauguration of the leader of your new location.  
 
Tell students:  You have been invited to share your experience in the form of a poem at the 
Inauguration, in hopes that your immigrant experience will serve as a beacon of light to attract 
new immigrants. Your poetic writing needs to address not only geography and economics, but 
also the political climate and assets of the new land.  
 
Now ask them to construct a poem that does the following:  

 Provides specific references to the geography, economics, and politics of both the 
original location and the new destination.   

 Compares and contrast the two locations 
 Uses poetic and descriptive language  
 Incorporates figurative language such as similes, metaphors, and analogies creates an 
intentional rhythm and cadence incorporates at least three musical concepts either with 
vocabulary or stylistic elements. 

  
Now provide time for them to share their poems with one or more peers.  
 
They should then use the feedback to improve the poem and write a final draft.   
 
You may choose to “Publish” the poems by asking students to share with the class, by posting 
them on the wall or class website, or by holding an after school poetry reading.   
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Graphic Organizer: 
Gathering Evidence about the Immigrant Experience 

 
 

 
 
 
 

What does the piece say 
about the  
Immigrant  
Experience?  

What evidence did you 
see/hear that supports 
this?   

Citation (Give page 
number, minute mark, or 
location on image)    

Source #1 (pictures)     

Source #2 (video)     

Source #3 (audio)     

++++++++++++++++  +++++++++++++++  ++++++++++++++++  +++++++++++++++  
 Original Homeland  Region considered  Region considered  
Geographical features     

Economic factors     

Political issues     
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The Native & Immigrant Experience  
Standards:  

Social Studies Standards:   

S.S.8.A.1.6. Compare interpretations of key events and issues throughout 
American history.  

S.S.8.G.4.2 Use geographic terms and tools to analyze the effects 
throughout American history of migration to and within the United States, 
both on the place of origin and destination.   

Writing Standards:  

LAFS.910.WHST.2.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the 
development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.  

LAFS.910.WHST.3.7 Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a 
question (including a self-generated question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry 
when appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating understanding of 
the subject under investigation.  

Language Standards:  

LAFS.9 10.L.1. 1 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and 
usage when writing or speaking.  

LAFS.9 10.L.1. 2 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, 
punctuation, and spelling when writing.  

Speaking and Listening Standards:  

LAFS.9 10.SL. 1.1 Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions 
(one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 9–10 topics, texts, and 
issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively.  

LAFS.9 10.SL. 1.2 Integrate multiple sources of information presented in diverse media or 
formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively, orally) evaluating the credibility and accuracy of each 
source.  
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The Native & Immigrant Experience  
 

Time Frame:  One 2 hour block or two 50 minute sessions.  
 
Objective: Students will appreciate, empathize and understand immigration to the United 
States through this social studies lesson, and will write a poem expressing their thoughts on the 
subject.  
 
Materials: Interactive board, white lined loose leaf paper (3 sheets per students).  
Reading handouts.   
 
Procedure/Preparation: Distribute reading materials; Emma Lazarus poem, and  
Patti Hutchinson secondary source.  
 
Ensure that each student has three sheets of lined loose leaf paper.  
Begin with open-ended questions on immigration to the United States.  

 Why do so many people migrate to the United States? 
 What kinds of situations do you think they are experiencing in their native countries that 
compels emigration to the United States? 

 
Introduce first reading; “Finding Religious Freedom” (secondary 
source) by Patti Hutchison. Have students jump in/popcorn 
read.   
Discuss the reading with students using open-ended questions. 
Facilitate partner or small group discussion as well as whole 
group discussion.   
Why was religious freedom so important to these early 
immigrants? 
What does our U.S. Constitution say about freedom of religion?  
(Show students Amendment 1 of the Bill of Rights on the 
Interactive Board.) http://www.kids.laws.com/first-amendment 
Is it necessary to have the right to religious freedom 
documented? (Transition to next stimuli.)   
Besides religion, what other reasons might people leave their 
country of origin for the United States? 
How did early immigrants travel to the United States? 
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What do you know about Ellis Island? 
Share Ellis Island link with students. Have them read from the interactive white board. 
http://www.libertyellisfoundation.org/ellis-island-history  
Share and discuss thoughts on reading. Move to music video about Ellis Island.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5rredHTyKaQ  
Tell students that the Statue of Liberty stands across from Ellis Island, on Liberty Island.  
Share image of the Statue of Liberty. (The following site contains information on Ellis Island and 
the Statue of Liberty.) Share images on the interactive board. 
http://www.libertyellisfoundation.org/photo-gallery  

FINDING RELIGIOUS FREEDOM 
By Patti Hutchison 

 
It is 17th century England. Religious freedom does not exist. You must belong to the  
Church of England. The king's guard makes sure that you go to church and worship God in 
the "correct" way. If you do not, you are persecuted. You could be beaten or even killed. You 
believe this is wrong. People should be able to worship God in their own way. So what do you 
do? You band together with other people who believe the same way you do. You board a ship 
and head for the New World.   
 
This is what many people did during this time period. Some of the first English immigrants to 
the U. S. were the Pilgrims. In 1620, 102 brave men and women came to the New World on a 
tiny ship called the Mayflower. They were on a religious journey. They were going to build a 
perfect society to live in. The Pilgrims' voyage was 65 days long. It was not an easy trip to 
make. The ship was small and crowded. Food ran out. But when they finally landed, they gave 
thanks to God.   
 
They began a colony in Plymouth, Massachusetts. Over time, many groups immigrated to 
America for religious freedom. The Puritans arrived in 1630. They wanted to make the church 
pure. They did not believe in fancy clothing and other finery. They wanted people to live 
strictly according to what the Bible said. They believed it was God's true law. Many Puritans 
spent long years in prison for these beliefs. Others were fined a lot of money. Many of their 
writings were burned. A large group of them got together and decided to leave England. They 
sailed to America. The Massachusetts Bay Colony was begun by these immigrants.   
During this time, the king of England believed that everyone should be Protestant.  
Catholics were often sent to jail or killed. In 1634, 128 Catholics arrived in the New World. 
They were given a charter by King Charles I. They settled in a colony that became known as 
Maryland. This was the first Catholic colony.   
 
Another group of religious immigrants were the Quakers. These people had some very 
different beliefs. They believed that one could worship God without going to church. They did 
not go to church. The Church of England often fined the Quakers for this. They refused to pay 
the fine and were sent to prison. In 1681 King Charles II gave William Penn some land in the 
New World. This was a payment for a debt he owed Penn's father. William Penn was a 
Quaker. He decided to set up a colony for Quakers to be free from persecution in England. 
The colony later became the state of Pennsylvania.   
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Other religious groups also immigrated to America so they could worship in their own ways. 
Baptists and Presbyterians were some examples. These immigrants were the first citizens of 
our great country. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
The Native & Immigrant Experience  

 
Introduce the poem “The New Colossus” by Emma Lazarus.  
Explain that these words are inscribed on the base of the Statue of Liberty.  
Distribute and share the poem “The New Colossus” by Emma Lazarus.   
Chunk read.  
Discuss poem with students asking open-ended questions.   
 
How does the poem make you feel? 
For those immigrants who could read English, entering New York Harbor, how would those 
words have made them feel? And those who could not read?  
What impact might other visuals have had on those entering the harbor? 
How do these words apply to today’s immigrants? 
 
Share immigrant data (Total Immigrants by Decade Graph and 50 Year Pie Chart) with students 
on interactive white board.   
 
Discuss each slide of immigration data and ask students to make connections to the other texts 
they have read.   
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The New Colossus  
By Emma Lazarus  
 

Not like the brazen giant of Greek fame,  
With conquering limbs 
astride from land to 
land;  
Here at our sea-
washed, sunset gates 
shall stand  
A mighty woman with a torch, whose flame  
Is the imprisoned lightning, and her name  
Mother of exiles. 
From her beacon-hand 
glows world-wide 
welcome; her mild 
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eyes command the air-
bridged harbor that 
twin cities frame.  
"keep, ancient lands, your storied pomp!" cries 
she  
With silent lips. "give me (your) tired, your 
poor,  
Your huddled masses 
yearning to breathe 
free, the wretched 
refuse of your 
teeming shore.  
Send these, the homeless, tempest-tossed to 
me,  
I lift my lamp beside 
the golden door! 
 

 
 

The Native & Immigrant Experience  
 
Student Activity:  
 
Activity One:  
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On one sheet, have students fold it in half (hot dog style), creating a T-Chart. At the top of left 
side, have students write Push Factors. On the right side have students write Pull Factors.  

 
 
Display the definition of Push Pull Factors on the interactive white board from 
https://www.icivics.org/web-quests/immigration-citizenship?cck_pager_group_pages=1  
 
Have students list three push factors and three pull factors. Ask students to share their push/pull 
factors.  
Share with partners or small groups and then with the whole group. Compare/contrast, discuss 
student thinking.  
 
Activity Two: On the second sheet of lined paper have the students create a chart with five 
columns.  
List one of the five senses above each column.  
 
sight  hearing  touch  taste  feel  
     
     
     

 
Direct students to think about the music video they watched. Ask them to skim through the two 
readings one more time. Ask them to list three words describing how it must have felt to travel to 
the United States as an immigrant by boat, like those who were seeking religious freedom, and 
like those who arrived on Ellis Island, and were 
greeted by the Statue of Liberty. 
 
 
 
 
 

The Native & Immigrant Experience 
 

Push Factors   Pull Factors  
1.  
2.  
3.  

1.  
2.  
3.  
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Assessment and Activity Three: On the third sheet of paper, have the students write a poem 
incorporating their thoughts from the Push/Pull factors and infusing their words from the five 
senses chart.  
 
The poem should:   

 Integrate ideas from their push/pull chart  
 Include references to at least three different sources  
 Incorporate at least 5 vocabulary words related to the topic of immigration  
 Provide examples of sensory imagery   
 Use proper capitalization and punctuation    

 
Closing: Have the students share their poems. You may wish to have them receive feedback 
and revise. Consider “publishing” the poems by posting in the classroom bulletin board or 
website.    
 
Social Studies Terminology:  

 Immigration 
 Push/Pull factors 
 Freedom 
 Liberty 
 Rights 
 Religious 
 Islands 
 Ships 
 Sail 
 New life  Family 
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The Native & Immigrant 
Experience 

 
Total Immigrants by Decade 
 
 
This chart shows, by decade, the number of legal immigrants who came to America from 1820 
through 2009. 
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The Native & Immigrant 
Experience 

 
 
Immigrants by Region during 50-Year Periods 
 
These pie charts show, by 50-year periods, the number of legal immigrants who came to America 
from 1820 through 2010.  
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William Shakespeare 
Sonnet VIII 

 

Music to hear, why hear'st thou music sadly? 

Sweets with sweets war not, joy delights in joy: 

Why lov'st thou that which thou receiv'st not gladly, 

Or else receiv'st with pleasure thine annoy? 

If the true concord of well-tuned sounds, 

By unions married, do offend thine ear, 

They do but sweetly chide thee, who confounds 

In singleness the parts that thou shouldst bear.  

Mark how one string, sweet husband to another, 

Strikes each in each by mutual ordering; 

Resembling sire and child and happy mother, 

Who, all in one, one pleasing note do sing: 

   Whose speechless song being many, seeming one, 

   Sings this to thee: 'Thou single wilt prove none.' 
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Latin & Soul 
Victor Hernández Cruz, 1949 for Joe Bataan 

 
1 some waves a wave of now a trombone speaking to you a piano is trying 

to break a molecule is trying to lift the stage into orbit around the red 

spotlights a shadow the shadows of dancers dancers they are dancing 

falling out that space made for dancing they should dance on the tables 

they should dance inside of their drinks they should dance on the ceiling 

they should dance/dance thru universes leaning-moving we are traveling 

where are we going 

if we only knew with this rhythm with this banging with fire with this all this 

O my god i wonder where are we going sink into a room full of laughter full 

of happiness full of life those dancers the dancers are clapping their hands 

stomping their feet hold back them tears all those sentimental stories 

cooked uptown if you can hold it for after we are going away-away-away 

beyond these wooden tables beyond these red lights beyond these rugs & 

paper walls beyond way past i mean way past them clouds over the 

buildings over the 

rivers over towns over cities like on rails but faster like a train but smoother 

away past stars bursting with drums. 2 a sudden misunderstanding a cloud 

full of grayness a body thru a store window a hand reaching into the back 

pocket a scream a piano is talking to you thru all this  

why don’t you answer it………. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Piano Slam 11 
 

2018-2019 
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AN OPEN LETTER FROM: 
SUPERINTENDENT OF MIAMI-
DADE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS  
MR. ALBERTO M. CARVALHO 
Published in Miami Herald 2015 
 
PIANO SLAM  
Using Music To Help Learning.  
Our Miami-Dade public middle and high schools 

possess a unique program that uses teenagers’ love of music to help them learn the most 
challenging subjects of math and science. It also teaches them critical skills of expression, 
communication and creativity which are necessary tools to succeed in today’s world. It’s been 
highly successful, it’s fun and Miami-Dade is the only school system in the country to utilize it. 
This program is called Piano Slam—a countywide poetry contest inspired by music, and has 
been brought to our schools annually for the past ten years by the Dranoff 2 Piano Foundation. 
It culminates in a grand Broadway style concert at the Adrienne Arsht Center and is FREE for 
everyone to attend. Piano Slam demonstrates the importance of arts and music education 
programs’ real connection in the classroom to help students learn. It is the only arts program 
during the school day for our students. The curriculum developed by the Miami-based Dranoff 

Foundation supports a student’s 
cognitive, social, and emotional 
development and shows the vital role 

the community plays in helping our 
schools, teachers and students.  
Consider this, virtually every young 

person listens to music—it’s often the one 
constant in their lives. They have a 

physical connection to the beat and rhythm. 
They recite the lyrics and know the melody. 
And because of this connection—they pay 

attention and understand. Using this 
method allows young people to listen and connect with music, which is then applied to learning 
through Piano Slam programs in our classes.  
Dranoff brings their globally award-winning classical piano duos into our schools for concerts. 
Many of our students have never heard classical music—or ever heard it played live. Students 
are then asked to write poetry using music as their inspiration. They are encouraged to express 
themselves. Every year, thousands of students summon the courage to take part in this spirited 
contest, which unleashes their imagination and gives voice to their lives. Their stories are 
deeply personal and moving— living in a rough neighborhood where there is too much crime, a 
grandmother’s poignant role in raising them, overcoming acne in a teenage world, or hearing of 
a friend’s murder. They’ve also used musical terms to write about science—describing how 
their bodies are living organisms, the evolution of the universe from nothingness to the big bang 
to the Milky Way and beyond, and the poetry in the pollination of a flower. 
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Out of the thousands of poems written and 
submitted by our students this year, 16 win a 
spot to perform at the concert at the Arsht in the 
Knight concert Hall. Each go through weeks of 
training with an award-winning theater director, 
professional modern and hip hop dancers, a top 
DJ and the Dranoff’s classical pianists—who all 
also participate in the concert. These young 
people are transformed through this process. 
Through the professional feedback they 
receive, their confidence, expressiveness and 
willingness to be open to challenges grows. 

While these talented 16 students will be on stage at the final concert—all of our Miami-Dade 
public middle and high school students, more than 10,000 each year, go through the Piano 
Slam curriculum of using music to help with learning. Our students tell us participation in Piano 
Slam gave them confidence and skills to further in their lives beyond what they had ever 
considered—pursuing a law career, another feels empowered by his communications skills so 
he can explain auto mechanics to his potential customers, another used what she’d learn to 
work through family issues of domestic violence and received a college scholarship to pursue a 
writing career.

 
Educators across the Miami-Dade County Public School system and I are grateful for the 
partnership with the Dranoff 2 Piano Foundation for the development, commitment and 
execution of Piano Slam and for making our students’ learning experience rich and relevant.  
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Piano Slam Feedback Form 
 
Name: ____________________________________________________________________ 
 
School location:______________________________________________________________  
 
Subject/grade:_______________________________________________________________ 
   
Name of activity:_____________________________________________________________   
  
How did you integrate the lesson into your curriculum? 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
  
How did you modify the lesson to meet the diverse needs of your students? 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
  
What aspects of the lesson worked well?  
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
  
What parts of the activity were not successful? 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
  
What are the "next steps" you will take to extend this learning? 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
  
What other topics, activities or lesson plans would you like to see included as part of Piano 
Slam resources? 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
  
Please provide any additional questions, comments, concerns: 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
  
Include a student work sample that was a result of this activity. (Please remove the student last 
name and any other identifying information.)  
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___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________  

Lullaby in Blue 
Betsy Sholl 

 
The child takes her first journey through the inner blue world of her mother’s 
body, blue veins, blue eyes, frail petal lids. 
 
Beyond that unborn brackish world so deep it will be felt forever as longing, a 
dream of blue notes plucked from memory’s guitar, the wind blows indigo 
shadows under streetlights; clouds crowd the moon and bear down on the limbs 
of a blue spruce.  
 
The child’s head appears— midnight pond, weedy and glistening— draws back, 
reluctant to leave that first home.  
Blue catch in the mother’s throat, ferocious bruise of a growl, and out slides the 
iridescent body—fish-slippery in her father’s hands, plucked from water into such 
thin densities of air, her arms and tiny hands stutter and flail, till he places her on 
her mother’s body, then cuts the smoky cord, releasing her into this world, its cold 
harbor below where a blue caul of shrink-wrap covers each boat gestating on the 
winter shore. 
 
Child, the world comes in twos, above and below, visible and unseen. Inside your 
mother’s croon there’s the hum of an old man tapping his foot on a porch floor, 
his instrument made from one string nailed to a wall, as if anything can be turned 
into song, always what is and what is longed for. Against the window the electric 
blue of cop lights signals somebody’s bad news, and a lone man walks through 
the street, his guitar sealed in dark plush.  
 
Child, from this world now you will draw your breath and let out your moth flutter 
of blue sighs. Now your mother will listen for each one, alert enough to hear snow 
starting to flake from the sky, bay water beginning to freeze. Sleep now, little 
shadow, as your first world still flickers across your face, that other side where 
all was given and nothing desired. Soon enough you’ll want milk, want faces, 
hands, heartbeats and voices singing in your ear. Soon the world will amaze you, 
and you will give back its bird-warble, its dove call, singing that blue note which 
deepens the song, that longing for what no one can recall, 
your small night cry roused from the wholeness you carry into this broken world.  
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